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eThank you for selecting our 2014 Europe & Britain Summer tours brochure.

I would like to take you back to a moment 27 years ago when I was the Tour Manager

(then working for another company!) on a coach heading into Austria.The sky was blue,

the sunshine was drenching the glorious green meadows and the Bavarian mountains

soared either side. It was heavenly. Yet every passenger was fast asleep and oblivious to

it all because they were all so tired. Another very long day on the coach and yet another

series of all too brief one night stops had taken its predictable toll. Sadly,they were missing

so much. Those days left a lasting impression on me and when I first started designing

tours I knew we could do so much better. I wanted to create European tours providing a

much more fulfilling and rewarding experience tailored specifically for Australians and

New Zealanders. For you.

I wanted to design tours to be enjoyed and not endured. The first thing to do was eliminate those mad dash schedules with

wasted days on coaches,get rid of worthless one night stops,and make sure we factor in all those wonderful European experiences

and highlights. Not allude to them in a brochure and then offer them as‘extra cost options’.

What we offer in this brochure is a unique combination of our decades of European touring experience,heavily influenced by our

customer feedback, opinions and ideas. From this, we have created a simple but totally effective, tailored touring formula. By

focusing on longer stays of 3 to 5 nights,we have made the pace so much more sensible and included all those extras,excursions,

events and even end of tour tips. What is more, we make sure you enjoy a healthy balance of terrific sightseeing along with

satisfying and fulfilling leisure time.

See the photo above – guess where I was? My wife Julie-anne and I had so much fun, and from that trip I’ve designed an exciting

new 14 day‘Croatia and the Adriatic’tour. This is one of 4 new tours to exciting destinations such as the deep south of Italy and Sicily,

Gallipoli and Turkey and the moving Western Front.Turn over this page and have a look…. Come share my love of Europe.

Euan Landsborough, Managing Director,Tour Designer (and chief bottle washer)

P.S.Visit our website for more information on our unique European tours, read the latest tour reviews by Albatross travellers and view our

European image library and videos.Go to www.albatrosstours.com.
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I am extremely passionate about experiencing the real Europe so keep an eye out for my‘Message

from the Mo’comments throughout this brochure.Here I add some personal thoughts (thankfully

my moustache filters some opinions!) and reasons as to why I designed certain tours the way they

are, which I hope will help you choose your perfect tour.



Unique, escorted
journeys designed
especially for you...
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Join us on our unique escorted tours that have been designed

for you – the Australian and New Zealand traveller. With our

longer stays,more sightseeing time and included visits you will

have more free time to relax and enjoy those wonderful places

you have travelled so far to see.

Book our tours with confidence with
our guaranteed group departures!
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uniqueUnique touring itineraries designed for you –

the Australian and New Zealand traveller

Smaller group sizes with a maximum of only 30 people – with an average group size of just 22

Leisurely 2, 3, 4 and even 5 night stays with NO one night stops (other than first or last night) - our tours are to be

enjoyed not endured

Stay in charming character hotels in superb locations – feature properties larger groups simply cannot use

Genuinely inclusive tours with NO additional 'on tour' costs - even your 'end of tour' tips are included

Experience many more authentic, regional discoveries - our skilful itinerary planning doubles your genuine

sightseeing time

Expert commentary in the English language only

Book with confidence with our Guaranteed Group Departure policy
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Albatross travellers at the Leaning Tower of Pisa, photo courtesy of Gilberto Bionda

Albatross Tours…

Come share our love of Europe



discoverDiscover a different style of touring…

Tours designed for you
Albatross Tours are designed specifically for you - the Australian and New Zealand traveller. Our

touring programmes offer a balance of included regional and city sightseeing, along with more

free time,more inclusions,more experiences and sensible itinerary planning. We understand that

you want more from an escorted tour than a few hurried, all too brief visits and long drives on a

coach.With Albatross it is all about your touring experience.

Yes, our tours are first class – and we offer more
Surely it should also be about what you actually get to see and the truly memorable experiences

you get to take home. Therefore the most essential element in your holiday choice is the quality

and style of the actual touring itinerary. Our vast experience, focused only on Europe means we

provide you with a better and more fulfilling touring experience.
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Village of Bellagio, Lake Como, photo courtesy of John Vernon



Longer stays with no ‘1 night stops’
Everybody hates unpacking their bags each evening,and then having to re-pack them again early

the next morning. That is why, apart from possibly the first or last night of the tour, there are no

‘one night stops’on any of our programmes. None!

We consider two night stops to be a MINIMUM and ensure our tours always have a much more

sensible pace with three, four and even five night stays in each captivating city or region.

Our longer stays ensure you have more quality leisure time to relax and savour the superb places

we visit. We even leave some days completely free – for the simple pleasure of it! As an added

bonus, since we are not changing hotels or travelling long distances every one or two days, early

morning departures are extremely rare.

See more, experience more
Every one of our European Summer tours has been designed to be between 15 and 19 days in

duration specifically to suit you the Australian and New Zealand traveller. Travellers like you,

venturing to the other side of the world in quest of a longer, richer and deeper European touring

experience. People with more time on their side,seeking more touring authenticity and fulfilment

and wishing to avoid those globally marketed,speedy tours best suited to 10 – 14 day‘vacations’.

Lets face it, it took two thousand years to create the cultural melting pot that is Europe. Surely,

touring this magical continent should therefore be more than just 8 motorway drives, 7 cities,

6 ‘mad dash’visits, 5 T-shirts and 4 postcards?

Albatross make sure you will see, enjoy and experience so much more. Isn’t that what you deserve?

…the Albatross style of touring
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Look out for this icon on the first page of each touring programme.

This is where we show you the average number of kilometres

travelled per day on that tour. Proof that with Albatross Tours you

spend less time on the coach and noticeably more time relaxing and

sightseeing. We want you to compare us!

‘We choose Albatross mainly because of: A/ smaller

group size, B/ easy pace, C/ very inclusive, D/ quality and

most importantly you listen to your customers.You have

come up trumps again.The amount of free time is about

right and the rest day very welcome.’ Peter

‘As the shortest stay was two nights it was a relaxing touring pace. There

was also free time to do what you liked.Another plus was that most meals

were included in the price so it was easy to budget for extra spending.After

seeing the length of the queue lining up for major attractions it was

fantastic to have access with the tour and walk in.’Deborah



discoverDiscover why group size matters…

Smaller groups up to 30 people
We limit the maximum size of each of our group departures to just 30 travellers*. In fact our

average group size is just 22 people.

There are so many benefits to travelling in a smaller group. Naturally less time is wasted getting

on and off the coach and there are always a noticeable number of spare seats when travelling.

Another significant benefit is the swifter, priority access you will have to all the attractions and

special events.A more manageable group size leads to a higher level of personal service from your

Tour Manager. Simply put, everything is just much more personal.

Our smaller groups can stay in hotels chosen for their style, character and location – authentic

hotels that larger tour groups often cannot consider staying in.Dining out is also more enjoyable

as we can use delightful local restaurants rather than standard, larger group establishments.

* All Summer tours are capped at only 30 people. Albatross Tours Christmas or ANZAC tours carry a max of 40 people.
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This picture taken of one of our groups in Italy illustrates the comfortable size of an average Albatross
Tour group*. In fact if you added only 6 more friendly faces to this picture you would be looking at the
largest group size we ever carry on any of our Summer tours - only 30 people.



More space on the coach
You can be assured that Albatross Tours’ coaches will always be modern, comfortable and first

class.They have on board toilets and seating for between 40 and a maximum of 45 people*.On

occasion coaches may also be customised to offer between two and four sets of tables offering

extra personal space and comfort.

Since our group sizes are capped at a maximum of 30 people we guarantee there will always

be a large number of spare seats available plus a better, less crowded atmosphere onboard. In

addition to having more seating privacy and that essential extra“elbow room”you often have

the choice of travelling whilst relaxing in a window seat.

*Please note: If the group size is under 18 people we may choose to utilise a smaller coach

Personalised service and expert commentary
Our highly experienced Tour Managers are committed to providing you with the most

memorable and informative European touring experience. All are multi-lingual and are based

either in the UK or Europe with decades of experience working ‘on the road’. Over time they

have often become specialists in specific regions, countries or types of tours, and we allocate

them tours accordingly.

Their specific expertise will provide you with a greater insight into the history, culture and

customs of each region we explore. As true professionals they are passionate about their

destinations and thrive on our unique itineraries which enable them to provide you with a

much more in depth touring experience.An added bonus of our noticeably smaller group sizes

is that your Tour Manager can provide you with a higher level of personal service. He, or she,

is able to become more of a personal guide to you.

As our tours have been specifically designed for Australian and New Zealand travellers

commentary throughout our tours is always only in English. Personal audio systems are

included.

…with the Albatross Experience

‘This was our first tour and I really enjoyed it. In particular,

I really liked the balance of ‘free’ and ‘organised’ days. I would

recommend Albatross to others particularly for the smaller

group size, the longer stays in each place and the free time.‘

Lauryn

‘Having only 21 people in our tour group meant we had plenty

of room to spread ourselves around the coach, which was

wonderful.Plus travelling in a smaller group gave everyone the

opportunity to mix and become friends.’

Lyn and Peter 9



discoverDiscover our genuinely inclusive tours…

Value to you
Albatross tours are genuinely inclusive and already include all of those special excursions and

visits, sightseeing tours and feature dinners. We even include the end of tour tips to your tour

manager and driver! You will not be charged on your tour for special ‘optional’excursions such as

a feature dinner or entry to an attraction such as Neuschwanstein Castle.Why? We believe these

expensive hidden extras usually costing over $100 per person each day are entirely predictable so

we have already included them in our tour price.This means you will find it far easier to budget for

your daily holiday expenses and,you will have complete transparency on where your money goes.

We encourage you to compare our tour prices on a cost per day basis,and take into consideration

that Albatross Tours have NO additional ‘on tour’ costs. Rest assured, by the time you get back

home and walk back through your front doorway you will not have paid any more.

Albatross Tours offer exceptional VALUE FOR MONEY!
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The ‘Mo’ hard at work at the Cinque Terre



‘The hotels were all of excellent standard and the food was

great, whether in-house, or in some fun restaurant or winery.

And the opportunities to occasionally search out our own

eating places, often with a few hints from the tour director, all

resulted in fun and memorable nights out with the group, or

just with a handful of people. As for the group - we had a total

of 26 in ours and the relatively small group size was a huge plus.

Overall we rate this tour several stars ahead of any other we

have done, and it significantly overshadowed the one we did

(with a different company) in France just afterwards. If we won

the lottery we would spend the rest or our retirement travelling

with Albatross!’ Peter

Just like you, I hate doing anything and suddenly

discovering there are hidden extras and still more to pay!

I think it only fair and honest that if something should be included, it is.That is why I

insist our tours are always genuinely inclusive and I promise that you will never step

onboard one of our coaches and be given a long list of expensive‘optional’extras (so

common elsewhere), which can be so upsetting and, play havoc with your budget.

Our Tour Managers are not reliant on kickbacks from special shops or optional extras

with grossly inflated prices. When our Tour Managers hold their hands out it is not to

take your money but to shake your hand.

I hate hidden extras!

Sightseeing is never at the expense of free time
You will notice that we always stay longer at each destination and include a host of daily

excursions, activities and unique sightseeing. Perhaps the most important thing to consider is

that as these are already pre-planned in each touring day, we are able to ensure you also have

that essential free time to relax, explore or simply ‘do your own thing’.

It is not just what you see but how you see it

Lets face it, it stands to reason that if you are on a ‘conventional tour’ with only one or two

night stops, your leisure time will be limited.Therefore, if you are offered the chance to join an

optional excursion it will often be at the expense of your valuable,already limited free time.You

then have an unfortunate choice - you can’t have both! To us, your free time is essential to

complete your enjoyment.

With our two, three, four and five night stays we build in that most essential element of all –

time! With this time, we specifically plan and factor in all those included excursions and special

sightseeing activities. We make sure we do each of them properly, and ensure your essential,

relaxing free time remains untouched.

Enjoy more with Albatross…

11
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experienceThe Albatross Hotel Experience…

What do we mean when we say‘or better’? At Albatross, we know

how important it is where you stay. Your enjoyment will be

wonderfully enhanced by staying in a delightful family run

Gasthof hotel with balconies that have window boxes bursting

with geraniums, or a medieval half timbered hotel oozing charm,

or a superb ancient castle dating back centuries. Would you rather

return home telling tales of having woken in a 500 year old Inn as

opposed to staying in a standard, modern glass and concrete

'block' and feeling you could literally be anywhere?

We think you would!

First class or ‘better’ Imagine staying in the charming
hotel pictured above…
Distinctly first class, the Grand Hotel

Miramare was one of the first ‘Grand Hotels’

on the Italian Riviera, and it soon became a

favourite of the international“jet set”.Behind

the elegant white façade you will find the

stylish ‘Le Colonne’ bar and Bougainvillées

restaurant, both reminiscent of a bygone

era. The dining terrace has dramatic views

across the Gulf of Tigullio and the gorgeous

port of Santa Margherita Ligure is just ‘two

steps’ away. How authentic and delightful -

the sort of hotel that really makes you enjoy

‘life’! Noel Coward adored staying in this

hotel, so why can’t you?

(selected departures of our Provence, Tuscany and

Umbria tour stay in this hotel)
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Stay in authentic, regional hotels

George Bernard Shaw once said,“I dislike feeling at home when I am abroad.”

Mr Shaw was so right.This makes so much sense to us. In fact, where possible,

we purposefully avoid those large, impersonal, international chain hotels cloned

around the world. Why on earth would we want to stay in one of those?

In addition to centrally located city hotels, we purposefully aim to stay in a

variety of authentic regional hotels with character and charm. In properties

with a regional style or ambience,sometimes‘olde worlde’, sometimes simply

elegant with nostalgia, and sometimes with surprises and where every

bedroom will be different.

For instance in Spain and Portugal we stay in Pousadas and Paradors –

converted historical buildings, castles, convents, fortresses and palaces. The

essence of these hotels provide you with a distinct feeling of these wonderful

destinations. We think our hotels are significantly‘better’and will provide you

with a much more satisfying and memorable European touring experience.

Some of our hotels look nothing like hotels and sometimes we don’t even

stay in hotels! On the last night of our Great British Heritage tour we stay

in the magnificent Leeds Castle, in Kent. Dubbed the ‘Loveliest Castle in the

World’, Leeds Castle is not actually a hotel. It is a Heritage site.We charter this

picturesque, moated castle exclusively for our own use and sleep in the

Staterooms or Servants’ Quarters. What fun!

Smaller group sizes means more choice

The beauty of having smaller groups up to 30 people means we are able to

hand pick smaller, more characterful hotels – places where larger tour groups

simply cannot stay. Their style, character or location will add significant

'flavour' to your tour and become highlights in themselves! Our hotels have

been selected for their ambience to compliment the objective of these

unique tours. You will find them all specifically named in each itinerary, and

many are also individually described. We have also included hotel websites

where possible. All bedrooms, in all hotels on all tours, have private facilities.

THIS PAGE TOP-BOTTOM: CastelBrando, Italy; Trulli Cottages, Alberobello; Leeds Castle, Kent; Hotel Muller,
Hohenschwangau; Grand Villa Argentina, Dubrovnik. MAIN PIC: The Grand Hotel Miramare.

‘The hotels and locations were fantastic and well chosen by

Albatross. It was very refreshing to also stay in smaller villages

and hotels as opposed to just the major cities and big hotels.

The hotels were centrally located, of a high standard and the

rooms were very comfortable.’ June



When in Rome…do as the Romans do
We include dining out in local restaurants as an integral part of our tour itineraries.Just as important,

we also ensure you have the opportunity to seek out your own private, cosy restaurant where the

locals eat. It all becomes part of enjoying the real European experience. After all, when in Rome….

In Spain we savour paella accompanied by Flamenco music on a Spanish guitar, in a Tuscan Olive

Farmhouse Estate we enjoy antipasto of cured meats,cheeses and bread,and in France we toast with

champagne at a farewell feast.

It is nice to know most dinners are already included. Some of these will be taken in local restaurants

and some in your hotels.Since our group sizes are always smaller,we are able to choose more personal,

local restaurants larger groups cannot consider - restaurants offering delightful local cuisine often

reflecting the produce and culinary style of the regions you are visiting.

As an added benefit, since our range of authentic, regional hotels often have their own excellent

character restaurants, eating at your hotel is an added pleasure and experience.

Another very important highlight of our programmes is to leave some evenings open as opportunities

for you to discover your own private dining experience in a local bistro or traditional trattoria. We

make sure your Tour Manager is always on hand bringing his or her local knowledge and experience

‘to the table’providing you with ideas and dining suggestions to suit your taste and budget.
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Dining at Montecatini Alto, photo courtesy of John Vernon

Authentic Albatross Experiences…



We don’t just touch on regions,we explore them

With our multi night stays,much better touring pace and full, included touring

agenda, you will see and experience so much more of the real Europe.

When we design our tours we first look at each region and we ask what must

be done, what can be done, and what should be done.Our objective is to give

you a more rewarding experience and allow you time to ‘stay a while’ and

savour the destination. We then break these down into carefully balanced

touring days. Some days might have quite conventional visits to towns and

cities. On other days we will add activities that are distinctly provincial or

maybe quirky or possibly even something for the simple pleasure of it.

For example in the south of France we drive to the fishing village of Cassis

and board a boat to enjoy a morning cruise along the Cote d’Azur. Here we

explore the fjord like Calanques. These spectacular inlets are UNESCO World

Heritage listed and a ‘must do’ visit. In the Dordogne region we enjoy a

traditional French picnic beside the beautiful river and take turns playing

traditional Pétanque – French ‘Boules’. It is so quintessentially French – so

surely we should take time and do it! What fun!

With Albatross,your days are easier.And remember these activities are already

included, they are never sold as optional extras and they never happen at the

expense of your free time. Mae West once said “You only live once, but if you

do it right, once is enough!”We agree!
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It should be clear that we already include

most dinners. But look further and you

will see the Albatross ‘Difference’. We already include all those

special,local restaurant dining experiences and they are therefore

never offered on tour as ‘options’. The interesting ‘twist’ is that this

policy is quite the reverse of what most mainstream tour companies

do. They often sell these highlights as optional excursions. With

Albatross if an evening is left intentionally free - it stays free.

The Restaurant‘Twist’

On each itinerary you will see one or two

small notations under the heading AAA. The letters AAA stand for

Authentic Albatross Activity. Here we focus on the many unique

and authentic activities you will find included in this tour which will

make your trip so much more fulfilling.

With our better itinerary designs and memorable highlights, why

would you choose to travel with anyone else?

Authentic Albatross Activity



specialistsWe are European Tour Specialists…
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Experience is everything
Albatross Australia was established in 1995 as a division of the worldwide network of the award

winning The Albatross Group. Notable recent awards and accolades include:

• UK Tour Wholesaler of the Year 2011, 2012 and 2013 – The Albatross Group

• Coach Monthly“Special Award”2011 – CEO of The Albatross Group - Sean Taggart

• Best Group Tour Operator Short Haul 2010 and finalist for 2011

• UK Wholesaler of the Year 2006, 2007, 2009 (The Albatross Group)

• UK Group Tour Operator of the Year 2008, 2010

Albatross Tours is a fully licenced Tour Operator and we are also members of the Australian Travel

Compensation Fund and CATO, the Council of Australian Tour Operators. As a Global Company we

handle in excess of 5,000 groups every year,with offices in Australia,Europe and the United Kingdom.

Our core business is the design, creation, planning and operation of special interest and escorted

group tours to the UK, Europe and Turkey.

Rest assured, with Albatross Tours, you are in experienced hands. Our sole focus is the design,

creation and operation of European tours. Albatross only do business in Europe. We only operate

group tours. It is what we have been doing successfully for over a quarter of a century. Our vast

expertise,focused only on Europe,means we provide you with a better and more fulfilling experience.

Albatross travellers enjoying Seville



saveBook with confidence and save!
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Frequent Traveller Discount
Have you travelled with us before on one of our Christmas,

ANZAC or European Summer tours? If so, we look forward to

welcoming you back and would like to offer you a Frequent

Traveller discount of $200 per person off the price of any of our

2014 European Summer tours.

Booking 2 tours together?
If you have not travelled with us before and you book any two

different Albatross tours from our 2014 European Summer

touring programme, our $200 per person Frequent Traveller

discount will be applied to the price of your second tour.

Triple Room Discount
When 3 adults are sharing a room the 3rd person receives a 10%

triple share discount.Children aged 11 years or under at the date

of tour departure receive a 30% discount when sharing a room

with two adults.

Travelling as a Small Group?
If you are travelling in a small group of 6 – 9 people on one of our

2014 European Summer Tours, and you book these tours at the

same time, you and your group members are eligible to receive

a $200 per person discount off the price of your tour. Group sizes

of 10 or more people attract larger discounts. Please contact us

for details.*

Twin Share Guaranteed Match
Individual passengers can request us to match them in a twin

share room with another individual of the same sex. Should a

match not be offered you will stay in a single room and the single

supplement will not be charged.

Larger Single Rooms – Excellent Value
Around 80% of all hotels that we use for our 2014 European

Summer tours have upgraded our single rooms to double rooms

(for single use). Considering this, you can see what excellent

value our single supplements represent.

The Albatross Tours Currency Guarantee
Once you have booked and deposited your

tour,you can rest easy as we guarantee that

if the value of the Australian dollar drops,

your tour price will not go up. That’s the

Albatross Guarantee to you!

*Small group discounts can not be claimed in addition to any ‘Frequent
Traveller’ discount offers. All discount offers apply to our 2014 European
Summer Tours and are not applicable to any additional pre or post tour hotel
accommodation booked. Albatross Tours reserve the right to at any time
withdraw or amend any or all of the discounts and special offers featured on
this page.

Book early and SAVE
Book and deposit only by the 22nd December 2013 on any tour longer than

9 days and receive a $300 per person discount off the land only tour price.

That’s a saving of $600 per couple!

SPECIAL
EarlyBird
O�er

Our guaranteed group departures
are our commitment to you

If you book and deposit on any of our tours, as long as there are seven or more people travelling on your designated

group departure, we guarantee it will travel. This is Albatross Tours’ commitment to you. How valuable is this

commitment? Please do ask your travel agent – they will be able to explain the importance of guaranteed group

departures. (See Booking Conditions on page 81).



Great British Heritage
18 Magical Days – London to London

• Spend 3 nights in Bath, visiting Tintern Abbey in the Welsh

Borderlands,Glastonbury,Stourhead Gardens and the Roman Baths

• Cruise on Lake Windermere, visit Dove Cottage and enjoy a steam

train ride through Beatrix Potter country

• Enjoy 4 wonderful nights in Scotland visiting Glasgow, Edinburgh

and the Highlands, including the Isle of Skye and Loch Ness

• Sample whisky at Glengoyne and enjoy a special Rob Roy and

William 'Braveheart' Wallace guided tour of Stirling Castle

• Spend 3 nights in Yorkshire, visit York's Shambles, Castle Howard

and ride on a heritage train across the Yorkshire Moors to Captain

Cook’s Whitby

• Stay 3 nights in Shakespeare's Stratford, visit Shakespeare's birth-

place, Anne Hathaway's Cottage, medieval Warwick Castle and

magnificent Chatsworth House

Less time on coaches,
average 175 kms
travelled per day

Max 30 passengers for
a more personal
touring experience

Genuinely
Inclusive

Over $1,800 value of
extras included with
no hidden costs

The Albatross Difference

Magdalen College Tower, Oxford

Albatross gives you more…
• Spend a day in the enchanting Cotswolds,visit Stonehenge,enjoy

a walking tour of Oxford, explore an 18th century Cotton Mill

village and experience the Beatles Story in Liverpool

• Step back in time and become ‘guests of the castle’ for your last

farewell banquet and night staying in ‘the loveliest castle in the

world‘ - Leeds Castle



DAY 1 LONDON

Your tour commences this evening with a welcome drink and dinner in your

central London hotel.This is an ideal chance to meet,and get to know,your

Tour Manager and fellow travellers. (D)

Your London Hotel – Hilton London Metropole.

DAY 2 BATH

Travelling west we reach Salisbury Plain where we visit the remarkable

megaliths of Stonehenge. After time at leisure in nearby Salisbury, we

continue to Bath and visit the famous Roman Baths and Pump room. Our

hotel for the next three nights is in the centre of town. (B, D)

Your Bath Hotel – Francis Hotel Bath.

DAY 3 BATH

This morning we take a scenic drive beside the winding, picturesque River

Wye through the delightful Welsh borderlands. Highlight of your day will

be a visit to the ancient ruins of Tintern’s Cistercian Abbey, romantically set

in a peaceful forest and providing inspiration to poets through the centuries.

We will also visit Monmouth and enjoy a photo stop at Chepstow Castle.Set

high above the River Wye,this Norman Castle dates back nearly 1,000 years.

Dinner tonight is included in a local restaurant. (B, D)

DAY 4 BATH

Driving into Somerset we spend the morning visiting Britain’s earliest

Christian sanctuary – the famous ruins of Glastonbury. Legendary burial

place of King Arthur and his Queen Guinevere, Glastonbury was once the

grandest and richest abbey in England. Later we continue to Wiltshire and

visit magnificent Stourhead - the celebrated 18th century landscape garden

and Palladian mansion.Returning to Bath the remainder of your afternoon

and evening is at leisure to explore Bath’s picturesque cathedral, the

Georgian crescents, sights and shops. (B)

DAY 5 BOWNESS-ON-WINDERMERE IN THE LAKE DISTRICT

Travelling north we reach Liverpool for lunchtime. After a brief orientation

tour including Strawberry Fields,Penny Lane and other sights made famous

by the Beatles, we stop at the Albert Docklands to visit the Beatles Story

Museum.Later we continue north to the picturesque Lake District where we

stay two nights in Bowness-on-Windermere. (B, D)

Your Lake District Hotel – Macdonald Old England Hotel and Spa. Standing

directly on the shore of Lake Windermere, the historic Macdonald Old England

Hotel and Spa is set in the heart of the Lake District National Park.

See www.macdonaldhotels.co.uk/oldengland

DAY 6 BOWNESS-ON-WINDERMERE IN THE LAKE DISTRICT

We will spend a delightful day touring the famous Lake District. This

morning we visit Ambleside and Grasmere where we have included

entrance to the Wordsworth Museum and a guided visit through Dove

Cottage, once home to the poet William Wordsworth. In the afternoon we

enjoy a cruise to Lakeside. Here we board a beautifully preserved steam

train for a short 6 kilometre ride through the glorious countryside of Beatrix

Potter to Newby Bridge and Haverthwaite. (B)

DAY 7 FORT WILLIAM IN THE SCOTTISH HIGHLANDS

Crossing into Scotland we enjoy a morning tea stop in Gretna Green before

visiting the revitalised city of Glasgow.Mid afternoon we stop at Dumgoyne

to sample a ‘wee tipple’ in the Glengoyne Distillery. Sit back and relax and

enjoy the scenery as we travel along the shores of Loch Lomond and on

into the Scottish Highlands to Fort William,where we stay two nights. (B,D)
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Your Edinburgh Hotel - Crowne Plaza Edinburgh – The Roxburghe*

* 26 July & 20 September departures stay at the Winnock Hotel in Drymen

DAY 10 EDINBURGH

After a hearty Scottish breakfast, we are joined by a local guide to discover

this city’s rich history. The highlight of your morning will be crossing the

drawbridge to visit Edinburgh Castle, which dominates the city’s skyline.

Your afternoon and evening are at leisure in this grand city. (B)

DAY 11 YORK

Driving south we reach the New Lanark World Heritage Site, a sensitively

restored 18th century cotton mill village in South Lanarkshire.The giant mill

wheels still sit over the torrential river and the 200 year old terraced houses

have been restored offering an intriguing look at the workers family life two

centuries ago. Later we continue to the city of York where we spend the

next three nights. (B, D)

Your Yorkshire Hotel – Royal York Hotel. This ‘grand style’ 4 star hotel is

surrounded by beautiful gardens and is superbly located in the heart of the

beautiful historic city of York, only 400 metres from the main sights and

shopping streets of the old town.

DAY 12 YORK

After a city orientation tour the rest of your day will be entirely at leisure in this

magnificent city.The superb location of your hotel makes visiting all the sights

so easy. Make sure you visit the Minster,the largest gothic church in England,

go shopping in narrow streets around the historic ‘Shambles’ (the preserved

medieval street) or maybe walk along the Roman built city walls. (B)

What happened here at New

Lanark helped shape the

modern world.David Dale,and

son-in-law Robert Owen, were

100 years ahead of their time by daring to care for their workers.

Building a model industrial community and inventing‘enlightened

management’, they abolished child labour and corporal

punishment. Villagers were provided with decent homes, schools

and evening classes,affordable food and amazingly,free health care.

New Lanark, where Workers’ Rights were pioneered, is both a

beautiful and meaningful visit. See Day 11.

Och aye, the noo! Think of

historical Scottish characters

and vivid images of Rob Roy

and William ‘Braveheart’

Wallace immediately spring to mind. What could be better than

dedicating a full day in the stomping grounds of these larger than

life heroes? That is why Albatross plan a fascinating day in the

landscape of the Trossachs and our expert, local guide spins wee

yarns as we follow their immortal footsteps through Stirling Castle.

A day of legends! See Day 9.

Warwick CastleStonehenge © English Heritage Photo Library

Your Fort William Hotel - Nevis Bank Inn*
*26 July & 20 September departures stay at the Winnock Hotel in Drymen and alternative touring

arrangements will be made.

DAY 8 FORT WILLIAM IN THE SCOTTISH HIGHLANDS

There is nothing quite like a day in the Highlands! Driving west we pass the

Glenfinnan viaduct on our way to Mallaig, where we cross by ferry ‘over sea

to Skye’. Arriving on the Isle of Skye we visit the magnificent 20,000 acre

estate, historic gardens and woodlands around Armadale Castle. Here we

also visit the Museum of the Isles,showing a history of the Scottish Highlands

and Islands through the story of Clan Donald, one of the most powerful

Scottish clans. Later we take the bridge back to the mainland at the Kyle of

Lochalsh and make a photo stop at the dramatic Eilean Donan Castle.Passing

Loch Cluanie we reach Invermoriston beside that most famous Loch of all –

Loch Ness. Following the shore south we enjoy an afternoon break at Fort

Augusta on the Loch’s southern tip. (B, D)

DAY 9 EDINBURGH

This morning we travel over forested hills to the Trossachs and the town of

Callander, in the heart of Rob Roy country. Set dramatically beneath high,

wooded crags, this delightful town with its tearooms, craft and woollen

shops makes the ideal morning tea stop.Continuing on we visit Stirling, the

ancient capital of Scotland, that lies at the heart of the nation's history.The

streets of the Old Town wind upwards towards the castle, 250 feet up on a

craggy rock. Our local guide takes us through this grand fortification,with its

splendid views across the countryside to the Wallace Monument – built in

commemoration of this legendary Scottish hero,William‘Braveheart’Wallace.

Later we arrive in Edinburgh, where we stay for the next two nights. (B, D)
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DAY 13 YORK

Driving east, we stop at Pickering where we board a heritage train of the

North Yorkshire Moors Railway for the ride to Goathland.With its charming

1930 village atmosphere,this station is known to many as Aidensfield in the

television series Heartbeat,and also as the bewitching Hogsmeade Station

in the first Harry Potter film. From here we drive to the coastal town of

Whitby, once home to the famous explorer Captain Cook, where we enjoy

lunchtime at leisure. This afternoon we follow the Yorkshire coast, past

Scarborough to visit Castle Howard, the setting for the famous TV drama

‘Brideshead Revisited’. (B)

DAY 14 STRATFORD-UPON-AVON

A leisurely start as we drive south into Derbyshire to reach Chatsworth mid

morning.Here we visit Chatsworth House with its glorious interior,treasure

rooms and gardens complete with an ornate maze and the 300 year old

water ‘Cascade’. Later we continue to Stratford-upon-Avon and visit Anne

Hathaway’s cottage before settling into our central hotel,where we stay for

the next three nights. (B, D)

Your Stratford Hotel – Mercure Shakespeare. This delightful half-timbered

Elizabethan style hotel exudes all the character and style you would expect of

a hotel set in the very heart of Stratford-upon-Avon.This 4 star hotel boasts an

excellent location, within easy walking distance of all the main sights, making

the ‘Shakespeare’ a wonderful base for you to come and go at leisure.

DAY 15 STRATFORD-UPON-AVON

This morning we visit nearby Warwick and its medieval castle. Over a

thousand years of secrets hide in the shadows of the castle – tales of murder,

mystery, intrigue and scandal. After visiting Shakespeare’s Birthplace the

rest of the day and evening will be free to relax and wander the streets of

Elizabethan Stratford-upon-Avon. (B)

DAY 16 STRATFORD-UPON-AVON

We will spend the entire morning in Oxford,home to one of Europe’s oldest

and most famous universities. A local guide takes us on a walking tour

around the city and its colleges. In the afternoon we will wander leisurely

through one of the most beautiful and unique regions in England – the

Cotswolds.We make stops in the famous villages of Broadway and Bourton-

on-the-Water. (B, D)

DAY 17 MAGNIFICENT LEEDS CASTLE

Travelling south we skirt London and enjoy a morning stop in Windsor.

Later we continue into the heart of Kent and arrive at Leeds Castle where we

stay our last, and most memorable night! Set romantically on an island

surrounded by a broad moat, the Castle, Gatehouse and Maidens tower

comprise one of the world’s greatest sights. Tonight the entire castle

becomes ours to enjoy! We have included a private tour through the grand

staterooms, halls, library, chapel and the 13th century section of the castle.

Later, in the Library,we will enjoy a pre-dinner drink before our final farewell

dinner in the Henry VIII Banqueting Hall. (B, D)

Your home for the night – Leeds Castle
It is important to stress that Leeds Castle is NOT a hotel. It is, as its name

suggests, a genuine castle. Albatross Tours have chartered the entire castle

for our own use for the evening and overnight. There is no hotel room

service and nor are there any other guests.There is no hotel bar, there is a

drinks trolley.There are no hotel porters,the Footmen will ensure your bags

are taken to your rooms. The Butler acts as the major-domo to a team of

white gloved wait staff ensuring service is always entirely correct.

Your rooms for the night
You have a choice of two categories of accommodation - State rooms or

Battlement (Servants) rooms. A full set of details and pictures are displayed

on the Great British Heritage tour page on our website www.albatrosstours.

com. The tour price on Page 22 is based on Battlement (Servants) rooms.

Battlement (Servants) Rooms – 7 rooms

Beautifully renovated and still using quality, period style furniture. These

converted servants’ living quarters are spacious and the bathrooms have

all been completely modernised. Each room tells a story and is sensitively

decorated in keeping with the role of the original servants who lived there.

These rooms have limited views.

State Rooms – 10 rooms

The largest of all the rooms available,they have a grand style with 20’s style

period piece furniture and retain the original, older style bathrooms.

40 to 50 years ago, when super-

model Twiggy was driving her

sparkling mini along Britain’s newly

laid motorway systems, it was quite possible to zip around the country in

no time at all. In that long ago era British coach touring itinerary styles

evolved and even then, they were at a mad pace, littered with one night

stops. Half a century later this same senseless touring style is still

promoted everywhere yet these motorways are now so clogged they are

more like car parks! Despite incredible congestion combined with

massively increased tourist numbers those itineraries have not changed.

Due to these new time constraints they have no time to explore the

gardens of a stately home or grab a leisurely drink in a delightful country

pub! Astonishingly, incredible sites and landmarks are actually

disappearing from itineraries or becoming snappy photo stops. One

example is Warwick Castle. A fantastic, amazing visit for which you need

to set aside about 3 hours to really enjoy.Yet virtually all ‘those’ itineraries

find this inconvenient so they have dropped it! Ridiculous!

Albatross will not do that. I am so proud of our Great British Heritage

tour.With 2 and 3 night stays throughout and our unique style of touring we

have time to do Britain justice. Just look at the pace of our tour and the

incredible list of unique excursions and events we are able to include. Aren’t

they why you are visiting Great Britain?

Think of Twiggy in her mini

Edinburgh Castle drawbridge
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• All the sightseeing, scenic drives and excursions (as per the itinerary)

• Fully escorted by our experienced Tour Manager

• First class air-conditioned touring coach

• End of Tour tips to Tour Manager, driver and local guides

• 17 nights selected accommodation as described

• Hotel porterage (1 bag per person)

• English/Scottish breakfasts daily

• 11 dinners including a farewell banquet in Leeds Castle

• Welcome drink in London

• Local guides – Dove Cottage, Edinburgh, Stirling, Oxford and Leeds

Castle

• Entrances:Stonehenge,Tintern Abbey,Glastonbury Abbey,Stourhead,

Bath’s Roman Baths & Pump Room, Beatles Story Museum, Dove

Cottage and Wordsworth Museum, Edinburgh Castle, Stirling Castle,

Castle Howard, Chatsworth House, Shakespeare’s Birthplace, Anne

Hathaway’s Cottage,Warwick Castle and Leeds Castle

• Cruise on Lake Windermere,Lakeside to Haverthwaite steam train ride,

Glengoyne Distillery tasting, visit Armadale Castle & the Museum of

the Isles and New Lanark Heritage Centre, North Yorkshire Moors

Railway heritage train journey

• Personal audio system whilst on tour

Tour Inclusions

18 days only $6,589 pp twin share

Single supplement $1,579
(land only prices in Australian dollars)

Special Earlybird Offer - Book by 22 Dec 2013 to save $300 pp!

Leeds Castle State room supplement:

Upgrade to a State room $60 per person twin share, $120 single

2014 Dates and Prices

SPECIAL
EarlyBird
O�er
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‘With our tour guide’s knowledge we all learned more about

the UK in 17 days than we had in the last 30 years! Our trip

included several abbeys, castles, churches, points of interest

but the highlight was the overnight stay in Leeds Castle.‘ Peter

Please note, spaces in each room category are naturally limited and will be sold
specifically on a first come first sold basis. Book early to avoid possible disappointment.

Additionally, whilst each room in each accommodation category has a specific name,
we are not able to allocate any particular named room to a booking. You can only book
a category of accommodation. Requests for specific named room are not guaranteed.

Note: there is NO lift in the Castle. The State rooms are on the first floor.The Battlement
(Servants) rooms are on the second floor.

DAY 18 LONDON

Mid morning,after a leisurely breakfast in the Dining Room,we will transfer

to St Pancras and Paddington stations, in central London, where sadly our

tour ends. (B)

STARTS ENDS STARTS ENDS

10 May 27 May 26 July 12 August

24 May 10 June 9 August 26 August

7 June 24 June 30 August 16 September

21 June 8 July 13 September 30 September

12 July 29 July 20 September 7 October



Great British Heritage

When looking at the photos around this page Leeds Castle obviously stands out as a highlight.

However, it is important to note that we have also selected a special range of hotels for their

style and location throughout the rest of the tour.

In central Bath, the elegant Francis Hotel (middle photo, right) is centrally located in historic

Queen Square near the Royal Crescent and Roman Baths, whilst the Mercure Shakespeare

(bottom photo,right) is a delightful half-timbered Elizabethan style hotel in the absolute heart

of Stratford-upon-Avon.

You will discover the iconic Hotel Crowne Plaza Edinburgh – The Roxburghe on Charlotte

Square,a UNESCO World Heritage listed site, in Edinburgh’s city centre.Sadly,we had no space

left here to also show you the excellent Macdonald Old England Hotel and Spa, boasting

spectacular views across the Lake District, or the Royal York Hotel which is just a short walk

from York Minster and the‘Shambles’.

To see more photos plus our other specially selected hotels visit www.albatrosstours.com.

Y O U R H O T E L E X P E R I E N C E
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Clockwise from main: Leeds Castle; Henry VIII Banqueting Hall – Leeds Castle; Francis Hotel Bath; Mercure Shakespeare; Hotel Crowne Plaza Edinburgh -The Roxburghe; Library – Leeds Castle



‘Magnifico’ Spain and Portugal
19 Inspiring Days – Madrid to Madrid

• Stay in specially selected,authentic hotels,Pousadas,Paradors and

even a heritage listed Palace

· Spend 2 nights in Granada, visit the Alhambra Palace and the

Gardens of the Generalife,Cordoba's huge Mesquita-Cathedral and

Ronda

· Stay 3 nights in Seville,visit Cadiz,sip sherry in a Bodega in Jerez and

enjoy a Spanish Flamenco dinner show

· Enjoy 2 nights in Évora,visit Merida and Estremoz ,the 'marble town'

· Sleep 3 nights in a Palace in Lisbon, enjoy Pastel de Nata, see the

Monument to the Discoveries, Belem Tower, visit Jeronimos

Monastery,the Palace de Pena in Sintra and experience a traditional

Portuguese Fado dinner show

· Visit medieval Obidos, the fishing village of Nazaré, and take a

funicular up to Sitia

Less time on coaches,
average 149 kms
travelled per day

Max 30 passengers for
a more personal
touring experience

Genuinely
Inclusive

Over $1,800 value of
extras included with
no hidden costs

The Albatross Difference

Giralda, Seville

Albatross gives you more…
· Relax over 3 nights in Porto, visit Braga's Bom Jesus Sanctuary,

historical Guimarães,and tasteVinhoVerde at AveledaWine Estate

· Spend 2 nights relaxing in Salamanca, experience a picnic lunch

cruise on the Alto Douro,visit El Valle de los Caidos and El Escorial

· Over 2 nights inToledo visit the extraordinary cathedral and enjoy

a farewell dinner with dramatic city views



DAY 1 MADRID

Your tour commences this evening with a welcome drink and dinner in your

central Madrid hotel.This is an ideal chance to meet, and get to know, your

Tour Manager and fellow travellers. (D)

Your hotel in Madrid - The Meliá Madrid Princesa Hotel.This 5 star,ultra modern

hotel, with views of the Royal Palace, is located in western Madrid, 8 minutes

walk from Plaza España.

DAY 2 GRANADA

Travelling by AVE express train we enter Andalusia and reach Cordoba late

morning. Here we are joined by a local guide who will show us the major

sights and take us through the famous 8th century,UNESCO World Heritage

listed Mesquita – the Cathedral and former Great Mosque of Córdoba.Later

we join our touring coach and drive through to the famous city of Granada

where we stay two nights. Dinner tonight is in your wonderful hotel. (B, D)

Your feature hotel in Granada - The Alhambra Palace Hotel.Experience a revival

of a grand tradition of European hospitality at the famous Hotel Alhambra Palace.

Inspired by the beauty of the Alhambra,this hotel conjures up a sense of culture,

aristocracy and elegance.Dominating the hill of Sabika,it is only a 5 minute walk

to the Alhambra Palaces and gardens.Take time to relax on one of the terraces

and take in the huge views across the city.Visit the web site to understand what

this amazing hotel is really about.See www.h-alhambrapalace.es

DAY 3 GRANADA

This morning we are joined by a local guide who will take us through the

incredible Alhambra and Generalife Gardens. With origins dating back to

the 9th century and named for its reddish walls,this fortress complex looms

high over the city. In the 13th and14th century the Moorish Emirates built

the famous Nasrid Palaces surrounded by lavish gardens and courtyards.

Moorish poets once described the Alhambra as "a pearl set in emeralds".

This is one of the great sights of the world. This afternoon will be free in

Granada’s old town which boasts a mixture of original Arab and Christian

architecture, the Cathedral and Royal Chapel. (B)

DAY 4 SEVILLE

Cutting through the mountains we reach Ronda. Retaining much of its

historic charm, it is famous for being divided by the deep El Tajo gorge

which carries the Rio Guadalevín through its centre. The 18th century

Puente Nuevo 'new' bridge, which spans the 100m chasm below, has

stunning views out over the Serranía de Ronda Mountains.Take time to walk

over the bridge and explore the old quarter looking for a characterful
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taberna to enjoy a leisurely lunch. Later we continue to Seville where we

stay the next three nights. (B, D)

Your feature hotel in Seville - Las Casas de la Judería. The Casas de la Judería

are located in Seville’s Santa Cruz neighbourhood and the Cathedral is just a

10 minute walk away.Step back 5 centuries and this‘antique’hotel would have

been 27 different ‘casas‘, or houses, in the old Jewish quarter. These historical

timepieces have now been‘assembled’into one wonderful hotel,complete with

connecting passages, arcaded courtyards, traditional Andalusian patios and

classic décor. Many of the building's original features have been retained

including antique furniture, ceramic floors and French windows. An amazing

hotel. See www.casasypalacios.com

DAY 5 SEVILLE

Welcome to the home of Carmen, Don Juan and Figaro. This morning we

are joined by a local guide who will take us through the enormous cathedral

and bring to life this wonderful capital of Andalusia. Your afternoon is at

leisure. The Santa Cruz quarter is famous for its narrow streets, flowered

balconies and hidden patios. Nearby are the Giralda Tower and the royal

palace, the Alcazars of Seville. This evening we have included a special

evening out to enjoy dinner and a traditional Flamenco show. (B, D)

DAY 6 SEVILLE

A leisurely start today as we enjoy an excursion to the Atlantic port of Cadiz.

Situated on a peninsula,the seafront is lined with centuries-old houses and

behind this you will find the grand cathedral surrounded by a historic centre

of honeycombed narrow streets. Take time to explore and discover the

Overnight stays

Included excursions

Tour commences



No visit to Portugal would be

complete without sampling a

glass of smooth white Vinho

Verde in an age old, historical

wine estate. Visiting the 350 year old Quinta da Aveleda winery is like

stepping into a different world. Behind its large entrance gate, you will

find the villa and 160 hectares of manicured vines. The winery is

surrounded by magnificent gardens and century-old trees.Your hosts,

the Guedes family,keep ancestral traditions alive,creating award winn-

ing Vinho Verde wine.An absolutely‘Magnifico’experience. See Day 14.
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monastery until destroyed by an earthquake. Due to its fantastic hill top

location Ferdinand II rebuilt it to be the luxurious summer palace of the

royal family. With stupendous views - on a clear day you can easily see

Lisbon – the palace is one of the greatest expressions of 19th century

architectural romanticism in the world. We have included a guided visit

through this UNESCO World Heritage site which is also classified as one of

the ‘Seven Wonders of Portugal’. Later, we will enjoy lunchtime in the

delightful town of Sintra. Its noble villas and palaces prompted Lord Byron

to say the town was “perhaps in every respect the most delightful in

Europe".This evening enjoy a special treat as we visit the Alfama quarter to

enjoy dinner and a traditional Portuguese Fado show. (B, D)

DAY 11 LISBON

Relax and enjoy a wonderful free day at leisure to explore Lisbon

independently.There is so much to see and enjoy.The second oldest capital

in Europe, Lisbon is built on a series of undulating hills, with grand sights,

paved avenues,museums,historical trams and colourful funiculars.Perhaps

also take the train to explore the nearby seaside resort of Cascais. (B)

DAY 12 PORTO

Travelling north we enjoy a morning stop in medieval Obidos. Known as

one of Europe's most romantic medieval villages, you will find picturesque

cobblestone streets lined with colourful houses adorned with geraniums

and bougainvillea and whitewashed churches – all of which is encircled by

the walls of a 12th century castle.Lunchtime will be spent in the traditional

fishing village of Nazaré. Here we have also included a funicular ride up to

the overhanging village of Sitia, to take in the breathtaking views of the

coastline.We continue to Porto where we stay three nights. (B, D)

Ronda BridgePena Palace

small, pretty squares and pavement bars, which serve up some of

Andalucia's tastiest seafood treats.After lunchtime we drive to nearby Jerez

de la Frontera for a sherry tasting in a traditional Bodega (wine cellar).This

evening is at leisure in glorious Seville. (B)

DAY 7 ÉVORA

Driving north we stop at Merida where we have included a visit to the

remarkable UNESCO World Heritage listed Roman ruins, complete with an

extraordinary Amphitheatre and Circus Maximus. After time to also explore

the old town we cross into Portugal to enjoy an afternoon stop in the‘marble

town’of Estremoz.We stay the next two nights in nearby Évora. (B,D)

Your feature hotel in Évora - The M’AR de AR Muralhas. This hotel boasts a

wonderful location in the historic centre of Évora,and a 5 minute walk from the

famous Giraldo Square.The atmosphere is very relaxed with antique furnishings

in the public areas. The lush gardens around the swimming pool, framed by

the old city walls, make the perfect setting for shaded al fresco dining. See

www.mardearhotels.com/muralhas/en/hotel

DAY 8 ÉVORA

The UNESCOWorld Heritage listed town of Évora is enchanting.Join our local

guide to enjoy a walking tour to discover the rich history spanning 2,000

years. The compact centre of town is easily explored on foot and boasts a

Roman temple, Moorish buildings, Christian monasteries and convents,

medieval walls and a huge aqueduct. Your afternoon and evening are

completely free to relax in this beautiful town. (B)

DAY 9 LISBON

After a short drive we reach the Portuguese capital of Lisbon where we stay

the next three nights. After time at leisure,we meet our local guide for a tour

to see the major sights of this wonderful, historical city - from the Belem

Tower, to the fairytale palaces and the Discoveries Monument, built on the

north bank of the Tagus River. The highlight will be a guided tour through

the Jeronimos Monastery.Later we will stop to enjoy coffee and Portuguese

Pastel de Nata (small, soft custard pies - served hot) in the famous Pastelaria

de Belem which has a baking tradition dating back 175 years. (B, D)

Your feature hotel in Lisbon - The Pestana Palace Hotel. A memorable stay in a

historical atmosphere! Set in the truly beautiful surroundings of the carefully

restored 19th century Palace Valle-Flôr, the 5 star Pestana Palace Hotel is listed

as a Portuguese National Landmark.This luxurious and elegant hotel, set in its

own private park,comes complete with magnificent chandeliers,tapestries and

even a spa centre. It is a member of the‘Leading Hotels of the World’ group.See

www.hotelpestanapalace.com

DAY 10 LISBON

Today we visit the nearby Palace de Pena and explore the old town of Sintra.

Dating back 500 years the Palace de Pena was originally a peaceful



Your feature hotel in Porto - The Infante De Sagres Hotel. Infante De Sagres is

Porto’s leading boutique hotel. This 5-star hotel is located in Porto’s UNESCO

World Heritage listed city centre, a 10-minute walk from the Cathedral.Set in a

1950’s style building the décor is stylish. Neo-baroque furnishing and antique

chandeliers are combined with custom-made furnishings, flat-screen TVs and

air conditioning. See www.hotelinfantesagres.pt

DAY 13 PORTO

After a city tour with a local guide, we cross the River Douro to Cais de Gaia.

The city's stunning skyline is enhanced by the picturesque boats and the

soaring Dom Luis Bridge. Here we visit one of the Port wine warehouses to

sample this famous brew. The rest of the day is completely free. Visit the

Avenida dos Aliados - a sloping boulevard lined with grand buildings,and the

medieval streets and dark alleyways of the Ribeira which meander down to

the riverfront square ("Praça da Ribeira"), the most picturesque spot in the

city.Here you will find traditional boats moored by the quayside,overlooked

by colourful trader’s houses. (B)

DAY 14 PORTO

First stop on our included full day excursion is at Braga where we take a

funicular train up to the famous Bom Jesus Sanctuary.Built in 1784,this twin

towered neoclassical church sits on top of a hill,above an enormous baroque

staircase lined with chapels. Lunchtime will be spent amongst the medieval

streets and historic monuments in the birthplace of Portugal – Guimarães.

Later in the afternoon we sampleVinhoVerde at the AveledaWine Estate with

its magnificent gardens.Dinner tonight will be in a local restaurant (B,D)

DAY 15 SALAMANCA

Crossing the country we join the River Douro at Régua where we board a

vessel to cruise up the most scenic stretch of the Alto Douro river to Pinhao.

Exclusively chartered for our use, your picnic cruise includes a port aperitif

and lunch with wine and tea or coffee. Relax as we cruise past vineyards

and riverside wine estates. Later we continue into Spain and arrive in

Salamanca where we stay two nights. (B, L, D)

Your hotel in Salamanca - Parador Hotel Salamanca.Whilst called a Parador,this

hotel is actually very modern,stylish and distinctly first class.Facilities are excellent

and furnishings elegant.Its spacious lounges are full of marble and the views from

their huge picture windows over the ancient,monumental city are fantastic.

DAY 16 SALAMANCA

Salamanca has a largely pedestrian centre and the city brims with striking

monuments and buildings such as the ancient university and cathedral,

many of which are constructed out of golden stone. After a fascinating

walking tour with a local guide, enjoy the rest of the day at leisure. Make

sure you relax in a café on Plaza Mayor,one of the finest squares in Spain. (B)

DAY 17 TOLEDO

Passing the walled city of Avila we spend the morning in El Valle de los

Caidos (The Valley of the Fallen). Set in the woodlands of the Sierra de

Guadarrama hills, the enormous Basílica de la Santa Cruz is remarkable as it

is actually underground - hewn out of the centre granite ridge which is

topped by the tallest memorial cross in the world. We spend lunchtime

amongst the leafy squares of El Escorial before visiting the massive palace

monastery complex of San Lorenzo de El Escorial. Later we continue to

Toledo, in La Mancha, where we stay our last two nights. (B, D)

Your feature hotel in Toledo - The Parador Toledo Hotel. Located on a hilltop

position on Cerro del Emperador (the Emperor's Hill), there are stunning 180°

views from the hotel’s dining room,terraces and pool,across the old Arab fortress

and the whole cathedral city of Toledo. The interior of the Parador of Toledo is
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The River Douro stretches

from Spain’s Duruelo de la

Sierra across to Porto in the

West. But it is only the Alto

Douro or ‘High’ Douro region that is UNESCO Heritage listed – a

2,000 year old wine-producing region with age old terraced

vineyards, quintas (winery complexes) and villages. This is where

we enjoy a unique 3 hour picnic cruise. We could board a large,

impersonal tourist boat but instead we choose to charter our own

private‘Barco Rabelo’to complete an amazing touring experience.

Absolutely Albatross! See Day 15.

I wanted to call this tour Paradors,

Pousadas and Palaces because of the

stunning selection of‘antique’hotels

we stay in, but ‘Magnifico’ won the title. When designing it, it just struck

me that we had a fantastic opportunity to create a dramatically

different tour staying in some of the most extraordinary‘timepiece’hotels

in Europe.

We could quite easily have gone for modern, steel, concrete and glass

first class hotels and kept the price down but that would be so boring, so

dull, so ordinary and would not have been even remotely sensitive to

these gorgeous, evocative destinations. Spain and Portugal - home and

heart to two empires that stretched across the globe spanning centuries

of conquistadores, galleons, castles and monasteries, port and sherry,

Fado and Flamenco, the strum of the Spanish guitar, the click of heels and

the clack of castanets. We had to do it justice.

Where we stay adds so much depth and flavour. Distinctly Spanish

and Portuguese. The name ‘Magnifico’ won because the longer, 2 and 3

night stays in our selection of hotels set the scene wonderfully for our

unique activities and inclusions – such as Portuguese pastries and coffee

in Lisbon’s Belem district and chartering our own lunchtime cruise boat to

sail on the Alto Douro. It is the complete touring experience which makes

it absolutely ‘Magnifico’.

‘Magnifico’ won the title

El Valle de los Caidos



• All the sightseeing, scenic drives and excursions (as per the itinerary)

• Fully escorted by our experienced Tour Manager

• First class air-conditioned touring coach

• End of tour tips to Tour Manager, driver and local guides

• 18 nights selected accommodation as described

• Hotel porterage (1 bag per person)

• Buffet breakfasts daily

• 12 dinners including welcome and farewell dinners, Flamenco Dinner

show, Fado Dinner show, local restaurant dinner in Porto

• Local guides – Córdoba, Granada, Seville, Évora, Lisbon, Palace de

Pena, Porto, Salamanca,Toledo

• Entrances: Mesquita Córdoba, Alhambra Granada, Seville Cathedral,

Palace de Pena, Jeronimos Monastery, El Valle de los Caidos, San

Lorenzo de El Escorial,Toledo Cathedral

• Welcome drink, Jerez sherry tasting in a Bodega, funicular rides to the

Bom Jesus Sanctuary and the village of Sitia, port warehouse visit

and tasting, coffee and Pastel de Belem in Lisbon, Aveleda Vinho

Verde wine tasting, lunchtime picnic cruise on the River Douro, AVE

train Madrid to Cordoba

• Personal audio system whilst on tour

Tour Inclusions

19 days only $7,249 pp twin share

Single supplement $1,889
(land only prices in Australian dollars)

Special Earlybird Offer - Book by 22 Dec 2013 to save $300 pp!

2014 Dates and Prices

SPECIAL
EarlyBird
O�er
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‘I love everything about Albatross. The accommodation is

always good.I like the longer stays at places and the content

of the trip is well thought out. This is my fourth trip I have

done with Albatross and I highly recommend them to

anyone who talks travel to me.‘ Leeta
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spacious and beautifully furnished and the Arab influence is reflected by the rugs,

copper ware and decorative tiles.

DAY 18 TOLEDO

This morning we are joined by a local guide who will take us on a walking

tour of this amazing city.Toledo has a wealth of monuments.Christians,Arabs

and Jews lived together here for centuries hence it is sometimes called the

“city of the three cultures”. Here you will find a city crammed with churches,

palaces, fortresses, mosques and synagogues. Highlight of your day will be

a visit to Catedral Primada Santa María deToledo,which many consider to be

Spain’s finest cathedral.The shopping is excellent and the rest of your day is

free.This evening we enjoy a farewell dinner in your historic hotel. (B, D)

DAY 19 TOLEDO

After breakfast we will transfer you to Madrid where sadly your tour ends

late morning.Drop off points will the city centre followed by the airport. (B)

STARTS ENDS STARTS ENDS

28 April 16 May 25 August 12 September

5 May 23 May 8 September 26 September

12 May 30 May 15 September 3 October

19 May 6 June 22 September 10 October

2 June 20 June 6 October 24 October



‘Magnifico’ Spain and Portugal

Here are just a few photos representing our selection of stunning hotels.Stay in historical hotels,

Pousadas and Paradors – converted castles, convents, fortresses and even palaces -‘antique’

hotels with a meaning,reflecting the essence of these gorgeous,evocative destinations.

Above, the lobby of the Alhambra Palace Hotel reeks of tradition and distinctly Spanish

grandeur, as does the restaurant and bar with its sweeping views across Granada far below.

In Seville, we step back 500 years, to where 27 beautifully restored houses and villas have

been joined into one ‘historical timepiece’ hotel – the Las Casas de la Juderia. And bottom

right, your bed awaits you in Toledo’s Parador, looking over the old town’s twinkling lights.

We did not choose Lisbon’s Pestana Palace (photos to the right) because it is a 5 star hotel.We

did so because it is a restored 19th century Palace, a listed Portuguese National Landmark,

with a historical atmosphere set in beautiful surroundings. Mind you the luxury tag certainly

does help!

To see more photos plus our other specially selected hotels visit www.albatrosstours.com.

Y O U R H O T E L E X P E R I E N C E
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Clockwise from main: Lobby – Alhambra Palace Hotel; Interior – Pestana Palace; Exterior – Pestana Palace; Parador Toledo Hotel; Alhambra Palace Hotel; Hotel Las casas de la Juderia, Seville



Black Forest, Bavaria & the Tyrol
15 Relaxing Days – Frankfurt to Munich

• Take the funicular up to Heidelberg Castle and taste wine on the

‘route Alsace du Vin’

• Stay 4 nights in medieval Triberg, visit gothic Freiburg, postcard

perfect Colmar, beautiful Gengenbach, Lake Titisee and cruise on

the River Ill in Strasbourg

• Wander around the gardens of the ‘Flower Island’ of Mainau, cross

Lake Constance to Meersburg and visit the old harbour of Lindau

• Spend 3 nights in the mountains of Bavaria under the shadow of

Ludwig’s fairytale Neuschwanstein Castle,visit Linderhof Palace,the

Passion Play Theatre and Museum in Oberammergau, Fussen,

Wieskirche, and enjoy a cable car ride to Tegelberg

• Explore Innsbruck, visit Swarovski Crystal World and Rattenberg

• Relax over 3 nights in the Austrian Tyrol, visit Berchtesgaden, Hitler’s

Eagles Nest,the Obersalzberg Dokumentation Centre and Mayrhofen

Less time on coaches,
average 129 kms
travelled per day

Max 30 passengers for
a more personal
touring experience

Genuinely
Inclusive

Over $1,400 value of
extras included with
no hidden costs

The Albatross Difference

Neuschwanstein Castle © German National Tourist Board

Albatross gives you more…
• Drive over the magnificent Fern and Gerlos Alpine Passes,admire

the Krimmler Wasserfälle

• Enjoy 3 nights in Mozart’s baroque city of Salzburg,visit the‘Sound

of Music’church at Lake Mondsee and Hallstatt

• Ride on a steam train along the Ziller Valley and on a petit train

through Colmar



DAY 1 FRANKFURT

Your tour commences this evening with a welcome drink before dinner in

your hotel. This is an ideal chance to meet, and get to know, your Tour

Manager and fellow travellers. (D)

Your Frankfurt Hotel – Hilton Frankfurt.

DAY 2 TRIBERG IN THE BLACK FOREST

We spend the morning in the nearby ancient university town of Heidelberg.

Set in the wooded Neckar Valley, it is noted for its twin-towered bridge and

red sandstone castle.We have included a funicular ride up to the castle and

entrance to the castle courtyard and terrace to enjoy the magnificent views

of the city and Nekkar River below,and to see the world’s largest wine barrel

and the German Apothecary Museum. Later, we drive deep into the Black

Forest to enjoy an afternoon stop in Gengenbach. With its watchtowers and

market square surrounded by lovely half-timbered houses, it is easy to see

why it has been called a“pearl among the Black Forest towns”.We continue

to nearby Triberg, where we spend the next four nights. (B,D)

Your Black Forest Hotel – Parkhotel Wehrle, Triberg. Situated in downtown

Triberg,the 4 star Park Hotel Wehrle has been in operation as a rooming house

or hotel for 400 years, and is one of Germany's oldest continuously operated

hotels. Famous guests include Napoleon Bonaparte when he conquered

Germany in 1806. Hotel guests enjoy free of charge use of amenities at the

Sanitas Spa including indoor swimming pool, whirlpool, herbal &

aromatherapy steam baths, sauna, & gym. The hotels location makes an

excellent base for all of our included excursions to the surrounding areas. See

www.parkhotel-wehrle.de

DAY 3 TRIBERG IN THE BLACK FOREST

Crossing the Rhine in France, we spend the morning in postcard perfect

Colmar. On arrival we will enjoy an orientation tour through the heart of town

on the‘Petit Train’.Brightly painted,half-timbered houses on narrow,twisting

lanes make a perfect backdrop. The River Lauch winds its way through the

centre,known as the Little Venice district.Your afternoon will be spent on the

Route Alsace duVin (AlsaceWine Road).Stretching from Strasbourg to Colmar,

we will drive through the pretty villages of Ribeauvillé, Riquewihr and

Kaysersberg on this famous wine road.At one of the manicured vineyards we

will enjoy a wine tasting of various classic local wines. (B)

DAY 4 TRIBERG IN THE BLACK FOREST

Our morning will be spent in Strasbourg,the seat of the European Parliament.

On arrival we board a glass topped boat to enjoy a river cruise around the

heart of this beautiful city. Retaining its old world charm there are three

bridges spanning the River Ill, massive fortified towers and the pedestrian

streets around the Place de la Cathédrale and Place Broglie are a delight.Take

time to enjoy one of the numerous cosy bistros and cafes. Late afternoon

and evening is at leisure in Triberg, in the very centre of the Black Forest,

famous for cake, and home to the world’s largest cuckoo clock. (B)

DAY 5 TRIBERG IN THE BLACK FOREST

This morning we head to the capital of the Black Forest – the gothic city of

Freiburg. Sensitively restored, Freiburg is one of the most charming of

German cities, located where the Black Forest meets the Rhine Plain.

Arcaded shopping streets and little streams lead through the old town to

its great gothic cathedral. Later this afternoon we cross the southern Black

Forest and enjoy an afternoon stop at the beautiful lake and town of Titisee.

Perhaps take a stroll along the pathways around the lake shore or enjoy the

excellent shopping along the Seestrasse. Alternatively, just relax in a café

and enjoy Black Forest cake and coffee whilst admiring the crystal clear

waters of this famous lake. (B, D)
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It would be too easy to simply

take the quickest route from

Triberg to Bavaria.However,we

don’t and we won’t.Instead we

choose to stop at one of Europe’s classic palatial gardens that cover

the entire island – Mainau on Lake Constance. Different flower

gardens and displays bloom depending on the season,as they have

done for hundreds of years.This is European grand garden design

at its finest, and it is a wonderful heritage experience. See Day 6.
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Overnight stays

Included excursions

Tour commences

Upgraded itinerary:Now 3 nights in Salzburgand more sightseeing!
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DAY 6 HOHENSCHWANGAU IN BAVARIA

Heading south-east we soon arrive on the western shore of Lake Constance.

Crossing a short causeway we visit the Flower Island of Mainau where a local

guide leads us through the 111 acres of beautiful gardens and landscaped

grounds. Originally created nearly 200 years ago by Prince Nikolaus these

magnificent botanical gardens also boast an arboretum and an Italian rose

garden complete with pergolas, sculptures, fountains and 500 varieties of

roses. In summer it is splendid with its Rhododendrons along with huge

displays of over 350,000 flowers.

After catching a ferry across Lake Constance to Meersburg, we follow the

northern lakeshore to enjoy an afternoon break in the old harbour town of

Lindau. Later we continue to the mountains of Bavaria. Here, in the tiny

village of Hohenschwangau, you will stay the next three nights in a

wonderful setting. On one hill overlooking the village you have the neo-

gothic castle of Hohenschwangau and on the other side above the village is

a wooded mountain spur and Neuschwanstein - the fairytale castle of‘mad’

King Ludwig. Time to enjoy a drink on the sun terrace or take a walk

alongside the beautiful Lake Alpsee nearby. (B, D)

Your feature Hotel in Bavaria - Hotel Muller*.Your first class hotel is in the most

enchanting of settings.Old style wooden panelling,Coachman’s Room,cocktail

lounge,octagonal restaurant with full views of one castle and a verandah with

views of the other. Sensational for the evening illuminations! The highlight of

your stay? The staff! Family run, professional and so welcoming.

* 14 and 21 September departures will stay at Hotel Hirsch in Fussen.

DAY 7 HOHENSCHWANGAU IN BAVARIA

A very relaxing day as we visit perhaps the most famous castle in the world

– the fairytale Neuschwanstein Castle. A horse and buggy will pick you up

outside your hotel and take you up the wooded road to enjoy a guided tour

through the state rooms, king’s apartments, halls and throne room; all

reminiscent of a Wagner operatic saga. Lunchtime will be spent in nearby

Fussen and later in the afternoon we will take a cable car ride up toTegelberg

to take in the excellent views down onto the fairytale castles far below.(B,D)

Please note: The guided tour through Neuschwanstein Castle incorporates climbing

up and down a number of staircases and, as there are no elevators, the inside visit to

the castle this morning may not be suitable for those with walking difficulties or

limitations.

DAY 8 HOHENSCHWANGAU IN BAVARIA

There is nothing quite like a day in the mountains! Our first stop will be a

visit to Linderhof,an extravagant French Rococo Palace - yet another of King

Ludwig's amazing creations. The Venus Grotto reproduces a set from

Wagner's Tannhäuser,and the Moorish Pavilion shelters the Peacock Throne.

Lunchtime will be in the nearby village of Oberammergau with its ornately

painted buildings where the famous Passion Play is performed every ten

years. To complete your visit we have included entrance and a guided tour

through the fascinating Passion Play Theatre and Museum.In the afternoon

we drive through Bavarian farmlands and forests to make a stop in arguably

the most beautiful church in Europe – Wieskirche (the ‘Church in the

Meadows’). Surrounded by green fields, the interior of this World Heritage

Listed church is an astounding Rococo creation. (B, D)

DAY 9 KIRCHBERG IN THE AUSTRIAN TYROL

Taking the beautiful Fern Pass across the Bavarian Alps we descend into the

Inn Valley to visit the nearby winter resort city of Innsbruck. There will be

time at leisure to explore the sights of the Alstadt (old town) such as the

Hofburg Imperial Palace,cobbled stoned streets and the renowned Golden

Roof. In the afternoon we go to the nearby town of Wattens to visit the

Swarovski 'Kristallwelten' (Crystal World), a weird and wonderful crystal

experience. Built into a small hill, the entrance is through the mouth of a

Goblin with huge crystal eyes. Later we follow the dramatic Inn Valley

through the rolling Tyrolean hills and villages, to enjoy a short afternoon

stop in the pretty village of Rattenberg. We then continue to Kirchberg

where we stay for the next three wonderful nights. (B, D)

Your feature Tyrolean Hotel – Hotel Kirchberger Hof. Located in the centre of

Kirchberg, this 4 star hotel offers rooms furnished in modern Alpine style and

feature balconies offering views of the surrounding mountains. The elegant

restaurant serves traditional Tyrolean specialities and international cuisine. See

www.kirchbergerhof.at

DAY 10 KIRCHBERG IN THE AUSTRIAN TYROL

Your day is entirely free to explore the old town of Kirchberg and maybe

the nearby town of Kitzbuhel. Why not take a cable car up one of the

Linderhof Palace, photo courtesy of Sandra Jurkovic Fussen

Austrian Tyrol
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surrounding peaks and enjoy lunch in one of the mountain top

restaurants. Alternatively relax on a sun terrace and soak up the glorious

surroundings. (B, D)

DAY 11 KIRCHBERG IN THE AUSTRIAN TYROL

An exciting day in the mountains. Driving to Jenbach we board the old

wooden carriages of the historical Zillertalbahn steam train. Sit back and

relax as the train puffs its way up the full length of the Ziller Valley, through

conifer forests and rich green meadows, to reach the chic ski resort of

Mayrhofen. This is a perfect place to enjoy lunchtime amongst the

numerous shops, cafes and restaurants surrounded by the soaring Alps.

Meeting up with our coach we enter the Hohe Tauern National Park and

drive over the spectacular 1,630 metre high, 12 km long Gerlos Pass.

Stopping at Krimml we visit the Krimmler Wasserfälle (Waterfalls) - the

highest in Austria – where we enjoy a walk along the valley pathway to a

number of spectacular viewpoints. (B, D)

DAY 12 SALZBURG

A fascinating day ahead as we visit Berchtesgaden and Hitler’s Eagles Nest.

A local guide joins us as we take a breathtaking bus journey up the winding

Kehlstein road and then, in Hitler’s personal luxurious brass elevator, we

ascend inside the mountain for a guided tour of the Kehlsteinhaus. This

alpine retreat is better known as Hitler’s Eagles Nest and the mountain views

are spectacular. We also visit the Dokumentation Centre of Obersalzberg

(Hitler’s former Nazi Southern Headquarters) and descend into the

elaborate system of bunkers connecting with the Berghof. Later we visit

the charming town of Berchtesgaden. We also enjoy an afternoon stop in

the charming village beside perhaps the most beautiful lake of all,Konigsee

- famous the world over for its steep cliffs and fjord like lake. Next stop

Salzburg, where we stay three nights. (B, D)

Your Salzburg Hotel - Altstadthotel Stadtkrug* Dating back 700 years, this 4

star hotel is located in a quiet area of the old town centre of Salzburg and just

a few minutes’ walk to all the notable sights. The roof garden restaurant offers

excellent views across the rooftops and spires of the old town. See

www.stadtkrug.at

* 20 July & 3 August departures will stay at NH Salzburg City

DAY 13 SALZBURG

We have allowed a full day to explore Salzburg – the baroque city of Mozart.

A local guide will take us on a walking tour of this enchanting city, including

several locations used in the film 'Sound of Music'.Your afternoon will be at

leisure to explore the myriad of narrow, cobbled stone streets, ornate

squares and churches, fascinating shops and traditional coffee houses. The

views from the enormous Festung (Fortress),sitting high above the city,are

magnificent. (B)

DAY 14 SALZBURG

There is nothing like a day exploring the Austrian Lakes District! After a

leisurely start we spend the morning beside Lake Mondsee and visit the

church made famous in the wedding scene of the film the 'Sound of Music'.

Later we drive deep into the Lakes District to enjoy lunchtime exploring the

picturesque town of Hallstatt. Set on a rocky terrace jutting into the quiet

Mad? Or just eccentric? Ludwig

emptied Bavaria’s treasury by

building a series of Palaces and

Castles inspired by Germanic Gods,

the surrounding countryside and the composer, Wagner. Castles like the

‘Fairytale’ Neuschwanstein Castle. Who doesn’t identify Austria’s

undulating hills, deep blue lakes and gorgeous church steeples with the

first scene of the iconic film the Sound of Music? Julie Andrews, arms

outstretched singing ‘The hills are alive’? I do! These regions are riddled

with palaces,baroque churches,mountains and medieval towns, ripe to be

visited.You may never tire of the ‘chocolate box’ perfection. I find it really

strange that virtually every mainstream tour out there spends just a few

scant hours in these entire regions en route to their next all too brief

overnight stay.Ridiculous! Neuschwanstein Castle is wrongly treated to a

‘happy snappy’ roadside photo stop or hurried morning visit, the other

castles and sights are completely ignored, and you never have time to

relax by ‘those’ lakes or ride high up on ‘those’ magical Austrian hills.

Madness! Aren’t these iconic sites the reason you are going to these regions

in the first place?

I believe these magnificent, romantic, and beautiful regions

deserve better. That is why Albatross spends 4 nights exploring the Black

Forest, 3 nights amongst Bavaria’s castles, 3 nights in the Austrian Tyrol

and 3 nights in‘Sound of Music’Salzburg. It is absolutely the only way these

hills can come alive!

Since modern Alpine skiing

originated here in Austria it

makes absolute sense to

combine a visit to the classic

ski resort of Mayrhofen with a wonderful day exploring high

mountain passes, cascading waterfalls, picture perfect wooded

meadows and valleys.We even throw in a steam train ride!This is the

authentic essence of Austria.With our 3 night stay you not only see

the mountains but you get to truly experience them - to enjoy them

the way the locals so proudly do. See Day 11.

Julie Andrews and that Mad King

Salzburg
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• All the sightseeing, scenic drives and excursions (as per the itinerary)

• Fully escorted by our experienced Tour Manager

• First class air-conditioned touring coach

• End of tour tips to Tour Manager, driver and local guides

• 14 nights selected accommodation as described

• Hotel porterage (1 bag per person)

• 11 dinners including a welcome dinner and special farewell dinner

in a local Salzburg restaurant

• Buffet breakfasts daily

• Welcome drink in Frankfurt

• Local guides - Mainau Botanical Gardens, Neuschwanstein Castle,

Salzburg, Hitler’s Eagles Nest

• Entrances: Heidelberg Castle, Mainau Botanical Gardens,

Neuschwanstein Castle, Linderhof Palace, Swarovski Crystal World,

Oberammergau Theatre and Museum, Hitler's Eagles Nest,

Obersalzberg Dokumentation Centre, Krimml Waterfalls

• Funicular ride Heidelberg Castle, Strasbourg river cruise, Petit Train

ride Colmar, Alsace wine tasting, Lake Constance ferry ride, horse

and buggy ride to Neuschwanstein,Tegelberg cable car ride and

Ziller Valley steam train ride

• Personal audio system whilst on tour

Tour Inclusions

15 days only $4,989 pp twin share

Single supplement $779
(land only prices in Australian dollars)

Special Earlybird Offer - Book by 22 Dec 2013 to save $300 pp!

2014 Dates and Prices

STARTS ENDS STARTS ENDS

11 May 25 May 3 August 17 August

25 May 8 June 24 August 7 September

8 June 22 June 31 August 14 September

29 June 13 July 14 September 28 September

20 July 3 August 21 September 5 October

SPECIAL
EarlyBird
O�er
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‘This has been an outstanding tour for the locations visited

particularly at this time of year with all the autumn colours.

The view of the Alps was absolutely stunning.Our guide had

fantastic knowledge of all aspects of the area and looked

after us wonderfully well. I would encourage Albatross to

keep and protect this tour as it would be one of the best I

have ever done.’ Ian
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dark water of the lake surrounded by towering peaks,this is considered the

oldest inhabited village in Europe and perhaps the most beautiful in Austria.

Our return journey to Salzburg takes us alongside Wolfgangsee (lake) and

around Lake Fuschl.This evening we have included a farewell dinner at St

Peter Stiftskeller,Salzburg's oldest restaurant dating back to the 1500's.(B,D)

DAY 15 TO MUNICH

Bidding Austria farewell,we drive to Munich where your tour ends on arrival,

mid-morning. Drop off points will be in the city centre and Munich airport.

We recommend that you do not book flights or trains that depart Munich

before 2pm today. (B)



Black Forest, Bavaria & the Tyrol

Family owned and run, the Hotel Muller (top photo and below left) has a special place in our

hearts. For over a dozen years we have been sending both summer and magical Christmas

tours to this wonderful hotel.The staff, dining and service are delightful, the scenery magical,

and the views of Ludwig’s castles, vividly illuminated at night, are stunning!

When conquering the Black Forest, Napoleon Bonaparte enjoyed his stay at the Park Hotel

Wehrle (photos,middle right and below).200 years later,it is still known throughout the region

as one of the Black Forest's top romantic hotels.Located in the heart of Triberg town it is noted

for its excellent regional cuisine and extensive spa and wellness centre. A perfect hotel in a

perfect location for your 4 night stay!

In the mountains of the Austrian Tyrol we spend 3 nights in the excellent 4 star Kirchberger

Hotel.Whilst as a finale, the charming Statdtkrug Hotel, which dates back 700 years, is located

just a few minutes’walk to all of Salzburg’s most notable sights.

To see more photos plus our other specially selected hotels visit www.albatrosstours.com.

Y O U R H O T E L E X P E R I E N C E
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Clockwise from main: Hotel Muller; Bedroom – Hotel Kirchberger; Parkhotel Wehrle; Pool – Parkhotel Wehrle; Statdtkrug Hotel; Dining room – Hotel Muller



La Francaise
18 Wonderful Days - Paris to Paris

• Enjoy 3 nights in Normandy exploring Honfleur harbour, the

Normandy landing beaches,historic Bayeux and stunning Mont St

Michel

• Stay 3 nights in an enchanting Loire Valley Chateau and cruise on

the River Cher under the arches of Chenonceau Chateau

• Visit the gardens of Chateau Villandry and see the magnificent

Chateau Chambord, explore historic Blois, Azay-le-Rideau,

Amboise and Angers

• Relax in the Atlantic port of La Rochelle, visit the Villa Vesunna,

Lascaux II Caves and explore Perigueux

• Spend 3 nights in the heart of Bordeaux town and visit St Emilion

• Enjoy 3 nights in the medieval town of Sarlat la Caneda in the

Dordogne Valley, enjoy a picnic lunch, play petanque and cruise

down the River Dordogne

• Stay 3 nights in Burgundy in a converted convent in Autun and

explore Beaune, Dijon, historic Troyes and Reims

• Sample Bordeaux wines in the Medoc, Calvados in Normandy,

Remy Martin in Cognac, the wines of Burgundy and sip

Champagne in Champagne

Less time on coaches,
average 186 kms
travelled per day

Max 30 passengers for
a more personal
touring experience

Genuinely
Inclusive

Over $1,700 value of
extras included with
no hidden costs

The Albatross Difference

Mont St Michel

Albatross gives you more…



DAY 1 PARIS

Your tour commences this evening with a welcome drink and dinner in your

hotel.This is an ideal chance to meet, and get to know, your Tour Manager

and fellow travellers. (D)

Your Paris hotel – Crowne Plaza Paris Republique

DAY 2 BAYEUX IN NORMANDY

Your morning stop will be in Rouen, where Joan of Arc was burned at the

stake in 1431. The old town still boasts wonderful half timbered buildings

and the Notre Dame Cathedral. In the afternoon we will explore the pretty

fishing harbour of Honfleur with its cobbled streets lined with shops and

pavement cafes. Later at Pont l’Evêque we stop at the Calvados distillery

of Père Magloire to take a guided tour of the distillery and a tasting of this

apple liquor.Your hotel for the next three nights is in the centre of historic

Bayeux, nestled in a tree lined square, along the River Aure. (B, D)

Your Normandy Hotel – Hotel Villa Lara,Bayeux. See www.hotel-villalara.com

DAY 3 BAYEUX IN NORMANDY

Our day begins with a visit to the magnificent Bayeux Tapestry, depicting

William the Conqueror’s invasion of Britain in 1066. Later we explore

the Normandy landing beaches, including visits to the fascinating

Arromanches-les-Bains and the Landing Beaches Museum. This afternoon

will be at leisure in Bayeux with its well preserved historical old town and

11th century cathedral. (B)

DAY 4 BAYEUX IN NORMANDY

Driving through the lush countryside we reach the borders of Normandy

and Brittany and visit the UNESCO World Heritage site of Mont St Michel.

The abbey is perched atop a rocky outcrop linked to mainland France by a

narrow causeway. Dinner tonight will be in a local restaurant. (B, D)

DAY 5 CHATEAU DE CHISSAY IN THE LOIRE VALLEY

Today we make our way south to the verdant Loire Valley where,during the

15th and 16th centuries,the Kings of France and their courtiers created their

grand holiday palaces. First stop is in the city of Angers where we have

included entrance to the massive 13th century granite chateau, which

houses the carefully restored medieval Apocalypse Tapestry with its

magnificent glowing red,blue and gold threads. In the afternoon we follow

the River Loire past Saumur and Usee with its 16th century‘Sleeping Beauty’

chateau, to reach our Chateau hotel where we spend the next three

wonderful nights. (B,D)

Your Loire Valley hotel – Chateau de Chissay*. For those wanting an authentic

castle experience Chissay certainly fits the bill. Located near the town of

Montrichard,Chissay is an imposing 15th century Chateau set in 10 hectares of

its own grounds and parkland.With its stone flagged floors and open fireplaces,

it has that true medieval castle style rather than the courtly chateau style

popular with the aristocracy several centuries later. Decorated with 19th

century style furnishings, all bedroom windows open onto the chateaus

surrounding grounds. See www.chateauchissay.com

* 8 July departure stays at Chateau Belmont in Tours

DAY 6 CHATEAU DE CHISSAY IN THE LOIRE VALLEY

This morning we visit the city of Amboise, on the banks of the River Loire,
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It was once said that if all the

chateaux of the Loire were

ladies at a masked ball it would

be Chenonceau you would

beg to dance with! Set amidst beautiful gardens and straddling the

River Cher,this magnificent Chateau, is often only photographed or

visited briefly. To do her the justice she deserves,we visit the gardens,

interior and cruise along the Cher,under her graceful arches,to gain

a completely different perspective.Uniquely Albatross! See Day 7.
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Overnight stays

Included excursions

Tour commences
Upgraded itinerary:now with 1 extra night andmore sightseeing!
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Garrone, and make our way to our centrally located first class hotel, where

we stay for the next three nights. (B, D)

Your Bordeaux Hotel – Hotel Burdigala

DAY 9 BORDEAUX

This morning we visit the steep,narrow,hilly streets of St Emilion. Following

a petite train ride through the myriad of vineyards surrounding the village,

there is time at leisure to explore the town with its medieval ramparts, the

ruins of the Cloître des Cordeliers and the unusual 14th century

underground church. In the afternoon we drive to visit the Medoc, which

is possibly the most famous, high quality wine producing region in the

world. As a finale we have arranged a wine tasting in one of the superb

local vineyards. (B, D)

DAY 10 BORDEAUX

Your day is entirely free to explore Bordeaux at leisure. Your hotel is well

located within walking distance of all the important city sites and the

pedestrian shopping streets of Bordeaux old town. The city’s waterfront on

the River Garonne makes an attractive spectacle and there is a stately 18th

century town centre with its Place du Parlement, Place de la Bourse and

medieval quarter. The perfect opportunity to relax and enjoy a baguette

and a glass of wine in a sidewalk café! (B)

DAY 11 SARLAT LA CANEDA IN THE DORDOGNE

Our first stop on reaching Perigueux, by the River L'Isle, will be at the

fascinating Vesunna Museum which strikingly encloses the remains of an

enormous Roman Villa (4,000 sq metres!),complete with beautiful mosaics

and wall paintings (audio guide included). We then spend lunchtime in

Perigueux town with its Cathédrale St Front looming large over the small,

café filled squares, and medieval, stone alleyways. This afternoon we

continue to the Dordogne Valley with its sleepy villages,medieval chateaux,

meandering rivers and lush landscape that so epitomises French rural life.

We stay the next three nights in perfectly preserved Sarlat la Caneda, one

of the most stunning towns in France. Dinner tonight is included in a local

restaurant. (B, D)

Your Dordogne Hotel –Hotel Renoir.We have selected this superior tourist class

hotel because it is located within walking distance of the wonderful old town,

it is family run,offers wonderful ambience and every room is different and with

its own character.

DAY 12 SARLAT LA CANEDA IN THE DORDOGNE

Noted for its gourmet food,cheeses,pate and foie gras,Sarlat is also famous

for its beautifully preserved old town.This morning we are joined by a local

guide to explore the city’s cobbled stoned streets and delightful squares.

The rest of the day is free in this medieval, architectural time capsule. (B)

Chateau de Chambord © MDLF/Leonard de SerresLa Roque Gageac © Image et Reves

Honfleur

with its Royal Palace,where Leonardo da Vinci once lived as a guest of King

Francois I. This afternoon we will stop at Chambord to view the magnificent

chateau. This enormous chateau was created by King Francois I as a hunting

lodge within the surrounding grounds, which consisted of over 5,000

wooded hectares. Later we take an afternoon break in Blois, known for its

historic castle and old town with narrow cobbled streets. This evening,

discover your own provincial bistro for dinner in Montrichard. (B)

DAY 7 CHATEAU DE CHISSAY IN THE LOIRE VALLEY

We enjoy a morning cruise along the River Cher to take in the wonderful

view of the magnificent Chateau Chenonceau,spanning the river on a series

of graceful arches. Possibly one of the most photographed of the Loire

chateaux this was the former home of Diane de Poitiers and Catherine de

Medici. After cruising under the arches we visit the stunning gardens and

interior of the chateau (audio guide included). Lunchtime will be spent in

the charming village of Azay-le-Rideau with its elegant chateau. Later we

visit the gardens of Chateau Villandry. Inspired by the classic gardens of the

16th and 18th century,different levels of the gardens include ponds,topiary,

ornamental hedges and an extraordinary kitchen garden covering 12,500

square metres. (B, D)

DAY 8 BORDEAUX

Arriving on the coast, our lunch time stop will be in delightful La Rochelle,

arguably one of the most attractive and unspoiled towns on France's

Atlantic seaboard. Later we make a stop in the town of Cognac to enjoy a

tour though the famous Remy Martin Distillery, including a mini train ride

and tasting.We arrive in the bustling city of Bordeaux, on the banks of the
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DAY 13 SARLAT LA CANEDA IN THE DORDOGNE

After enjoying a stop in the town of Les Eyzies-de-Tayac we enjoy a riverside

drive past the sleepy villages and chateaux along the delightful Dordogne

River. After criss-crossing the river we pass through Beynac and spend

lunchtime in La Roc Gageac to enjoy a delicious picnic of crusty bread and

local delicacies. Here we try our hand at Pétanque (Boules), the traditional

French village sport. This is the real France at its very best! Afterwards we

will board a barge and drift slowly down the River Dordogne past medieval

castles. Later we visit the incredibly picturesque village of Domme.We have

included a ride on the petit train up through the ramparts to the town

square. You will have time at leisure to explore the village and enjoy the

sweeping views across the Dordogne Valley. (B, L)

DAY 14 AUTUN IN BURGUNDY

This morning we will stop at Lascaux, a UNESCO World Heritage Site,

famous for its magnificent Palaeolithic cave paintings. Whilst the actual

caves themselves are now closed to the public,we visit the nearby Lascaux

II museum to see the superb replicas of the cave paintings found in the

Great Hall of the Bulls and the Painted Gallery. Later we cross the Massif

Central to reach Autun, in Burgundy, where we stay for the next three

nights. (B, D)

Your Burgundy Hotel - Hotel Les Ursulines. This charming hotel was once a

17th century convent and boasts a gourmet restaurant which you will dine in

one evening, and an 18th century former chapel that you also dine in one

evening. The terrace with its French style gardens overlooks the Roman

ramparts of the old city and has a magnificent view of the Morvan hills.

See www.hotelursulines.fr

DAY 15 AUTUN IN BURGUNDY

This morning has been left entirely free to explore this delightful town

and relax on the terrace of your hotel, overlooking the Moravian Hills.

Autun is a Celtic, Roman and medieval town containing architecture

spanning the ages - from Roman ramparts to the famous St Lazare

Cathedral,all within easy walking distance from your hotel. This afternoon

we have included a scenic drive through the rustic Burgundy countryside,

past manicured vineyards, for a private tour and tasting of the local wines.

Your evening is at leisure in Autun. (B)

DAY 16 AUTUN IN BURGUNDY

Your morning will be spent in nearby Dijon. Capital of the grand Dukes of

Burgundy in the 14th century, the town boasts many elegant buildings

including the Palais des Ducs. Later we continue to the old town of

Beaune, capital of the Burgundian wine industry, where we visit the

fascinating Hospices de Beaune. Covered with multi coloured glazed roof

tiles the 'Hotel Dieu' was built over 550 years ago to help the town's folk

in a time of poverty and famine. (B, D)

DAY 17 BERGERES LES VERTUS IN CHAMPAGNE

Mid morning we stop in the historic town of Troyes. Originally settled on

the junction of several Roman roads, Troyes is an architectural time

capsule. The pedestrianised Rue Roger Salengro is lined with fine 16th

century timber and brick houses, and on Rue Champeaux the houses

facing each other in the narrow alleyways virtually touch at the top. Later

we enter the rolling limestone hills of the central Champagne Region

where we take the famous Champagne Road to visit the wine ‘caves’ of

Anyone for a game of

Pétanque? Quintessentially

French, you have all seen

photos of craggy faced men in

dusty village squares playing this nostalgic,relaxing game of‘boules’.

So why not try your hand at it? Come with us to the picturesque

village of La Roc Gageac, on the shore of the beautiful Dordogne

River,where we enjoy a traditional picnic lunch before teaching you

this remarkably French game. Isn’t that the sort of authentic travel

experience you are seeking? See Day 13.

I wanted to design a tour to not only

take in the great sights of regional

France,but one that will also immerse

you in those wonderfully preserved medieval villages, sleepy chateaux,

vineyards and local fresh produce markets bursting with ripe cheeses,pate

and crusty French baguettes. When looking at what is ‘out there’ on the

market I am still astounded by the speed at which mainstream tours scoot

from motorway to motorway either bypassing or scarcely touching so many

gorgeous, distinctly French, regions. That is why this tour enjoys leisurely

three night stays. This is simply the best way to enjoy each of these

enchanting regions and to bring to life the genuine,simple pleasures of

the ‘real’ France.

Yes, we taste wine in a number of classic vineyards… but this is not a

‘fancy’ wine tour.Yes, we enjoy delightful French cuisine… but this is not a

‘gastronomique’tour.It is about enjoying the ambience,culture,magnificent

sights, food and wine this country is so famous for. To have quality time,

relaxing and savouring the French way of doing things. Let’s face it, isn’t

that why you are travelling to France? To break French bread in France,taste

Burgundy in Burgundy and sip a farewell glass of champagne in

Champagne.That is what we do! Ahhh…C’est la vie!

A ‘French Affaire’ must surely last more than one night



• All excursions, scenic drives and sightseeing (as per the itinerary)

• Fully escorted by our experienced Tour Manager

• First class air-conditioned touring coach

• End of tour tips to Tour Manager and driver

• 17 nights selected accommodation as described

• Hotel porterage (1 bag per person)

• Welcome drink Paris

• Buffet breakfasts daily

• 11 dinners including welcome and farewell dinners, local restaurant

dinners Bayeux and Sarlat, picnic lunch by the Dordogne River in La

Roc Gageac.

• Tours and tastings through vineyards and distilleries as described

including Calvados, Remy Martin Cognac, Medoc and Burgundy

wines and Mercier Champagne

• Entrances: Mont St Michel, Arromanches Landings Museum, Bayeux

Tapestry, Angers Castle, Chenonceau Chateau and Gardens with

audio guide, Chateau Villandry Gardens,Vesunna Roman Villa

museum with audio guide, Lascaux II museum, Hospices de Beaune,

local guide Sarlat

• Cruise on River Cher, Pétanque lesson and River Dordogne barge

cruise and petit train rides in St Emilion and Domme

• Personal audio system whilst on tour

Tour Inclusions

18 days only $ 7,789 pp twin share

Single supplement $1,989
(land only prices in Australian dollars)

Special Earlybird Offer - Book by 22 Dec 2013 to save $300 pp!

2014 Dates and Prices

STARTS ENDS STARTS ENDS

4 May 21 May 8 July 25 July

7 May 24 May 5 August 22 August

15 May 1 June 12 August 29 August

21 May 7 June 16 September 3 October

10 June 27 June 24 September 11 October

17 June 4 July

SPECIAL
EarlyBird
O�er
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‘I really enjoyed all of the activities and had a particularly great

group to share it with.Every effort was made by Albatross staff

to make our tour as comfortable and interesting as it could

be.Well done to our tour manager.’ Helen

Mercier, the largest champagne producers in the world. We stay the night

in the nearby village of Bergeres Les Vertus, where we enjoy a special

farewell meal, with Champagne, in our family run hotel. (B, D)

Your Champagne Hotel – Hostellerie Le Mont Amie

DAY 18 PARIS

This morning we visit nearby Reims,capital of the Champagne region,and

the cathedral city where France crowned so many of her kings. There will

be time at leisure before we depart for nearby Paris where your tour ends

on arrival mid afternoon.Drop off points will be Paris Gare du Nord station

and Paris Charles de Gaulle Airport. We recommend that you do not book

flights or trains that depart Paris before 5pm today. (B)



La Francaise

Would you like to sleep in a 15th century chateau? Introducing the Chateau de Chissay in the

LoireValley (main photo above).Set in 10 acres of parkland,you will enjoy an authentic medieval

castle experience.Massive oak beams, flagstones and 19th century furnishings await you!

Then there is the Hotel les Ursulines, a converted 17th century convent in Burgundy (below)

located right in the centre of town. In the picture you can even see the tip of the cathedral

behind it. The photo top right shows the 18th century former chapel where you will dine.

You will find contrasting hotels throughout,each reflecting their respective regions.In central

Bordeaux we stay in the first class Hotel Burdigala. In Normandy,Villa Lara in the heart of the

historic Bayeux offers a relaxing stay (photo bottom right). Then we have our smaller, more

personal, family run hotels such as the Hotel Renoir in beautiful Sarlat and the quaint

Hostellerie Le Mont Aime (photo bottom left) in the Champagne region, where we have our

farewell dinner.

To see more photos plus our other specially selected hotels visit www.albatrosstours.com.

Y O U R H O T E L E X P E R I E N C E
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Clockwise from main: Chateau de Chissay; Chapel Dining Room – Hotel Les Ursulines; Hotel Villa Lara; Reception – Chateau de Chissay; Hotel Les Ursulines; Hostellerie Le Mont Amie



Provence & Tuscany to Umbria
18 Superb Days – Paris to Rome

• Capture the essence and vibrancy of four very evocative regions of

France and Italy - Provence, the Cote d’Azur,Tuscany and Umbria

• Stay 4 nights in Provence and visit the Pont du Gard,Avignon’s grand

Palais des Popes, Aix-en-Provence and the Roman ruins at Arles

• Visit the hilltop town of Gordes in the Luberon, explore historical

Les Baux, and take a cruise from Cassis to the beautiful Calanques

• Relax over 3 nights in Nice and explore the Cote D’Azur from

Bardot’s St Tropez and St Paul de Vence to Cannes and Monte Carlo

• Stay 2 nights in the delightful port of Santa Margherita Ligure, visit

the world famous harbour town of Portofino and enjoy a coastal

cruise to the hidden Abbey of San Fruttuoso

• Spend 3 nights in the medieval city of Lucca inTuscany,visit Florence

and the Accademia Gallery, Pisa, glorious Siena and the fairytale

‘town of towers’San Gimignano

Less time on coaches,
average 109 kms
travelled per day

Max 30 passengers for
a more personal
touring experience

Genuinely
Inclusive

Over $1,800 value of
extras included with
no hidden costs

The Albatross Difference

Florence

Albatross gives you more…
• Explore the scenic villages of the famous Cinque Terre, savour

traditional Tuscan cuisine and sample the regional wines,olive oil

and delightful local produce at a Tuscan farmhouse estate

• Relax over 3 nights in Spoleto in the Umbrian Hills,visit Assisi and

enjoy a special ‘Farewell to Umbria’dinner

• Visit the ancient Roman Forum and Colosseum in Rome



DAY 1 PARIS

Your tour commences this evening with a welcome drink before dinner in

your first class hotel.This is an ideal chance to meet, and get to know, your

Tour Manager and fellow travellers. (D)

Your Paris Hotel – Millennium Hotel Paris Opera

DAY 2 VILLENEUVE LES AVIGNON IN PROVENCE

Today we catch the TGV high speed train south to Avignon in the region of

Provence – the land of old peasant villages surrounded by rich, purple

lavender fields and vineyards.Arriving just under three hours later,we board

our coach and drive north to see the beautifully preserved Pont du Gard -

an imposing 2,000 year old Roman aqueduct which was built with giant

stones weighing up to six tonnes. In a beautiful setting, this remarkable

structure spans 200 metres between the craggy hillsides of the River Gard.

We then travel to Villeneuve les Avignon,a charming medieval town on the

opposite bank of the Rhone from Avignon city. Over 600 years ago, after

the fortification and the Abbey Saint André were built,Villeneuve became

the residence of the popes and cardinals of the Papal Court wishing to

escape from the hustle and bustle of the crowded centre of Avignon city.We

stay here for the next four nights. (B, D)

Your feature Hotel in Provence - La Magnaneraie.* This excellent 4 star hotel is

located 800 metres from the historic centre of Villeneuve. The hotel boasts 32

stylish bedrooms, peaceful lounges, a delightful garden complete with a

‘gourmand’ restaurant and a shady dining terrace. A perfect place to stay four

nights whilst exploring the region of Provence.To really appreciate this feature

hotel see www.hostellerie-la-magnaneraie.com

* 22 June departure stays at Hotel Mas de l’Oulivie, Les Baux

DAY 3 VILLENEUVE LES AVIGNON IN PROVENCE

This morning we visit the striking hilltop town of Gordes, on the edge of

the plateau of Vaucluse. Its houses of white and grey stone, with beautiful

old doorways, rise up in a spiral around the rock on which the village is set.

At the very top are the church and castle which face out onto the hills of

the Luberon (made famous by Peter Mayle’s book ‘A Year in Provence’).

Your morning will be at leisure in this delightful town. On our return

journey we make a photo stop at the Abbaye de Senanque (best time for

lavender is June/July). We arrive in Avignon around lunchtime where we

have included a ride on the‘Petit Train of Avignon’. This versatile ‘little train’

will take you on a panoramic tour, with commentary included, around the

streets, squares and sights of the city. Afterwards we have included

entrance (headsets included) to the 600 year old Palais des Popes,

once the grand residence of the exiled Roman Catholic Popes. The rest

of the afternoon is free to explore this historic town on the banks of the

River Rhone, with its grand central square with numerous side streets and

alleys full of colourful cafes and shops. Later we will transfer you back to

your hotel. (B)

DAY 4 VILLENEUVE LES AVIGNON IN PROVENCE

First stop today will be in the old fishing village of Cassis,on the Cote d’Azur.

From here we enjoy a morning cruise to explore some of the incredibly

picturesque Calanques.These rugged inlets with steep cliffs tumbling into

the crystal clear,Azure waters are best viewed by boat.Lunchtime will be at

leisure back in Cassis. In the afternoon we stop in Aix-en-Provence on the
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If the UNESCO World Heritage

organization think the

‘Calanques’ are notable and

worth eternal preservation

then we reckon you should see them. These deep rugged inlets

cover a length of 20 kms and a depth of up to 4 kms along the coast

between Cassis and Marseille. Roots of plants and bushes are

anchored into colourful rock faces which tumble down into the

crystal clear azure blue waters. Perfect for our spectacular morning

cruise on the Cote d’Azur! Uniquely Albatross. See Day 4.
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DAY 9 SANTA MARGHERITA LIGURE

Bidding adieu to France,we enter Italy and soon arrive at Genoa. In the port

you will find the massive black galleon built for Roman Polanski’s film,‘the

Pirates’. But the true gem of this city lies in the old heart where there are

beautiful churches and squares and nearly 50 UNESCO listed palaces and

stately homes lining the pedestrian malls. Later this afternoon we continue

past Rapallo to the beautiful harbour town of Santa Margherita Ligure where

we stay two nights.* Dinner tonight is in‘Les Bougainvillées’restaurant which

spills onto the graceful terrace overlooking the Ligurian Sea. (B, D)

Your Santa Margherita Ligure Hotel – The Grand Hotel Miramare.Our delightful

first class hotel exudes all the charm and elegance you would expect of a

member of the ‘Leading Hotels of the World’ group. The only real way to fully

appreciate this magnificent hotel is to visit www.grandhotelmiramare.it and

view the hotel photo gallery.

* 4 June, 22 June, 6 July & 17 August departures stay at Grand Hotel Savoia in Genoa
for 2 nights and do not dine at Les Bougainvillées’ restaurant

DAY 10 SANTA MARGHERITA LIGURE

Your morning is at leisure to explore the elegant shops, boutiques and

cafes that litter the port of Santa Margherita Ligure. Later we take a boat

along the rugged coastline to the world famous harbour of Portofino.

Delightfully set in a tiny bay, overlooked by the church and castle high

above, this old port makes a perfect afternoon stop. Later, we continue

around the coast to visit the Abbey of San Fruttuoso, which is only

accessible by boat.Your evening is at leisure, a chance to discover a local

restaurant and relax. (B)

Aaahhh…Tuscany…

sun drenched vineyards,rolling

hills,medieval towns and great

food! Quality local produce of

beautiful olive oils,wines and antipasto of cured meats,cheeses and

bread.Where better to sample the genuine article than enjoying an

evening in the Osteria of a local Olive Farmhouse Estate. Osterias

are where the locals often eat. Usually smaller inns or restaurants,

the emphasis is on local wines and high quality, simple, regional

food. The setting is usually genuine, often rustic and above all the

experience is wonderfully authentic.See Day 12.
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Pont du Gard, photo courtesy of Tour Manager Simon AckroydThe Abbey of Senanque, near Gordes, Provence

Cours Mirabeau, a tree-lined avenue of cafés and fountains, flanked by

elegant 17th and 18th century houses. (B)

DAY 5 VILLENEUVE LES AVIGNON IN PROVENCE

This morning we journey to the crumbling castle and once deserted village

of Les Baux to discover the craft shops and cafés scattered throughout the

ruins. Set on the craggy hillside, this rejuvenated town is an extraordinary

sight. Later we spend time amongst the terracotta roofs and ochre walls of

Arles, with its Roman ruins and giant amphitheatre. Later this afternoon,

there will be time at leisure to relax at your hotel, before a special dinner

tonight in a local restaurant. (B, D)

DAY 6 NICE ON THE COTE D’AZUR

There is nothing like a day on the Azur Coast! Driving down to the Cote

d’Azur we catch a ferry from Sainte-Maxime directly into the old port of

world famous St Tropez, where we enjoy a leisurely lunch break. After the

second world war this quaint fishing village developed into a ‘must stay’

chic resort frequented by millionaires, the jet set and of course Brigitte

Bardot. Later we continue to Nice, nicknamed the ‘Queen of the Riviera’,

where we stay the next three nights. Dinner tonight is in a local restaurant,

a short walk from your hotel. (B, D)

Your Nice Hotel – Hotel Massena. This superior tourist class hotel has been selected

not for its style or quality but for its fantastic location in the absolute heart of Nice’s

old town and right by the wonderful fresh food and flower markets.

DAY 7 NICE ON THE COTE D’AZUR

First stop this morning is in the extravagant sea side resort of Cannes.Time to

explore the old port town and ‘La Croisette’ - the seafront promenade lined

with palm trees,up market boutiques,cafes and grand hotels. Around lunch-

time, we drive in to the foothills of the Alpes Maritimes to the old town of St

Paul de Vence with its imposing ramparts, overlooking the Provençal

countryside.Inspired by the stylish town and its wonderful natural light,a host

of famous painters flocked here in the early 20th century to found art schools.

Later,film directors and movie stars followed,and now there is an artist colony

along with galleries and shops. The remainder of the afternoon is at leisure in

Nice.This evening we have also included an excursion to Monaco. Following

the scenic drive along the‘Moyenne Corniche’to the city of Monte Carlo we will

see the Royal Palace and famous Casino,before time at leisure for dinner. (B)

DAY 8 NICE ON THE COTE D’AZUR

Your day is entirely free in the elegant resort town of Nice.Take time to stroll

and shop amongst the winding streets and perhaps enjoy lunch in one of

the attractive seaside restaurants. Nice also boasts a number of art

museums. Make sure you visit the wonderful fresh food, local produce and

flower markets which are amongst the best in France! They are literally on

the doorstep of your hotel. (B)
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DAY 11 LUCCA IN TUSCANY

A delightful day is planned as we explore the famous Cinque Terre. The

name means ‘five lands’ and comes from the five unspoilt fishing villages

that cling to the cliffs, overlooking the sea. Taking the train along the coast

we visit the pretty port of Monterosso. From here we catch a boat and cruise

along the spectacular coastline of the Cinque Terre to visit the delightful

villages of Vernazza and Portovenere. Arriving in La Spezia we board our

coach and travel to Tuscany. We stay the next three nights in the typically

‘Tuscan’town of Lucca - a medieval walled city, filled with palaces,churches

and ancient houses. Dinner tonight is in a local restaurant. (B, D)

Your Lucca Hotel – San Luca Palace. Set in a historic building dating back to

1540, the San Luca Palace is perfectly located within the ancient city walls in

the historic centre of Lucca, a short walk to all the major sights. Opened as a

hotel in 2007, this first class hotel offers all the modernized features you would

expect. See www.sanlucapalace.com/lucca-tuscany

DAY 12 LUCCA IN TUSCANY

This morning we visit nearby Pisa with its famous Leaning Tower,

Cathedral and Baptistery in the magnificent Piazza dei Miracoli. Your

afternoon has been left entirely free to explore delightful Lucca. Perhaps

visit the former home of Puccini, where he wrote Turandot or borrow one

of the hotel’s bicycles to cycle, or walk, around the entire town on top of

the broad city walls. Delightful! As a highlight this evening we drive into

the picturesque Tuscan countryside to visit a local Olive Farmhouse Estate.

Before dinner is served in the Osteria, we spend time amongst the olive

groves and enjoy an olive oil tasting accompanied by Tuscan wines and a

selection of antipasto including local meats, cheese and bread - all

specialities of this region. (B, D)

DAY 13 LUCCA IN TUSCANY

Today is dedicated to nearby ‘Firenze’ (Florence). A local guide will bring to

life this truly beautiful city which is otherwise known as the ‘Cradle of the

Renaissance’. Your tour starts with a visit to the famous Accademia Gallery,

home to Michelangelo’s ‘David’ and numerous other extraordinary Italian,

Florentine and Renaissance works of art. We see the Duomo and take in

the magnificent statues in the Piazza della Signoria. Your afternoon is

entirely free to enjoy Florence at your own pace. Espresso Coffee on Piazza

Santa Croce where Michelangelo is buried? A gelato whilst strolling across

the Ponte Vecchio? Don’t forget the excellent shopping. (B)

DAY 14 SPOLETO IN UMBRIA

We make the short drive across Tuscany to the fairytale‘town of towers’San

Gimignano, famous for its 13th and 14th century Tuscan towers. Exploring

the pedestrian walkways of this hilltop town is an absolute delight.

Lunchtime will be at leisure in the beautifully preserved streets of medieval

Siena amongst the great sights such as the gothic town hall and the Piazza

del Campo, scene of the famous Palio horse race. Next we wind up to the

hills of Umbria and the wonderful walled town of Spoleto where we stay

the next three nights.Medieval Spoleto is easily explored on foot. There are

numerous romanesque churches and cobbled stone alleyways lined with

shops, bars and trattorias. (B, D)

Your Umbrian feature Hotel – Hotel Dei Duchi. This unpretentious, family run

hotel is located literally just outside the old city walls and is known locally for its

cuisine. The dining area has wide panoramic views of the stunning Umbrian

countryside. The hotel has the dual benefit of being a 'town' hotel but at the

same time giving the feeling as if you are in the middle of the countryside - so

you have the best of both worlds. Perfect for those after dinner strolls into the

medieval centre to enjoy a gelato or nightcap in a local café!

DAY 15 SPOLETO IN UMBRIA

We spend this morning in the nearby beautiful Umbrian city of Assisi.Badly

damaged by earthquakes in 1997, the city, dominated by two medieval

castles, undertook a remarkable programme of restoration which soon

brought it back to all its glory. On arrival in Assisi we are joined by a lay

Franciscan Monk for a guided tour of the Basilica of St Francis with its

magnificent frescoes. Afterwards there is time for you to explore Assisi at

your own pace. On our return journey to Spoleto, we make an afternoon

stop to enjoy the wonderful sights of the medieval hilltop town of Spello. (B)

DAY 16 SPOLETO IN UMBRIA

We have left the entire day at leisure for you to relax and enjoy the

numerous sights of Spoleto. There is so much to see and enjoy in this

ancient Umbrian town.This architectural time capsule spreads down from

Mount Sant’Elia towards the valley below, and boasts remnants of

When designing this programme I

wanted to create a totally unique

tour which captured the essence and

vibrancy of four incredibly evocative regions of France and Italy - Provence,

the Cote d’Azur,Tuscany and Umbria.These famous regions are littered with

wonderfully preserved cities and villages, incredible scenic drives and a

proud heritage of culture, food and wine. So it was so necessary to get it

right and do them justice.

Naturally I needed to ensure we have ample time in the famous cities

and towns… but I also really wanted to seek out those other activities and

sights, famous or not, which exude so much of that essence and style that

has made these regions world famous. For instance, have you heard of

Gordes, perched high with views down across the Luberon? What about

the picturesque fishing village of Cassis, on the Cote d’Azur, beside the

stunning fjord like Calanques where we enjoy a morning cruise?

I’ve also ensured two totally free days to relax and absorb where you

really are. One in Nice, to savour the fresh food and flower markets on our

hotel doorstep and the other in Spoleto, Umbria, because Albatross

travellers loved it so much they said it was‘a must’. At Albatross,we don’t just

touch on regions, we explore them.

I love this tour

Portofino



• All the sightseeing, scenic drives and excursions (as per the itinerary)

• Fully escorted by our experienced Tour Manager

• First class air-conditioned touring coach

• End of tour tips to Tour Manager, drivers and local guides

• 17 nights selected accommodation as described

• Porterage (1 bag per person)

• Buffet breakfasts daily

• 10 dinners including welcome & farewell dinners, restaurant dinners

in Avignon, Nice and Tuscany,‘Farewell to Umbria’dinner

• TGV train Paris to Avignon (2nd class)

• Local guides – Florence, Assisi, Rome

• Entrances: Papal Palace Avignon, Abbey of San Fruttuoso,

Accademia Gallery, Roman Forum and Colosseum

• Petit Train ride Avignon, boat ride to the Calanques, ferry to St

Tropez, boat ride to Portofino, Cinque Terre excursion by train and

boat, food, wine and olive oil tasting at a Tuscan Farmhouse Estate

• Personal audio system whilst on tour

Tour Inclusions

18 days only $ 7,249 pp twin share

Single supplement $1,849
(land only prices in Australian dollars)

Special Earlybird Offer - Book by 22 Dec 2013 to save $300 pp!

2014 Dates and Prices

STARTS ENDS STARTS ENDS

11 May 28 May 17 August 3 September

21 May 7 June 24 August 10 September

4 June 21 June 7 September 24 September

22 June 9 July 17 September 4 October

6 July 23 July 24 September 11 October

SPECIAL
EarlyBird
O�er
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PLEASE NOTE: In this tour we visit a number of medieval hilltop towns which may
have some steep, uneven cobbled stone streets, and attractions with steep
staircases and no lifts. Additionally some larger cities only provide coach passenger
drop off points 15 minutes or so walk from the old town centres.This need to walk
from coach drop off points in some Italian towns and cities is common to ALL Tour
Operators. People with walking difficulties or limitations should consider this
before booking. Additionally, local traffic by-laws and regulations on coach travel
in Italian cities require a higher than usual number of earlier starts.

civilisation going back to early Roman times. Your hotel is wonderfully

located, with all the sights and attractions, such as the Cathedral of Santa

Maria Assunta and Piazza del Mercato, on the site of the old Roman Forum,

within easy walking distance. Perhaps take a leisurely walk along the path

around the castle and across the medieval viaduct in to the Umbrian

countryside. This is the real Italy! Tonight we have arranged a special

‘Farewell to Umbria’dinner with local wines, in your hotel. (B, D)

DAY 17 ROME

We arrive into Rome late morning.We have included a guided walking tour

around the ruins of the Forum Romana and a visit to the mighty Colosseum.

After checking into our central city hotel, we will enjoy a farewell dinner in

a nearby restaurant. (B, D)

Your Rome Hotel – Hotel Massimo D’Azeglio

DAY 18 ROME

Sadly your tour ends this morning after breakfast. (B)



Provence & Tuscany to Umbria

500 years ago,when the Papacy fled Rome for Avignon,the Bishops built their grand houses

over the river in the peace and tranquillity of Villeneuve les Avignon. Here you will discover

our Hotel La Magnaneraie (photos above and top right).You will be charmed by this private,

32 room character hotel, with a stylish provincial feel, where you will dine in a beautiful

restaurant or on the garden terrace.

Location is always so important. In Nice, the Hotel Massena (photo, middle right) is superbly

located in the very heart of the old town, beside the flower and food markets, and our

selected Spoleto and Lucca hotels are set beside or inside the ancient city walls - perfect for

an evening stroll into the medieval centre for a coffee or gelato.

Locations can also be divine! A perfect example is the Grand Hotel Miramare, with its

restaurant and bar terrace and pool overlooking the Gulf of Tigullio. Stylish, reminiscent of

a bygone era and just ‘two steps’ away from the gorgeous port of Santa Margherita Ligure.

To see more photos plus our other specially selected hotels visit www.albatrosstours.com.

Y O U R H O T E L E X P E R I E N C E
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Clockwise from main: La Magnaneraie; Reception - La Magnaneraie; Hotel Massena; Bottom three pictures – Grand Hotel Miramare



The Italian ‘Grande’
18 Stunning Days – Milan to Rome

• Spend 4 nights by Lake Maggiore in the magnificent Italian Lakes

District,visit Villa Carlotta and the town of Bellagio on the shores of

Lake Como plus cruise on Lake Maggiore to the Borromean Islands

• Visit the traditional mountain village of Macugnaga set high in the

stunning Alps and spend an evening lakeside in beautiful Orta San

Giulio

• Stay 2 nights in a centuries old Italian castle, visit Lake Garda and

the romantic canals of Venice

• Spend 5 nights in Tuscany in the spa town of Montecatini Terme,

visit Florence and the Accademia Gallery, Pisa, the medieval cities

of Lucca and Siena, the fairytale ‘town of towers’ San Gimignano,

sample the regional wines, olive oil and delightful local produce in

a Tuscan farmhouse

• Savour traditional Tuscan cuisine at Fattoria il Poggio

• Explore the scenic villages of the famous Cinque Terre

• Enjoy 2 nights in the Umbrian Hills staying in medieval Spoleto

and visit Assisi

• Relax over 3 nights on the stunning Amalfi Coast,visit Capri,Amalfi

and picturesque Ravello

• Marvel at the ancient ruins of Pompeii and eternal Rome

Less time on coaches,
average 165 kms
travelled per day

Max 30 passengers for
a more personal
touring experience

Genuinely
Inclusive

Over $1,800 value of
extras included with
no hidden costs

The Albatross Difference

Manarola, Cinque Terre

Albatross gives you more…
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Macugnaga CASTELBRANDO

DAY 1 STRESA ON LAKE MAGGIORE

Commencing in central Milan at midday we will transfer you to Stresa on

wonderful Lake Maggiore, where you will stay the next four nights. Join us

tonight for a welcome drink before dinner.This is an ideal chance to meet,

and get to know, your Tour Manager and fellow travellers. (D)

Your feature Hotel in the Italian Lakes – La Palma Hotel. Set in its own private

gardens and within an easy walking distance of Stresa’s old town,this first class

hotel is superbly located on the lakeside promenade with magnificent views

across Lake Maggiore to the Borromean Islands. The elegant dining room leads

out into the hotels manicured gardens, and the swimming pool is located

opposite the hotel,on the lakeshore. This hotel is the perfect place to spend your

first four nights on tour! See www.hlapalma.it/en

DAY 2 STRESA ON LAKE MAGGIORE

After a leisurely start we drive to the town of Como and follow the shore of

the lake to Tremezzo, where we visit the world famous Villa Carlotta. This

wonderful Villa is set in 70,000 square metres of romantic Italianate Gardens

and faces across Lake Como to the Bellagio peninsula.The classic gardens

boast fountains and pergolas and in spring time is famous for its

Rhododendrons and Azaleas. Later we board our private boat and enjoy a

cruise on Lake Como, past a number of striking lakeside villas, to delightful

Bellagio.This beautiful town is situated at the tip of the peninsula separating

the lake's two southern arms, with the Alps visible across the lake to the

north. It’s time to relax in this delightful town which boasts peaceful villas

and gardens nestled by the lakeside, elegant shops and walkways plus

stylish al fresco dining at its very best. Later we return to Stresa. Dinner

tonight is included in a local restaurant. (B, D)

DAY 3 STRESA ON LAKE MAGGIORE

There is nothing like a day in the mountains - especially amongst some of

the highest and most dramatic in the Alps! Following a deep valley we

soon reach the mountain village of Macugnaga, close to the Swiss border.

Used as a location in many films, the village is famous for its beautifully

preserved wooden huts and chalets and the stunning backdrop of the

Monte Rosa (Pink) Massif and the 4,638 metres high Dufourspitze –

Europe’s second highest mountain. Your time is at leisure to explore the

village and surroundings, and perhaps take a mountain cable car ride to

enjoy lunch and the extraordinary views. Later today we also visit the

delightful town of Orta San Giulio beside the beautiful,and some say most

romantic of all the lakes - Lake Orta.Your evening is at leisure to discover

a local trattoria for dinner. (B)

DAY 4 STRESA ON LAKE MAGGIORE

Boarding our private boat we visit the famous islands of Lake Maggiore.

First stop will be Isola Bella where we have included entrance and a guided

tour of the palatial Borromeo villa and gardens,which dominate the island.

The villa boasts Murano glass chandeliers, gobelin-covered chairs, intricate

tapestries and paintings. The spectacular formal gardens rise behind the

ornate villa, with patterned flower beds falling in terraces, with statues and

ornamental stonework completing the Italianate style. Next we visit Isola

Pescatori (the Fisherman’s island). Lunchtime is at leisure on this small,

picturesque island with its quaint cafes and restaurants set amongst the

San Gimignano
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World famous Bellagio epit-

omizes the gorgeous towns

lining the shores of the majestic

Italian Lakes. That is why we

charter a private cruise boat to admire the sumptuous villas and

mansions adorning Lake Como before enjoying a relaxing

lunchtime in beautiful Bellagio.Our leisurely 4 night stay in lakeside

Stresa allows you the necessary time to do this,plus another cruise

on Lake Maggiore and take in the Lakes of Garda and scenic Orte,

and visit the mighty Alps. Absolutely Albatross! See Day 2.

Overnight stays

Included excursions

Tour commences
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reach the city centre,where you are joined by a local guide who will bring to

life this truly beautiful city, which is otherwise known as the ‘Cradle of the

Renaissance’. Your tour starts with a visit to the famous Accademia Gallery,

home to Michelangelo’s ‘David’ and numerous other extraordinary Italian,

Florentine and Renaissance works of art. We see the Duomo and take in the

magnificent statues in the Piazza della Signoria. Your afternoon is entirely

free to enjoy Florence at your own pace. Espresso Coffee on Piazza Santa

Croce where Michelangelo is buried? A gelato whilst strolling across the

Ponte Vecchio? Don’t forget the excellent shopping. (B, D)

DAY 9 MONTECATINI TERME IN TUSCANY
The whole of today has been purposely left entirely at leisure. This is a
perfect opportunity for you to do as little, or as much as you want! Maybe
take the local train back to the museums and shops of Florence.
Alternatively explore Montecatini’s old centre and parklands, or pamper
yourself in one of the Spas. Perhaps just relax in your hotel or sip wine in a
café and watch the world go by! (B)

DAY 10 MONTECATINI TERME IN TUSCANY
A delightful day is planned as we explore the famous Cinque Terre. The
name means ‘five lands’ and comes from the five unspoilt fishing villages
that cling to the cliffs,overlooking the sea.We have arranged a coastal boat
ride for you to admire the spectacular scenery and almost inaccessible
fishing villages,and to visit Portovenere and Monterosso.Our return journey
is by train through the tunnels and cliffs above. (B, D)

DAY 11 MONTECATINI TERME IN TUSCANY

Our first stop today is in one of the most typically‘Tuscan’towns in the area,

Lucca - a medieval walled city, filled with palaces, churches, ancient houses

and the former home of Puccini, where he wrote Turandot. Walk on top of

the city walls for the very best city views, or visit Piazza San Michele and

We used to spend 4 nights

here in Montecatini Terme,

but then many past clients

commented on how lovely

and typically Tuscan this elegant spa town is and suggested that

adding an extra day here - completely free - would make the stay

perfect. So we did. Yes, we fully explore this amazing region, but

now, by staying 5 nights in this delightful town, we add a

fabulous, authentic activity – a completely free day to ‘go native’

simply for the pleasure of it! See Day 9.

SienaFlorence, photo courtesy of Paul Thornton

old houses with wooden balconies, tiny boats and fishing nets. The

afternoon and evening are at leisure in delightful, lakeside Stresa. (B)

DAY 5 CASTELBRANDO

Bidding farewell to Lake Maggiore we drive east and arrive at Lake Garda

late morning.This is the largest of the Italian lakes and the meeting point of

three Italian regions.With a circumference of about 100 kilometres,the lake

is surrounded by lemon and citrus groves. There will be time at leisure for

lunch in one of the colourful and diverse lakeside towns. Later we reach

the foothills of the Dolomites and the superb CastelBrando, where we stay

for the next two evocative nights. Located above the village of Cison di

Valmarino,this 2,000 year old Roman fortress was turned into a sumptuous

noble’s palace in the 13th century. Access to the castle is by funicular. On

arrival we have included a guided tour of the castle. (B, D)

Your feature Hotel in Italy – CastelBrando*. Skilful restoration and sensitive

modernisation have brought the original magnificence back to life.Guelph style

decorative battlements,stone cellars,tapestries,swords and suits of armour set

the scene for the elegant halls, dining rooms, manicured gardens and terraces

overlooking the valley. Glorious for those après dinner drinks on those long

summer evenings! See www.castelbrando.it

*23 April, 29 April, 16 September & 26 September departures will stay at the

Carlton on the Grand Canal hotel in Venice and dinner is not included on Day 6.

DAY 6 CASTELBRANDO

After a leisurely start we descend to the Po Valley and visit nearby‘Venezia’

(Venice) – arguably one of the most romantic cities in the world. At

Tronchetto we board a private boat to take us along the magnificent Grand

Canal to St Marc’s Square,where we join our expert local guide for a walking

tour. The rest of the day is free to meander through the myriad of narrow,

water lined streets and alleys spanned by humped back bridges.Dinner this

evening is back in ‘our’magnificent castle. (B, D)

DAY 7 MONTECATINI TERME IN TUSCANY

A leisurely start to the day as we bid farewell to our castle and travel south to

Tuscany. We arrive in the charming spa town of Montecatini Terme mid

afternoon.This was once a favourite‘cure resort’of the crowned heads of state

from all over Europe. We stay here for the next five nights, in a traditional

family run,four star hotel,close to the major sights.As a highlight,this evening

we drive into the picturesque Tuscan countryside, where we have arranged

dinner at Fattoria il Poggio with its winery and olive groves. (B,D)

Your feature Tuscan Hotel – Ercolini & Savi Hotel. Dating from the second half

of the 19th century,the splendid Liberty-style building which hosts Hotel Ercolini

& Savi is one of the oldest in the town. The hotel is in an extremely central

location in the elegant Via San Martino, close by Piazza del Popolo.

DAY 8 MONTECATINI TERME IN TUSCANY

Today is dedicated to nearby ‘Firenze’ (Florence). We catch a train to swiftly



stroll along the shops of Borgo Giannotti. Later we visit Pisa with its famous

Leaning Tower, Cathedral and Baptistery in the magnificent Piazza dei

Miracoli. This afternoon we visit a local farmhouse to enjoy an olive oil

tasting accompanied by Tuscan wines and a selection of antipasto including

local meats, cheese and bread - all specialities of this region. (B)

DAY 12 SPOLETO IN UMBRIA

We make the short drive across Tuscany to the fairytale‘town of towers’San

Gimignano, famous for its 13th and 14th century Tuscan towers. Exploring

the pedestrian walkways of this hilltop town is an absolute delight.

Lunchtime will be at leisure in the beautifully preserved streets of medieval

Siena amongst the great sights such as the gothic town hall and the Piazza

del Campo, scene of the famous Palio horse race. Next we wind up to the

hills of Umbria and the wonderful walled town of Spoleto where we stay

the next two nights. Medieval Spoleto is easily explored on foot. There are

numerous Romanesque churches and cobbled stone alleyways lined with

shops, bars and trattorias. (B, D)

Your Umbrian feature Hotel – Hotel Dei Duchi. This unpretentious, family run

hotel is located literally just outside the old city walls and is known locally for its

cuisine. The dining area has wide panoramic views of the stunning Umbrian

countryside. The hotel has the dual benefit of being a 'town' hotel but at the

same time giving the feeling as if you are in the middle of the countryside - so

you have the best of both worlds. Perfect for those after dinner strolls into the

medieval centre to enjoy a gelato or nightcap in a local café!

DAY 13 SPOLETO IN UMBRIA

We spend this morning in the nearby beautiful Umbrian city of Assisi. Badly

damaged by earthquakes in 1997 the city,dominated by two medieval castles,

undertook a remarkable programme of restoration which soon brought it

back to all its glory.On arrival in Assisi we are joined by a lay Franciscan Monk

for a guided tour of the Basilica of St Francis with its magnificent frescoes.

Afterwards there is time for you to explore Assisi at your own pace.Returning

to Spoleto,the rest of the afternoon is at leisure.Perhaps take a leisurely walk

along the path around the castle and across the medieval viaduct in to the

Umbrian countryside. This is the real Italy! (B,D)

DAY 14 MAIORI ON THE AMALFI COAST

Driving south past Vesuvius we visit the ancient ruins of Pompeii, where a

local guide takes us through the city that was buried under volcanic ash in

AD 79. Paintings, furniture, mosaics, sculptures, graffiti and even loaves in

ovens are wonderfully preserved. From here it’s only a short drive to the

Amalfi coast and the port town of Maiori, where we stay in the Reginna

Palace Hotel for the next three nights. We have selected this hotel for its

position and style, local ambience and the warm, welcoming service you

will receive during your stay. A perfect base for visiting all the local sights

and soaking up the unique atmosphere of the Amalfi Coast! (B, D)

Your Maiori Hotel – Reginna Palace Hotel*

*6 August departure stays at Hotel La Bussola in Amalfi.

DAY 15 MAIORI ON THE AMALFI COAST

Enjoy your day as we take you on the ferry along the Amalfi coast, past

Positano, and across to Marina Grande on the island of Capri, which the

Roman emperor Tiberius made his capital. On arrival we meet our local

guide and board a bus which takes us up to the top of the island to explore

the charming village of Anacapri. We also spend time at leisure amongst the

boutiques and galleries in the main town, Capri. (B, D)

DAY 16 MAIORI ON THE AMALFI COAST

The Amalfi Coast is famous for its twisting, winding scenic drive with

picturesque villages and towns hugging the cliffs and craggy coves. This

morning we drive from Maiori along the dramatic coastline and spend time

exploring Amalfi. Later we continue to visit perhaps one of the most scenic

towns along the Amalfi Coast, Ravello. Perched on the mountain,

commanding panoramic views across the coast, Ravello is evocatively

described as being “nearer to the sky than it is to the sea”, and has been a

favourite haunt of artists and composers for centuries. Mid afternoon we

return to Maiori, where the remainder of the afternoon is at leisure to relax

and enjoy your surroundings. (B, D)

DAY 17 ROME

On arrival in Rome we enjoy a guided panoramic tour around the famous

landmarks of this grand city, from the magnificent fountains by Bernini, the

palaces and open squares to Piazza Venezia and the massive Colosseum

(entrance not included). After checking into our central Rome hotel, our

finale will be a farewell dinner in a local restaurant. (B, D)
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Did you know, with motorway

service station stops for morning tea

and lunch, taking into consideration

tolls, traffic and entering and exiting major cities it takes over eight

and a half hours to travel on a coach from Florence to Sorrento or

Venice to Rome! Yet so many tours have these drives as a standard day in

their itinerary. Even worse they often have just one or two night stops at

either end.

That is why Albatross Tours breaks these journeys with five nights

in Tuscany and two nights in Spoleto, en route to the Amalfi Coast.That is

also why when we travel between destinations our days are not

endurance tests. We allow leisurely stops en route! For instance, between

Tuscany and Umbria we enjoy visits to both Siena and delightful San

Gimignano and between Stresa and CastelBrando we have lunchtime

beside Lake Garda. Aren’t these sorts of visits exactly why you want to

travel to glorious Italy? By providing four nights in the glorious Lakes

District, two in an ancient castle, five in Tuscany, two in Spoleto and three

on the Amalfi Coast we perfectly complete your Italian experience!

It’s all about a sensible touring style, a civilized pace, genuine

inclusions and actually enjoying what you have come so far to see.

Italy is big.Very big!

Marina Grande, Island of Capri, photo courtesy of Linda Appleby



• All the sightseeing, scenic drives and excursions (as per the itinerary)

• Fully escorted by our experienced Tour Manager

• First class air-conditioned touring coach

• End of tour tips to Tour Manager, driver and local guides

• 17 nights selected accommodation as described

• Hotel porterage (1 bag per person)

• Buffet breakfasts daily

• 13 dinners* including welcome and farewell dinners, local restaurant

dinner in Stresa,Tuscan dinner at Fattoria il Poggio and welcome

drink in Stresa

• Local guides – Isola Bella, CastelBrando,Venice, Florence, Assisi,

Pompeii, Capri and Rome

• Entrances: Borromea Villa and Gardens,Villa Carlotta, Accademia

Gallery and Pompeii

• Cinque Terre excursion, private boat for tour of Borromean Islands

on Lake Maggiore, private boat for Lake Como cruise to Bellagio,

private water transfers in Venice, return ferry to Capri, Amalfi Coast

excursion to visit Amalfi and Ravello, food, wine and olive oil tasting

in a Tuscan farmhouse

• Personal audio system whilst on tour

Tour Inclusions

18 days from $6,489 pp twin share

Single supplement $879
(land only prices in Australian dollars)

Special Earlybird Offer - Book by 22 Dec 2013 to save $300 pp!

2014 Dates and Prices

STARTS ENDS STARTS ENDS

23 April* 10 May 13 August 30 August

29 April* 16 May 19 August 5 September

2 May 19 May 22 August 8 September

6 May 23 May 29 August 15 September

9 May 26 May 1 September 18 September

15 May 1 June 4 September 21 September

22 May 8 June 11 September 28 September

28 May 14 June 16 September * 3 October

31 May 17 June 21 September 8 October

11 June 28 June 26 September* 13 October

19 June 6 July 2 October 19 October

10 July 27 July 8 October 25 October

6 August 23 August

SPECIAL
EarlyBird
O�er
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PLEASE NOTE: In this tour we visit a number of medieval hilltop towns which may
have some steep, uneven cobbled stone streets, and attractions with steep
staircases and no lifts. Additionally some larger cities only provide coach passenger
drop off points 15 minutes or so walk from the old town centres.This need to walk
from coach drop off points in some Italian towns and cities is common to ALL Tour
Operators. People with walking difficulties or limitations should consider this
before booking. Additionally, local traffic by-laws and regulations on coach travel
in Italian cities require a higher than usual number of earlier starts.

Ve
ni

ce

*The 4 departures highlighted above with an asterisk stay 2 nights at the Carlton on the Grand Canal
Hotel in Venice and include 12 dinners, as noted in the itinerary text.The price for these 4 departures
is $6,729 per person twin share and the single supplement is $989.

Your Rome Hotel – Hotel Massimo D’Azeglio*

* 21 September departure stays at Mediterraneo Hotel

DAY 18 ROME

Sadly your tour ends after breakfast in your hotel. (B)



The Italian Grande

In the mountains - 2,000 years ago the Romans built a fort;800 years ago it was converted into

a Palace.Now,CastelBrando is a striking hotel in the foothills of the Dolomites (photos - top and

bottom left). You will be surrounded by decorative battlements, stone cellars, tapestries and

swords whilst manicured gardens and terraces, overlooking the valley, are perfect for sipping

a glass of prosecco on those long summer evenings.

Beside the water - Your first 4 nights will be in the stylish La Palma Hotel (photos, middle and

bottom right) located on the lakeside promenade of beautiful Lake Maggiore.The magnificent

views from the rooftop terrace sweep along the length of the lake as far as the Swiss Alps.

In perfect locations - In Umbria the Dei Duchi Hotel sits beside Spoleto’s ancient city walls,

whilst in MontecatiniTerme the Ercolini and Savi Hotel (photos,upper right and middle below)

is located 50 metres from Piazza del Popolo and 150 metres from the town's thermal spas.This

family-run, 19th century Liberty style hotel is perfect for your leisurely 5 night Tuscan stay.

To see more photos plus our other specially selected hotels visit www.albatrosstours.com.

Y O U R H O T E L E X P E R I E N C E
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Clockwise from main: CastelBrando; Interior – Ercolini & Savi Hotel; La Palma Hotel; Rooftop – La Palma Hotel; Ercolini & Savi Hotel; Hall – CastelBrando



Italy, the Deep South and Sicily
18 Incredible Days – Rome to Palermo

• Spend 3 nights in Puglia in the ‘Bee Hive’ Trulli cottages of

Alberobello, visit the ‘white city’ of Ostuni, Castel del Monte,

Polignano a Mare,baroque Lecce,sample wine in Locorotondo and

indulge in a typical ‘Italian style’ lunch in Monopoli

• Enjoy a memorable 2 night stay in the beautifully restored ‘Sassi’

caves of ancient Matera and visit the age old carved rock churches

• Relax over 4 nights in romantic Taormina and visit Syracuse, take a

cable car and 4WD bus to stand at the top of Mount Etna, enjoy

lunch in‘The Godfather Country’

• See the beautiful mosaics in Piazza Armerina, and explore hilltop

Enna

• Spend 2 nights in Agrigento,visit the Valley of the Temples,enjoy a

wine and local produce tasting at an olive oil farm

• Spend 3 nights in a wonderful converted Baglio farmhouse,explore

Less time on coaches,
average 147 kms
travelled per day

Max 30 passengers for
a more personal
touring experience

Genuinely
Inclusive

Over $1,800 value of
extras included with
no hidden costs

The Albatross Difference

Matera

Albatross gives you more…
Sciacca, the ancient city of Erice and Segesta’s romantic temples

• Enjoy a seafood feast at Vittorio’s restaurant, cruise through the

Zingaro marine reserve to San Vito Lo Capo, and enjoy a Baglio

wine tasting

• Stay 2 nights in Palermo visiting the famous Duomo in Monreale

and delightful Cefalu

New for 2014



DAY 1 ROME

Your tour commences this evening with a welcome drink and dinner in your

central Rome hotel.This is an ideal chance to meet, and get to know, your

Tour Manager and fellow travellers. (D)

Your Rome Hotel – Hotel Massimo D’Azeglio

DAY 2 ALBEROBELLO

Driving across the spine of Italy – the Apennine Mountains - we make an

afternoon stop to visit the UNESCO heritage listed fortress of Castel del Monte.

This unusual,octagonal 13th century citadel was built by Emperor Frederick II.

Later we continue deep into the Puglia to the remarkable city of Alberobello

where we stay three nights.This is one of the most unusual towns you will ever

see. The whole city centre is a mass of whitewashed ‘bee hive’ type houses

called‘Trulli’which date back hundreds of years.Puglia is known as Italy’s bread

basket and is also justifiably famous for its olive oils,wine and local produce.A

special dinner tonight in the local restaurant‘Casa Nova’. (B,D)

Your Alberobello accommodation – ‘Trulli cottages’ scattered around town.

Shunning conventional hotel accommodation we have leapt at the chance of

offering an amazing touring experience.We have selected to stay in a number

of beautifully renovated Trulli set amongst the winding backstreets of this

UNESCO heritage listed old town. Bursting with character each one offers all

the amenities you would expect of a high quality,self-contained studio or town

house. Porterage is naturally all taken care of and breakfasts are all taken

together in a centrally located restaurant.Please note: Single travellers who are

paying a single supplement,can elect to be matched for this three night stay in

a two bedroom Trulli.

DAY 3 ALBEROBELLO

This morning we are joined by a local guide who will take us on a walking

tour of this remarkable ‘bee hive’ town. In the afternoon we will take a trip

into the nearby countryside around Locorotondo where we will enjoy a

relaxing tasting of local wines and olive oils.The rest of your afternoon and

evening are at leisure. (B)

DAY 4 ALBEROBELLO

Driving down into the Salentine Peninsula - the‘heel of Italy’- we spend the

morning exploring the city of Lecce.Dating back to the early Greek empire,

the city boasts numerous baroque monuments and also has a Roman

amphitheatre on the central square.Later we visit‘La Città Bianca’(the‘white

city’) of Ostuni. Perched on a hill, with views down over the coast, we enjoy

time at leisure amongst the winding streets and white washed alleys. (B)

DAY 5 MATERA

Passing hamlets and typical Pugliese ‘masserie’, fortified large estate-farms

we reach the coastal town of Polignano a Mare. Built directly on the cliffs
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Meet Vittorio unloading seafood he

selected earlier at Sciacca fish market.

This huge character will cook our

delicious seafood lunch in his

authentic beachside restaurant in

Porto Palo. Renowned locally, he featured in the acclaimed BBC2

series ‘Sicily Unpacked’. In this unusual, fascinating mini-series

Michelin master chef Giorgio Locatelli, who nicknames him ' the

wild boar',unreservedly endorsesVittorio’s simple cooking style and

declares it his favourite lunch restaurant in the world.Nothing fancy,

but so memorable! See Day 13.

ROME1

ALBEROBELLO3
MATERA 2

TAORMINA4

AGRIGENTO

2

MARSALA 3

PALERMO

2

Castel del Monte

Monopoli

Piazza Armerina

Enna

Mount Etna

Cefalù
Erice

Segesta
Monreale

San Vito lo Capo

Castellammare del Golfo

Syracuse & Ortigia island

Sciacca

Porto Palo

Lecce

Ostuni

Polignano a Mare

ITALY

SICILY

Puglia

Calabria
Mediterranean Sea

Ionian Sea

Adriatic Sea

Gulf of Taranto

Overnight stays

Tour commences

Included excursions
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Sicily.Following the coast we arrive at the stunning town of Taormina where

we stay the next four wonderful nights. (B, D)

Your Taormina Hotel – The Hotel Excelsior Palace. What a perfect location for

your four night stay as the main street of Taormina, Corso Umberto, starts at

the front of the hotel.Perched on a headland and built with a Moorish style,the

sweeping views from this first class hotel and gardens are spectacular.To one

side you have the coastline along the Ionian Sea, and on the other panoramic

views of Mount Etna and the hillside village of Castelmola. Visit

www.excelsiorpalacetaormina.it

DAY 8 TAORMINA

A totally free day to relax and explore the boutiques, handicraft shops and

restaurants on your doorstep which makeTaormina so famous.Make sure you

visit the Greek Amphitheatre with its striking views and also wander through

Villa Comunale,one of the most beautiful little gardens in all of Sicily. (B)

DAY 9 TAORMINA

Driving past Catania we reach the city of Syracuse, where we are joined by

a local guide. First stop will be at the temples and massive amphitheatre in

the 2,500 year old Greek and Roman ruins.We will also visit the overgrown

quarries and test the amazing acoustics in the famous ‘Ear of Dionysus’

cavern. Later we cross onto Ortigia Island, the heart of ancient Syracuse, to

wander through the delightful backstreets to the breathtaking architecture

of the main square, Piazza del Duomo. Enjoy time to find a quiet café or

trattoria for a leisurely lunch. (B)

DAY 10 TAORMINA

What an adventure today! First we drive up the slopes of Mount Etna to

Mt Etna - some stop far below

thinking they are ‘there’. Some

take the chairlift up to the

snow fields and stop. We go

even higher including the

guided 4WD bus tour up to where the ‘internally warmed’ earth

melts most of the snow, vast horizons unfold and where, at 2900

metres, you will stand facing the steaming caldera. What an

experience! What photo opportunities! What memories! (and yes,

it is easy and safe!) See Day 10.

Valley of the Temples, AgrigentoPolignano al Mare, photo courtesy of Julie-anne Landsborough

over the sea, Polignano is famous for its gelato and ice cream parlours and

makes a perfect morning stop. Later we continue to the nearby port of

Monopoli where we indulge in a fabulous, typical ‘Italian style’ lunch at the

family run Osteria Perricci. Crossing to the ‘ankle’ of Italy we reach the

extraordinary city of Matera. On arrival we visit the Murgia Timone, a huge

rock plateau riddled with ancient man made stone caves or‘Sassi’, to take in

the views directly over the‘la Gravina’ravine to the old town.Reputed to be

the oldest inhabited settlement in Italy, your view encompasses rock

churches and numerous Sassi (including the cave complex hotel we will be

staying in) with the more ‘modern’ baroque town on top of the hill. Your

next two nights will be memorable! (B, L)

Your Matera‘Albergo Diffuso’- Le Grotte della Civita.Translated,‘Albergo Diffuso’

means a‘Hotel Diffused’.Meaning diffused with history.Your rooms are a series

of ‘Sassi’ or caves, dating back into pre-history, beautifully renovated and with

exceptional appeal. Each are large in size and reminiscent of the ‘Flintstones’,

but with luxury and all modern conveniences. Your breakfast is served in a

converted rock church featuring classical music. It is so difficult to paint the full

picture.To truly understand and enjoy visit www.sextantio.it/grotte-civita

DAY 6 MATERA

This morning we are joined by a local guide who will show us around this

extraordinary town from the ancient rock hewn churches to the baroque

city above.We have included entrance to view the rock wall frescoes in the

church of Madonna de Idris and San Giovanni in Monterrone. Your

afternoon is free to relax and explore.This evening we enjoy dinner tonight

in the Trattoria Lucana. (B, D)

DAY 7 TAORMINA

Driving across Calabria and down the toe of Italy we reach the

Mediterranean, where we catch the ferry across the Straits of Messina to

Mount Etna from Taormina



Sapienza Refuge, lying at the south of the crater at an elevation of 1910

metres. Here we board a cable car up to a restaurant and museum at 2500

metres where we meet our local guide who will drive us in a large 4WD bus

up to the (usually snow covered) viewing crater area at 2920 metres. You

will now be standing on the highest active volcano in Europe with views

across to the steaming caldera on one side and the Sicilian coastline far

below. All around you will see craters, caldera and petrified lava flow.

Following this magnificent experience we descend to the villages and

farmlands inland from Sant' Alessio Siculo, just north of Taormina.This was

the setting of several scenes from the film‘The Godfather’and is the perfect

location for another leisurely,typically‘Italian style’lunch.The rest of the day

and evening is free back in beautiful Taormina. (B, L)

DAY 11 AGRIGENTO

Cutting through the heart of Sicily we reach Piazza Armerina where a local

guide will take us through the opulent Villa Romana del Casale. UNESCO

heritage listed and one of the great sites of Sicily,this massive 1700 year old

Villa was covered by a mud slide in the 12th century which beautifully

preserved its breathtaking mosaics.Later we visit the historical city of Enna,

perched high on a hill,with its elegant cake and pastry shops.Later we reach

Agrigento on the south coast, where we stay two nights. (B, D)

Your Agrigento Hotel – The Colleverde Park Hotel.Located outside of Agrigento,

this elegant first class hotel is set in beautiful gardens with views directly over

the Valley of the Temples and the sea.Visit www.colleverdehotel.it

DAY 12 AGRIGENTO

This morning we are joined by a local guide who will take us through the

famous UNESCO heritage listed Valley of the Temples. Originally the

ancient city of Akragas, and built out of sandstone tufa, the golden amber

hue of the giant complex of ruins and temples blend perfectly with the

natural surroundings. This afternoon we will drive east to the farm of

Mandranova, to learn how they make their olive oil and enjoy a food and

wine tasting. (B, D)

DAY 13 NEAR MARSALA

First stop this morning will be in the fishing port of Sciacca. Encircled by

16th century walls, the fascinating old town is where Arab, Norman and

Greek cultures co-existed. We then follow the coast to the beach at Porto

Palo where we enjoy a deliciously indulgent seafood lunch at Vittorio’s

restaurant (specially mentioned in the acclaimed BBC2 series ‘Sicily

Unpacked’). Later we continue to our hotel inland from Marsala where we

stay the next three nights. (B, L, D)

Your ‘Baglio’ hotel – the Baglio Oneto. Set on a hill amongst vineyards, with

views across to the Egadi Islands,this was originally a feudal dwelling and later

a notable farmhouse estate built in the late 18th century.The hotel section has

been designed and built whilst still maintaining the architectural integrity of

the ancient Baglio. Its ‘La Calandra Restaurant’ serves excellent local food

accompanied by its own wine. Visit www.bagliooneto.it

DAY 14 NEAR MARSALA

This morning we visit the city of Erice. Standing on top of Mount Erice, 750

metres above sea level and overlooking the port of Trapani, the views out

to San Vito Lo Capo and the Aegadian Islands are fantastic. Here you will

still find the remains of the ancient Phoenician fortifications and in the old

city there are still two castles.Pepoli Castle which dates from Saracen times

and the Venus Castle built by the Normans. Time to relax and wander

through the quaint old alleys and cobble paved streets of the old town,and

find a trattoria in a peaceful courtyard to enjoy lunch. In the afternoon en

route back to our Baglio we will also make a stop at the Temple ruins at

Segesta.This evening before dinner we will enjoy a wine tasting in the lovely

old Baglio cantina. (B, D)

DAY 15 NEAR MARSALA

After enjoying free time for your morning coffee at the authentic fishing

port of Castellammare del Golfo, we board a boat to enjoy a scenic cruise

through the Zingaro marine nature reserve, past Scopello and the

faraglioni' rocks to San Vito Lo Capo. (B, D)

DAY 16 PALERMO

Before we reach Palermo we make a special visit to the wonderful Duomo

in Monreale. This extraordinary architectural achievement is a blend of

Arabic, Byzantine and Roman styles, with its mosaics and magnificent

cloister. In the afternoon we will explore the palaces and squares of that

most Sicilian of cities – Palermo! We will stay here two nights.The rest of the

day and evening are at leisure. (B)

Your Palermo hotel - The Grand Hotel Villa Igiea.Time to enjoy your 5 star hotel

with its own marina and set by the sea,complete with an elegance and style of
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Travel guru Rick Steves once wrote,“If

you like Italy as far south as Rome,go

further south.It just gets better.If Italy

is getting a little overwhelming by the time you get down to Rome, think

twice about going further. Italy intensifies as you plunge deeper.”Rick is so

right! Sicily, of course, stands out, having absorbed a myriad of influences

from a long history of invaders,empire builders and exotic sea traders.Turn

one corner and find a massive Greek Temple or Roman Amphitheatre.

Around the next you will find a delightful baroque square or verdant

vineyards springing from the volcanic ash of mighty Mount Etna.

Italy intensifies as you plunge deeper
Puglia and Matera are just as evocative.The fresh produce is amazing and

endless hills of olive groves testify to Puglia’s reputation as the food basket

of Italy.When designing the tour I leapt at the opportunity for us to stay in

the beautifully converted, white washed, beehive style ‘Trulli’ town houses.

And then there is Matera. Italy’s oldest inhabited town where the rock faces

are riddled with ancient caves or ‘sassi’. Mel Gibson even filmed‘the Passion

of Christ’ here as many reckon Matera actually looks authentically like

Jerusalem would have done 2,000 years ago! Ancient? It has been said,

“Matera is the only place in the world where people can boast to be still living in

the same houses of their ancestors of 9,000 years ago”. What an experience!

Scopello



• All the sightseeing, scenic drives and excursions (as per the itinerary)

• Fully escorted by our experienced Tour Manager

• First class air-conditioned touring coach

• End of tour tips to Tour Manager, driver and local guides

• 17 nights selected accommodation as described

• Hotel porterage (1 bag per person)

• Buffet breakfasts daily

• 10 dinners including welcome and farewell dinners, local restaurant

dinners in Alberobello and Trattoria Luciana in Matera

• 3 typically ‘Italian style’ lunches in Monopoli,‘Godfather Country’&

Vittorio’s at Porto Palo

• Local guides – Alberobello, Matera, Syracuse, Mt Etna, Piazza

Armerina, Agrigento

• Entrances: Castel del Monte, the rock churches of Madonna de Idris

and San Giovanni in Monterrone, Syracuse’s ruins and ‘Ear of

Dionysus’,Villa Romana del Casale in Piazza Armerina, Agrigento’s

Valley of the Temples, Segesta historical ruins, Monreale

• Experience a cable car and 4WD bus to the top of Mount Etna,

a Zingaro cruise to San Vito Lo Capo

• Welcome drink, wine tastings in Locorotondo and a Sicilian Baglio,

wine and produce tasting at the Mandranova olive oil farm

Tour Inclusions

18 days only $6,089 pp twin share

Single supplement $1,689
(land only prices in Australian dollars)

Special Earlybird Offer - Book by 22 Dec 2013 to save $300 pp!

2014 Dates and Prices

STARTS ENDS STARTS ENDS

25 April 12 May 30 August 16 September

16 May 2 June 18 September 5 October

5 June 22 June 7 October 24 October

SPECIAL
EarlyBird
O�er
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‘Our tour was absolutely marvellous.We would never consider

using another tour company if your company operated in the

area we wished to travel.We love your idea of ‘experiencing’

rather than‘seeing’and the longer stays.’ Martin and Jane

days gone by. Beautifully presented, crisp white tablecloths in the authentic

dining room and archways leading to the broad seaside terrace – what better

way to end our tour! Visit www.villa-igiea.com

DAY 17 PALERMO

Today we take an excursion east along the north shore of Sicily to the

popular town of Cefalu. Set below craggy hills, this medieval port town

boasts a charming main square lined with late baroque era buildings and

dominated by a classic Norman Cathedral. Later we return to our excellent

hotel and after time to relax we will enjoy our ‘Farewell to Sicily’dinner in a

local trattoria. (B, D)

DAY 18 PALERMO

After breakfast we have included a transfer to the airport where sadly our

tour is completed. (B)

This tour is not suitable for anyone with any mobility issues, walking

difficulties or limitations.



Italy, the Deep South and Sicily

Y O U R H O T E L E X P E R I E N C E
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Clockwise from main: Le Grotte della Civita, Matera; Le Grotte della Civita, Matera – Room; Trulli Cottages, Alberobello; Grand Hotel Villa Igiea, Palermo; Baglio Oneto, Sicily; Colleverde Park Hotel,
Agrigento.

Where you stay adds so much flavour! Look at the main photo above and see the dramatic

ravine in Matera. To the left are some of the antique ‘sassi’ caves we stay in. Behind the brick

façade entrances each sensitively converted cave room has its own unique character and is

beautifully appointed. And then there are the ‘Trulli’ in Alberobello.We spend three nights in

these authentic,tiled-roof,whitewashed buildings scattered around town,each self-contained

and beautifully converted to a first class standard.

In Sicily the variety continues… Taormina’s first class Hotel Excelsior Palace is in the heart of

town,whilst the garden terrace of the Hotel Colleverde near Agrigento boasts sweeping views

across the Valley of the Temples. Perhaps you wouldn’t expect the Baglio Oneto farmhouse

hotel in Sicily’s far west to have a pool like this? But then again you would certainly hope

Palermo’s 5-star Grand Hotel Villa Igiea,where you spend the last two nights,has a bar like this!

These unique hotels offer variety, style and character with so many stories to tell.

To see more photos plus our other specially selected hotels visit www.albatrosstours.com.



Croatia and the Adriatic
14 Magnificent Days - Trogir to Trogir

• Spend 3 nights in the UNESCO World Heritage listed city of Trogir,

visit Šibenik’s remarkable Cathedral of St James,and cruise by Krka’s

wonderful waterfalls

• Explore Split, visit Diocletian’s Palace and take in the magnificent

views from Klis Castle

• Stay 3 nights in a picturesque, yacht filled harbour on Hvar

• Visit Starigrad, sip wine in Jelsa and take the astonishing‘Lavender

Mountain Road’to enjoy a leisurely lunch in Milna Bay

• Relax over 4 nights in wonderful,beguiling Dubrovnik,take a cable

car up Mount Srd and enjoy a cruise along the coast to enjoy dinner

in Cavtat

• Discover the walled city of Ston and experience a wine and oyster

boat ride before lunch at the Bota Sari restaurant in Mali Ston

• Visit Kotor in Montenegro,and take a cruise from Perast around the

Less time on coaches,
average 96 kms
travelled per day

Max 30 passengers for
a more personal
touring experience

Genuinely
Inclusive

Over $1,300 value of
extras included with
no hidden costs

The Albatross Difference

Hvar as viewed from Castle Spanjola, photo courtesy of Julie-anne Landsborough

Albatross gives you more…
islands of St George and Our Lady of the Rock

• Spend 2 fascinating nights in Bosnia-Herzegovina,explore lovingly

re-built Mostar,enjoy dinner in the Vinarija Ostojic wine cellar and

see the War Tunnel in historic Sarajevo

• Follow the Adriatic Coast from Makarska to the ‘Pirate Town’ of

Omiš and cruise up the picturesque Cetina River

New for 2014



DAY 1 TROGIR

Your tour commences this evening with a welcome drink and dinner in your

Trogir hotel. This is an ideal chance to meet, and get to know, your Tour

Manager and fellow travellers. (D)

Your hotel in Trogir - Trogir Palace.This 4 star hotel is in a fantastic location only

200 metres from Trogir’s UNESCO Heritage Listed old town. Visit www.hotel-

palace.net

DAY 2 TROGIR

First stop of the day will be in the beautiful Krka National Park. At Roški

Slap we enjoy a walk across the Krka Gorge,following a route that has been

there since Roman times. At this point the gorge is about 450 metres wide

and our pathway winds across a series of incredibly scenic cascades (known

locally as necklaces), interspaced with islands and pristine clear rock pools.

At the far side a boat takes us up close to the dramatic 15 metre lower falls

before heading down stream to the town of Skradin. Later we stop in

Šibenik, the oldest native Croatian town on the Adriatic.Here we are joined

by a local guide who takes us into the UNESCO World Heritage listed

Cathedral of St James. Mid-afternoon we return to Trogir for an orientation

tour of this remarkably preserved town. Heavily influenced by the Greek,

Roman and Venetian Empires the core of the town is a mass of tiny alleys

and charming squares, filled with shops and restaurants. The rest of your

afternoon and evening are at leisure. (B)

DAY 3 TROGIR

Your morning is entirely free in historical Trogir. In the afternoon we are

joined by a local guide as we drive up into the rugged hills behind Split to

visit the ruined castle of Klis. This is the most famous fortress in all Croatia

with a remarkable history spanning a thousand years, and the views down

across Split and the Adriatic are astounding. Continuing to the port of Split

our guide will take us on a walking tour through the vast 4th century

Diocletian Palace complex, the Cathedral and pedestrian friendly town

centre.Later you will enjoy free time to explore the beautiful old town which

is littered with numerous alfresco cafes, and where the shopping is

rumoured to be the best in Croatia.Later we enjoy a local restaurant dinner

before returning to Trogir. (B, D)

DAY 4 HVAR

After a leisurely start we drive to the harbour of Split where we catch a ferry

to the famous Adriatic island of Hvar. Cruising out between the islands of

Brac and Solta we arrive at the oldest port on the island, Starigrad.Time to

enjoy a break and stroll through the town before crossing the island to the

delightful harbour of Hvar town,where we stay the next three nights. (B,D)

Your Hvar Island hotel – Adriana Hvar Spa Hotel.Perched on the promenade in

the absolute heart of the old city centre and port, this stylish boutique hotel

boasts the most spectacular panoramic views. A member of the ‘Leading Spas

of the World’ group, this superb first class hotel offers excellent spa facilities, a

rooftop swimming pool and ‘The Top bar’ with stunning views over the sea,

town and marina.Visit www.suncanihvar.com/adriana-hvar-spa-hotel

DAY 5 HVAR

Your day is completely at leisure to do as much or as little as you choose!

Hvar port is regarded as perhaps the most beautiful within the Dalmatian

Islands.The cobbled alleys which wind up from the big, open main square

are littered with restaurants, cafes and shops. For the more active, you can
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The largest airport on the Adriatic

coast, and hub of most international flights, is not at Dubrovnik

but at Split.That is why we start and end this tour at nearby Trogir.

Access to Trogir, and our hotel, is just a 10 minute taxi ride - so

much easier and quicker than going to Split. An added bonus is

our hotel’s superb location.In Split all hotels large enough for even

our smaller groups are based a considerable distance from the

sights, whilst ‘our hotel’ is literally just a short stroll from Trogir’s

incredibly beautiful,UNESCO heritage listed,old town.Perfect for

that extra free time we give you.You probably have not heard of

Trogir until now. But when you get back I have absolutely no

doubt your friends will hear all about it from you! It is that good!

Why do we start and end
our tour in Trogir?

TROGIR 1

MOSTAR

HVAR

Split

Krka

Šibenik 

Omiš
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Jelsa
Drvenik

Sucuraj
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CROATIA
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Adriatic Sea
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3
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4
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DUBROVNIK

Gulf of Kotor

3

Overnight stays

Tour commences

Included excursions
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On arrival, join us for a welcome drink on the beach terrace overlooking the

sea and Dubrovnik city. (B, D)

Your Dubrovnik Hotel – 5 star Grand Villa Argentina. Distinctly first class, with

regal,old-world charm,spectacular views across the sea and on to Dubrovnik’s

walled city, back dropped by pine tree-clad mountains, and perhaps most

importantly of all, an easy 10 minute walk to the heart of the old city – what

more could you want?

Visit www.adriaticluxuryhotels.com/en/grand-villa-argentina

DAY 8 DUBROVNIK

In the 15th and 16th centuries Dubrovnik became the heart of a maritime

empire to rival Venice.This morning we are joined by a local guide who will

breathe life into this extraordinary UNESCO heritage listed,walled city - from

the finely carved facades of the Renaissance Palaces lining the broad

pedestrian walkways and squares to the churches and the baroque

Cathedral.We have also included entrance to the old Franciscan Monastery

and Apothecary.The rest of your day is at leisure to explore this‘Pearl of the

Adriatic’. Late afternoon we board a traditional Dalmatian boat to cruise

south along the coast to the picturesque town of Cavtat where we enjoy

dinner in the excellent family owned ‘Restaurant Leut’. Later we return to

our hotel by coach. (B, D)

DAY 9 DUBROVNIK

Today we will enjoy a full day excursion to the country of Montenegro.

Reaching the dramatic fjord like Bay of Kotor we will make a stop at the little

village of Perast. Here we will enjoy a boat ride out and around the twin

islands of St. George and Gospa od Škrpjela (Our Lady of the Rock).

Lunchtime will be in the beautifully preserved walled city of Kotor.

Whether you like oysters or

not,or whether a glass of wine

is your‘thing’or not,the whole

concept of cruising out to the

sheltered waters of the oyster beds in Mali Ston’s Bay is just so, so

heavenly! Now add the backdrop of massive walls and

fortifications creeping up over the mountain and the knowledge

that following this you will be enjoying a relaxing lunch on the vine

shaded terrace of the famous Bota Sari Restaurant. This is a total

experience that we know simply cannot be missed. See Day 10.

Kotor, MontenegroKrka National Park

go on boat trips to the nearby islands, or perhaps take an energetic walk

up to Castle Spanjola. From here, the views across the islands, and down

onto your hotel and the marina teeming with expensive cruisers and yachts,

is breathtaking. (B)

DAY 6 HVAR

A day to explore the island! First stop of the day will be on the other side of

the island at the pretty port of Jelsa. Later we will visit a local vineyard to

enjoy a tasting of the excellent local wines before driving along a

spectacular ridge,past timeworn villages,along the spine of the island.This

incredibly scenic old mountain road is called the ‘lavender road’ and the

steep mountainsides are covered with stone enclosed fields of lavender

(lavender blooms on Hvar throughout the month of June). Reaching the Bay

of Milna, we have included a leisurely lunch in a charming restaurant with

a terrace over the rocky shoreline. Later we return to the delightful port of

Hvar to enjoy an evening at leisure. (B, L)

DAY 7 DUBROVNIK

After a leisurely start we enjoy the drive down the entire length of Hvar

Island to the port of Sucuraj, where we board a ferry and cross back to the

mainland at Drvenik. Following the Dalmatian Coast we soon arrive at the

famous city of Dubrovnik. First impressions are so important so we catch

the cable car up to the scenic lookout on top of Srd Mountain. Time to relax

on the café terrace savoring the stupendous views down across this famous

walled city.What a fantastic way to introduce you to the city! Later we drive

down to our superbly located hotel where we stay for the next four nights.

Dubrovnik seen from Srd scenic lookout



Returning to our superb hotel, the rest of the day and evening is at leisure

to relax in your hotel or explore Dubrovnik town. (B)

DAY 10 DUBROVNIK

Today we drive north to visit the remarkable twin towns of Veliki Ston and

Mali Ston. Famous for having the longest complete city walls of any city in

Europe, you will be struck by the giant fortifications extending completely

over the wild mountain side linking these two small towns. The energetic

may wish to enjoy the 1 hour walk on these walls to the tiny port of Mali

Ston, whilst others will take the coach! Scenically, the tiny bay is wonderful

however,we are here for the oysters of Mali Ston,which are reputed to be the

finest in the world. On arrival we will board a small boat to visit the Oyster

beds and sample fresh oysters washed down with a glass of local wine.Back

ashore, it is time for a lazy lunch in the famous Bota Sari restaurant which is

built into the ancient castle walls. Delightful! Later we return to delightful

Dubrovnik to enjoy the remainder of the day at leisure.This evening, when

the heat has gone from the day,and the crowded cruise ships have departed,

make sure you enjoy a peaceful walk along the top of the city walls.Running

almost two kilometres around the entire city, and flanked by turrets and

towers, a walk along the ramparts is a wonderful experience. (B, L)

DAY 11 MOSTAR

Today we go to Mostar in the country of Bosnia-Herzegovina. Arriving

about midday we will meet a local guide for a walking tour of this amazing

town. Ravaged and smashed in the Balkans War, Mostar has now been

lovingly rebuilt and the locals are intensely proud of their Stari Most (Old

Bridge) – a curious humped back pedestrian bridge spanning the River

Neretva - a reconstruction of the original 16th century Ottoman bridge. A

place where adherents of Islam, Orthodoxy, Catholicism and Judaism have

coexisted for centuries, this cultural melting pot makes a fascinating visit.

Mosques and churches stand side by side with charming riverside terraced

cafes and the occasional,bomb damaged,bullet pockmarked ruin.We stay

here two nights. This evening we drive through the vineyards of

Herzegovina to visit “Vinarija Ostojic”, a local winery in Citluk. After a stroll

amongst their vines we enjoy a tasting of the local wines followed by dinner

in the wine cellar. (B, D)

Your Mostar Hotel – Bevanda Hotel.Located in the leafy suburbs this 4 star hotel

has delightful gardens with statues and fountains and the restaurant terrace

even has a river running through it. Visit www.hotelbevanda.com

DAY 12 MOSTAR

This morning we visit the capital of Bosnia-Herzegovina,the amazing city of

Sarajevo - now nominated as the European Capital of Culture for 2014.Once

the site of the 1984 Winter Olympics,Sarajevo suffered the longest siege of

a city in the history of modern warfare (1992 -1996) during the Balkans

Conflict.To the locals it was the ‘Bosnian War for Independence’. Since then

Sarajevo’s re-building programme has galvanised the city and here we are

joined by a local guide. Highlight of the morning will be your visit to the

Sarajevo War Tunnel Museum – built to supply humanitarian aid to the city

during the siege.The afternoon and evening will be free back in Mostar. A

perfect time to find your own riverside terrace restaurant. (B)
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The most amazing thing about the

cities on the Dalmatian Coast is that

virtually every one of the old, walled,

town centres are perfectly preserved,traffic free zones - because cars simply

cannot fit down the narrow winding back alleys and cannot negotiate the

ancient stairways.That is one reason why these towns are just so incredibly

attractive - but be prepared to do a fair bit of walking.

Personally one of my life’s greatest travel highlights was ‘walking the

Dubrovnik walls’. But it is imperative you pick the right time of day. You

see, anything up to a dozen massive cruise ships disgorge multitudes of

passengers each day, who clog up the quaint narrow alleys until mid-

afternoon, when they simply disappear, sailing off in their massive cruise

ships. Afterwards,peace and serenity abound and this glorious‘Lady of the

Adriatic’ drops her veil, entrancing you with her beauty.The evenings here

are long,the late afternoon sun golden,and the two kilometre walk around

the city,on top of the ramparts, is absolutely delightful.On one side are the

colonnaded squares and terra cotta rooftops and on the other is the deep

blue Adriatic. This is something most cruise and coach tour passengers on

all too brief tour itineraries, completely miss, and why I insist we stay here

4 nights, in a hotel that is within easy walking distance of the old town.

Get out your walking shoes!

Omiš’ fortified town and

castle dates back 700 years

and was a notable pirate

stronghold. Surrounded by

rugged, steep cliffs, it protected access to the Cetina River where

the Corsairs of Almissa would take refuge if attacked. After

enjoying free time in the old town we will experience a cruise up

the river, much as the pirates did so very long ago, where the

colour of the water is extraordinary and the river is both placid

and beautiful. See Day 13.

Stari Most (old bridge), Mostar



• All the sightseeing, scenic drives and excursions (as per the itinerary)

• Fully escorted by our experienced Tour Manager

• First class air-conditioned touring coach

• End of tour tips to Tour Manager, driver and local guides

• 13 nights selected accommodation as described

• Hotel porterage (1 bag per person)

• Buffet breakfasts daily

• 7 dinners including welcome and farewell dinners, restaurant

dinners in Split and Cavtat, winery dinner in Bosnia-Herzegovina

• 2 special lunches in the Bay of Milna and the Bota Sari restaurant in

Mali Ston

• Local guides – Šibenik, Split, Dubrovnik, Mostar, Sarajevo

• Entrances: Krka National Park, Cathedral of St James, Klis Castle,

Split Cathedral, Franciscan Monastery and Apothecary in

Dubrovnik, Sarajevo War Tunnel Museum

• Cable car ride up Mount Srd, Krka waterfalls cruise, ferries to/from

Hvar, 2 island cruise from Perast, boat ride to Cavtat, Oyster bed

boat trip with wine at Mali Ston, Cetina River cruise in Omiš

• Welcome drink Trogir and Dubrovnik, wine tastings at Jelsa and

Mostar

Tour Inclusions

14 days from $ 5,289 pp twin share. See below.

Special Earlybird Offer - Book by 22 Dec 2013 to save $300 pp!

2014 Dates and Prices

STARTS ENDS PP TWIN SINGLE

SUPPLEMENT

6 May 19 May $5,289 $1,549

27 May 9 June $5,289 $1,549

10 June 23 June $5,989 $2,129

26 August 8 September $5,989 $2,129

9 September 22 September $5,989 $2,129

23 September 6 October $5,289 $1,549

(land only prices in Australian dollars)
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DAY 13 TROGIR

Driving back into Croatia we reach the Dalmatian Coast where we will make

a morning stop on the seafront at Makarska.Later we enjoy the coastal drive

north to the fascinating pirate town of Omiš. In the 12th and 13th centuries

the Corsairs of Omiš ruled the Adriatic. This town is their‘pirates’lair’– made

complete with the ruined 13th century Mirabella Castle refuge and tower,

perched above on the steep cliffs. Later in the afternoon we have included

a cruise up the peaceful backwaters of the Cetina River. Later we return to

Trogir where we stay our last night, celebrated with a farewell dinner. (B, D)

Your hotel in Trogir - Trogir Palace.

DAY 14 TROGIR

Sadly your tour ends this morning after breakfast. (B)

PLEASE NOTE: In this tour we visit a number of medieval hilltop towns which
may have some steep, uneven cobbled stone streets, and attractions with steep
staircases and no lifts. Additionally some larger towns and cities only provide
coach passenger drop off points 15 minutes or so walk from the old town
centres.This need to walk from coach drop off points in some towns and cities
is common to ALL Tour Operators. People with walking difficulties or limitations
should consider this before booking.

SPECIAL
EarlyBird
O�er



Croatia and the Adriatic

Home for 4 nights in Dubrovnik is the first class Grand Villa Argentina.Set in its own manicured

gardens and directly on the water’s edge, the view from the pool bar across to the Dubrovnik

city walls is stunning.The ancient city is right on your doorstep so a walk on the city walls at

sunset, or exploring the old town is simple, and an absolute pleasure.

The yacht harbour of ancient Hvar is one of the most picturesque in the world. So it makes

absolute sense to stay right where it counts, directly on the promenade in the island’s best

hotel, Adriana Hvar Spa Hotel.This superb first class hotel has a rooftop swimming pool and

from the‘Top bar’the sunset views across the islands,up to the castle and down to the marina

are enchanting.

Location is always so important. In Trogir the Palace Hotel (photos, bottom left and middle) is

superbly located a short walk from the astonishing UNESCO Heritage listed old town.

To see more photos plus our other specially selected hotels visit www.albatrosstours.com.

Y O U R H O T E L E X P E R I E N C E
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Clockwise from main: Grand Villa Argentina, Dubrovnik; View from hotel to Dubrovnik; Hotel Adriana, Hvar; Hotel Adriana rooftop pool, Hvar; Trogir Palace Hotel; Trogir Palace Hotel - View to Trogir
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ANZAC Commemorative Tours
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Let the ANZAC Legend unfold
Over the next few years Australians and New Zealanders will

be commemorating the 100 year anniversaries of so many

significant events of the First World War that took place at

ANZAC Cove and Lone Pine at Gallipoli, at Fromelles, Pozieres,

Bullecourt, Passchendaele and Villers-Bretonneux on the

Western Front. Consequently, more and more people will feel

the need to visit these memorable sites and moving locations

that spawned the magnificent ANZAC legend.

To that end, the following pages feature three very special

ANZAC Commemorative tour programmes visiting Gallipoli

and the Western Front with various departures throughout the

European summer months.You will find our 7 day‘The Spirit of

Gallipoli’, 8 day ‘All Quiet on the Western Front’ and 15 day

‘Turkey, Gallipoli and the Ottomans’ tours.

Add them on, or add them together!
Aside from being wonderfully fulfilling tours in their own right,

why not add one of our shorter, ANZAC commemorative tours

to your European touring plans? It is easy to do as they have all

been specially designed to be linked immediately before

or after many of the other European Summer tours displayed

in this brochure.

What is more, every departure of ‘The Spirit of Gallipoli’and‘All

Quiet on the Western Front’ tours has been specially timed so

that they can be perfectly combined creating one extraordinary

tour‘The Complete ANZAC Experience’! This memorable 14 day

touring combination will take you from the water’s edge at

ANZAC Cove, up the barren Gallipoli escarpments to the Nek

and Lone Pine, and then across the haunting landscape and

emotive sites of Flanders and the ‘bloody Somme’. For more

information see pages 69 or 72.

Experience counts…
For over a decade Albatross have been market leaders in

ANZAC Commemorative touring. Supported by our War

Historians, we have assembled a proven team of Battlefield

Guides and specially trained Tour Managers. Experts who will

immerse you in the true and remarkable story of the ANZACs,

and to further enhance your commemorative touring

experience we also make sure we usually stay 3 nights in

centrally located hotels at each absorbing location,right where

it all happened.

ANZAC Day Tours
Albatross Tours also offers 2 unique ANZAC Day tours to

the Western Front featuring the moving ANZAC Day

commemorations at Villers-Bretonneux. Please see page 80 or

go to www.albatrosstours.com for more information.



DAY 1 ISTANBUL

You will be met at Istanbul airport and transferred to your hotel. This

evening join your fellow travelling companions and Turkish Guide for a

traditional Turkish kebab dinner in a local restaurant. (D)

Your Istanbul Hotel – Innova Sultanahmet Hotel. Located in the historical

Sultanahmet district, this hotel boasts 74 air conditioned guest rooms,

elegantly decorated with modern furniture and a location in the heart of

Istanbul’s historical peninsula. There is also a panoramic roof terrace with

beautiful views over the sea of Marmara. See www.innovasultanahmet.com

DAY 2 ISTANBUL

Straddling 2 continents – Europe and Asia – Istanbul dates back thousands

of years and its grand monuments bear testament to ancient empires and

the Byzantine and Ottoman eras. First stop of the day will be at the

Byzantine Hippodrome, now known as Sultanahmet Square, to visit one of

the world’s great religious sites - the magnificent Blue Mosque.The highlight

of your day will be a tour of Topkapi Palace* (formerly the Sultan’s Palace),

home to the treasures of the Ottoman Empire and visiting the fourth

century, Yerabatan underground cisterns which riddle the foundations of

the city. Your tour of Istanbul would not be complete without the exotic

experience of having Turkish tea at the Caferaga Medresesi (originally a 16th

century Ottoman school of culture, paintings and ceramics). Here you will

be able to sample varieties of Turkish coffee,traditional apple tea and,if you

wish, try a ‘Shisha’ (waterpipe).Your evening is at leisure. (B)

*2 June departure will visit St Sophia as Topkapi Palace is closed on Tuesdays.

DAY 3 GALLIPOLI

Departing Istanbul we drive to the Gallipoli Peninsula, where our ‘Gallipoli

Campaign’begins. After time at leisure for lunch in Gelibolu (Gallipoli town)

we journey to Cape Helles on the remote tip of the Gallipoli peninsula.Here,

at the most south-westerly corner of Europe,is the British Commonwealth’s

main monument to the whole Gallipoli campaign – the Helles Memorial.

The Spirit of Gallipoli
7 Memorable Days – Istanbul to Istanbul

Albatross gives you more…

The Albatross Difference
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• Spend 3 nights in the Gallipoli region sensitively exploring the

whole campaign from the moving memorials on Cape Helles to the

barren hills and rugged landscape surrounding Lone Pine

• Gain a deeper insight into the life of the diggers from our specialist

Turkish Battlefield Tour Guide

• Pay your respects as part of a private morning commemoration at

ANZAC Cove and gain an insight into the Turkish story in an

evening presentation by a Turkish Historian

• Visit ANZAC Cove, Beach Cemetery, Lone Pine, Shrapnel Valley,

Walker’s Ridge, the Nek and the surrounding trenches, Kabatebe

Museum and the Commonwealth and Turkish Memorials on Cape

Helles

• Spend 2 nights in exotic Istanbul and visit the Blue Mosque,

Sultanahmet Square, the Underground Cisterns, and Topkapi Palace

• Visit ancient Troy, explore the Grand Bazaar and enjoy Turkish tea at

the historic Caferaga Medresesi

• 13 years experience operating Gallipoli Commemorative tours

Lone Pine

Less time on
coaches,
average 110
kms travelled
each day

Maximum
30
passengers

Over $600
value of extras
already
included - no
hidden costs

Guaranteed
to depart
with 7
or more
passengers

Genuinely
Inclusive

New for 2014



• All sightseeing, scenic drives, excursions and entrances as

described in the itinerary

• Fully escorted by an experienced Turkish Tour Guide

• First class coach for transfers and touring

• End of tour tips to Turkish Tour Guide and driver

• 6 nights selected accommodation as described

• Hotel porterage (1 bag per person)

• Arrival and departure airport transfers in Istanbul

• Breakfast daily

• 5 dinners including welcome and farewell dinners in Istanbul

• Turkish tea at Caferaga Medresesi, lunch at Kum Hotel on

Gallipoli Peninsula

• Private commemoration at ANZAC Cove and evening

presentation by a local Turkish historian

• Entrance fees to Topkapi Palace, Underground Cisterns,

Kabatepe Museum & Troy

Tour Inclusions

All Australian & New Zealand units which fought on the peninsula between

April and December 1915 are commemorated here. On the outside walls

of the memorial, along with thousands of other Allied servicemen, are the

names of hundreds of Australian and New Zealand infantrymen who died

in battle on this, the Helles Front, and ‘have no known grave’. Theirs is a

forgotten story of the ANZAC struggle at Gallipoli. From the heights of the

spectacular Turkish Memorial – the Canakkale Martyrs Memorial – we view

the mouth of the Straits of the Dardanelles, that great waterway which was

the primary Allied objective of the Gallipoli campaign. Later we cross the

Dardanelles to Canakkale town where we stay here for the next three nights

allowing us to properly immerse ourselves into the conflict and tragedy

that evolved almost 100 years ago. This evening we have invited a local

historian to join us and give an interesting overview of the Gallipoli

Campaign from the Turkish perspective. (B, D)

Your Canakkale Hotel – Truva Hotel. Recently fully refurbished and centrally

located on the Canakkale town foreshore, the Truva Hotel has a large shady

outside café terrace overlooking the narrows of the Dardanelles.

DAY 4 GALLIPOLI

Our Gallipoli Campaign continues today. The peninsula is filled with

cemeteries, a war museum and many memorials to the tragic events of

1915. As you enter this almost barren land, you can still sense the war and

heartache that once dominated the landscape,breaking the silent air. Our

expert guides have handled numerous special ANZAC Day

commemorative tours and worked closely with our team of War

Historians. Their intimate background knowledge separates fact from

fiction and provides numerous fascinating insights into the lifestyle and

living conditions of the legendary ‘ANZAC Diggers’. Our first visits will be

to Anzac Cove and Beach Cemetery – now home to one of Australia's most

legendary soldiers, Private John Simpson. We will then trace the steps of

the ANZACs up into the rugged hills to visit the ANZAC Memorials at Lone

Pine and Chunuk Bair. Amongst the numerous sights also visited will be

Shrapnel Valley,Walker’s Ridge, the Nek and the surrounding trenches.Our

last stop on the Gallipoli Peninsula will be the Kabatepe War Museum with

its absorbing collection of war relics and memorabilia.We have included

lunch at a nearby hotel. (B, L, D)

DAY 5 GALLIPOLI

A special day has been planned. Departing early we will cross the

Dardanelles and gather under the early morning sun for a private wreath

laying ceremony to commemorate the tragic events of 25th April 1915.

Each member of our small group will be welcome to say a few words and

express their thoughts. It will be your own personal tribute. Maybe a

simple ‘thanks’, a personal poem or a minute of silence. The choice is

entirely yours. Mid morning we will return to our hotel for a late breakfast

and then visit the nearby ruins of the ancient city of Troy, the site of the

mythological battle Homer immortalised in his Illiad.Archaeologists have

proved that there had been nine separate periods of settlement here

dating back to 3,000 BC. Your afternoon is at leisure in Canakkale. (B, D)

DAY 6 ISTANBUL

Returning to Istanbul we visit the famous Grand Bazaar, a maze of 65

winding, covered streets and arguably the most famous ‘covered market’

in the world. In its 4,000 shops you will find Turkish carpets,glazed tiles and

pottery, copper and brassware, leather clothes and many other treasures.

Tonight we have included a farewell dinner in a local restaurant. (B, D)

Your Istanbul Hotel – Innova Sultanahmet Hotel

DAY 7 ISTANBUL

Sadly your tour finishes this morning after breakfast with a transfer to the

airport. (B)

THE COMPLETE ANZAC
EXPERIENCE – 14 days
All departures of ‘The Spirit of

Gallipoli’ tour departing between

May and September have been

specially timed to end exactly on

the same day as all our fascinating ‘All Quiet on the Western Front’

tours begin. By easily combining these two tours you have a unique

opportunity to create a memorable 14 day ‘The Complete ANZAC

Experience’tour,taking you from the water’s edge at ANZAC Cove,up

the barren Gallipoli escarpments to the Nek and Lone Pine,and then

across the haunting landscape and emotive sites of Flanders and the

‘bloody Somme’. As an added bonus, by combining these two tours

we will offer you a frequent traveller $200 per person discount off the

price of the second tour.

(Note: to connect these two tours you need to fly from Istanbul to Paris. Flight

arrangements NOT included)
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Overnight stays

Tour commences

Included excursions

7 days only $1,589 pp twin share

Single supplement $379 (land only prices in Australian dollars)

2014 Dates and Prices
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Albatross gives you more…

DAY 1 PARIS

Your tour commences in your Paris hotel this evening with a welcome drink

and dinner. This is an ideal chance to meet and get to know your Tour

Manager and fellow travellers. (D)

Your Paris hotel: Mercure Paris Montmartre

DAY 2 YPRES

We travel to Ypres where we stay the next three nights.This afternoon enjoy

a walking tour through the centre of town and see the magnificent Cloth

Hall, St Georges Chapel, Ypres Ramparts Cemetery and the Menin Gate

Memorial,the British Empire’s tribute to the missing from the battles around

Ypres. Highlight of your day will be a visit to ‘In Flanders Fields’Museum - a

remarkable interactive experience of World War 1, located in the Cloth Hall.

Between 1916 and 1918 thousands of Australian and New Zealand soldiers

came to Ypres where some of the heaviest fighting in World War 1 took

place. Completely destroyed in the war, the town was lovingly re-built

carefully restoring the grand old buildings and picturesque square. Our

hotel is superbly located in the very centre of the old town and barely 200

metres from the famous Menin Gate.Tonight, after a buffet dinner, you can

attend the sounding of the Last Post at the Menin Gate,a moving ceremony

repeated every night since 1928. (B, D)

Your Ypres hotel: Novotel Ieper Centrum

DAY 3 YPRES

A fascinating day focusing on the ‘Flanders Offensive’ of June to November

1917. In the morning we visit the site of the Battle of Messines,the beautiful

Toronto Avenue Cemetery and the Island of Ireland Peace Park. This

afternoon we follow the famous Menin Road to visit Hooge Crater Cemetery,

Hill 60, the 5th Australian Division Memorial in Polygon Wood, the

All Quiet on the Western Front
8 Intriguing Days – Paris to Paris

To ensure you get the most memorable and fulfilling commemor-

ative touring experience, all departures of this Albatross Western

Front tour are led by highly experienced Tour Managers who are

specialist Battlefield Guides,many of who are members of the Guild

of Battlefield Guides.

• Gain a deeper insight into the life of the diggers from our specialist

Battlefield Tour Manager

• Enjoy charming Bruges and the medieval Amiens Cathedral

• Visit the Flanders Commemorative sites including Messines,

Hill 60, PolygonWood, Essex Farm Cemetery,Tyne Cot,Toronto

Avenue Cemetery, Island of Ireland Peace Park and explore Hooge

Crater Cemetery and Passchendaele Memorial Museum

• Visit the Somme Commemorative sites including the Australian

National Memorial at Villers-Bretonneux, Fromelles Memorials &

Museum,Vimy Ridge, Bullecourt ‘Digger’Memorial, the Jean et

Denise Letaille Museum in Bullecourt, Adelaide Cemetery, Australian

Memorials at Pozières, and the Thiepval Memorial to the Missing of

the Somme

• Be moved by the Last Post Ceremony at the Menin Gate and visit ‘In

Flanders Fields’ Museum

• Visit Franco-Australian Museum at Victoria Primary School in Villers-

Bretonneux and Historial de la Grand Guerre (Museum of the Great

War) in Peronne

• 13 years experience operating Western Front tours

The Albatross Difference

Less time on
coaches,
average 119
kms travelled
each day

Maximum
30
passengers

Over $700
value of extras
already
included - no
hidden costs

Personal
audio
system
whilst on
tour

Guaranteed
to depart
with 7
or more
passengers

Genuinely
Inclusive

Tyne Cot Cemetery
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Passchendaele Memorial Museum and the British Commonwealth’s largest

war cemetery at Tyne Cot.What happened in this area east of Ypres in 1917

was eventually summed up in one terrible word – Passchendaele! (B)

DAY 4 YPRES

We have included a delightful excursion today to the charming city of

Bruges. Recognised as one of Europe’s best preserved medieval cities,

Bruges is riddled with canals, bridges and quiet back streets. Take time to

wander the quaint and picturesque cobbled streets and relax in one of the

pavement cafes on the glorious old market square.Later we will stop to visit

the Essex Farm Cemetery, a site forever associated with the composition of

the poem ‘In Flanders Field’. (B)

DAY 5 AMIENS

Today we journey through the old Western Front battlefields from Ypres in

Belgium to Amiens in France. After crossing the border, we will stop at VC

Corner (Australian Cemetery),Fromelles (Pheasant Wood) Military Cemetery

and the Australian Memorial Park at Fromelles,scene of Australia’s first major

battle on the Western Front. We also visit the new Fromelles museum. From

there we visit the most spectacular British Commonwealth memorial in

France – the Canadian National Memorial on Vimy Ridge. Before heading

into Amiens,we will travel across the old Bullecourt battlefield and view the

moving statue of an Australian soldier at the Bullecourt ‘Digger’ Memorial

and visit the Jean et Denise Letaille Museum* in Bullecourt. You will be

staying the next three nights in the centre of Amiens within easy walking

distance to the picturesque city canals and the Notre-Dame – Amiens’

masterpiece 13th century gothic cathedral. A packed lunch, and dinner at

your hotel, has been included today. (B, L, D)

*Museum closed 1 May so unable to be visited on 27 April departure

Your Amiens hotel: Mercure Amiens Cathedrale

DAY 6 AMIENS

Today we experience the tragedy of the 1916 Somme Battlefields.We visit

the Australian memorials at Pozières where over 23,000 Australians were

injured with 8,000 losing their lives. The memorial at the windmill simply

reads,“This spot was the centre of the struggle in this area and was captured

by Australian troops who fell more thickly on this ridge than on any other”.

Later we visit the vast and tragic Thiepval Memorial to the Missing of the

Somme, the Ulster Tower Memorial to the 36th Ulster Division and the

Newfoundland Memorial Park. A snack lunch is included today. Returning

to Amiens your evening is free. (B, L)

DAY 7 AMIENS

Begin your day with a visit to one of the gems of French medieval

architecture - Amiens Cathedral, where the Australian and New Zealand

soldiers have been honoured. Today we explore the 1918 Somme

Battlefields including the Adelaide Cemetery (site of the exhumation of

Australia’s Unknown Soldier in November 1993) and the Australian National

Memorial at Villers-Bretonneux. We have included a visit to the fascinating

Franco-Australian Museum at the Victoria Primary School in the village of

Villers-Bretonneux.Later we visit the Australian Corps Memorial at Le Hamel

and the 2nd Australian Division Memorial at Mont St Quentin. Lunch time

is at leisure in the historical town of Péronne, where we have also included

entrance to the Historial de la Grande Guerre (Museum of the Great War).

Your farewell dinner tonight is in a local restaurant. (B, D)

DAY 8 TO PARIS

Sadly your Western Front tour ends this morning after breakfast as you

are transferred to Paris to arrive around midday. Drop off points will be

Paris Charles de Gaulle Airport and Paris Gare du Nord station. We

recommend that you do not book flights or trains that depart Paris before

2pm today. (B)

“In March 1916, the infantry divisions of the AIF went to the Western

Front in France and Belgium to fight in the trenches against the

Germans.Those years between 1916 and 1918, saw the most costly

conflict in which Australia has ever been involved.

Of the 102,800 names on the national Roll of Honour at the

Australian War Memorial in Canberra, over 45,000 died as a result

of the fighting along the Western Front.

For years after the war, place names such as Fromelles, Pozières,

Bullecourt,Ypres,Villers-Bretonneux and Mont St Quentin, where so

many Australians perished, were household words in Australia. By

1918, Australians were fighting in their own army corps – the

Australian Corps. From May of that year the corps was commanded

by an Australian – General Sir John Monash.”

Dr Richard Reid – Albatross War Historian – Western Front
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‘I came on this tour seeking a better understanding and
appreciation of the sacrifices made by the brave Aussies on
the Western Front.This was an unforgettable journey which
has taken me from the numerous words and pages I have
read over the years, to a visual real life experience that will
remain with me forever.An amazingly knowledgeable guide,
a co-operative tour leader and a great driver!’ Rodney

STARTS ENDS STARTS ENDS

27 April 4 May 26 July 2 August

17 May 24 May 23 August 30 August

8 June 15 June 13 September 20 September

The Complete ANZAC
Experience – 14 days
Why not complete the ANZAC
story by combining our Gallipoli
and Western Front tours?

All departures of this 8 day‘All Quiet

on the Western Front’ tour

departing between May and

September have been specially timed to commence immediately

following the end of our fascinating ‘The Spirit of Gallipoli’ tours.

By easily combining these two intriguing tours you have a unique

opportunity to create a memorable 14 day ‘The Complete ANZAC

Experience’, taking you from the waters edge at ANZAC Cove, up the

barren Gallipoli escarpments to the Nek and Lone Pine, and then across

the haunting landscape and emotive sites of Flanders and the ‘bloody

Somme’. As an added bonus, by combining these two tours we will offer

you a frequent traveller discount of $200 per person off the price of the

second tour.

(Note: to connect these two tours you need to fly from Istanbul to Paris.

Flight arrangements NOT included)
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• All excursions, scenic drives and sightseeing as described in the

itinerary

• Fully escorted by our highly experienced Tour Manager/specialist

Battlefield Guide

• Personal audio system whilst on tour

• First class air-conditioned touring coach

• End of tour tips to Tour Manager, driver and local Paris guide

• 7 nights accommodation as described

• Buffet breakfast daily, 2 lunch packs

• 4 dinners including farewell dinner in Amiens

• Welcome drink Paris

• All entrances as per itinerary

• Extensive touring of the WW1 Battlefields

Tour Inclusions

8 days only $2,589 pp twin share

Single supplement $629 (land only prices in Australian dollars)

2014 Dates and Prices



Turkey, Gallipoli and The Ottomans
15 Fascinating Days – Istanbul to Istanbul

• Spend 2 nights in Istanbul and visit the Blue Mosque, Sultanahmet

Square,the Underground Cisterns andTopkapi Palace,enjoyTurkish

Tea at the historic Caferaga Medresesi and explore the Grand Bazaar

• Spend 3 nights in the Gallipoli region and explore all the relevant

battlefields, memorials and cemeteries on the Gallipoli Peninsula

• Gain insights into the life of the diggers from our specialist Turkish

Battlefield Tour Guide, and the Turkish story in an evening

presentation by a Turkish Historian

• Pay your respects as part of a private morning commemoration at

ANZAC Cove

• Visit ancient Troy

• Stay 3 nights on the Turquoise Coast at Kusadasi, visit ancient

Pergamum,the Temple of Trajan,visit the amazing ruins of Ephesus,

the Virgin Mary’s House and Aphrodisias

• Relax over 2 nights in Pamukkale and visit the famous limestone

cascades and the tombs of the ancient Necropolis

• Savour 3 nights in a stunning cave hotel amongst the rock chapels

and ‘fairy chimneys’ of Cappadocia, visit a caravanserai, a pottery

village and the‘underground city’of Kaymakli

• Fly high over the lunar like landscape in a hot air balloon ride

Less time on coaches,
average 136 kms
travelled per day

Max 30 passengers for
a more personal
touring experience

Genuinely
Inclusive

Over $1,200 value of
extras included with
no hidden costs

The Albatross Difference

Capadoccia

Albatross gives you more…
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DAYS 1–5 ISTANBUL AND GALLIPOLI

The first five days of this tour are exactly the same as the first five days of

‘The Spirit of Gallipoli’ tour featured on pages 68 and 69 of this brochure.

On Day 6, following your three night stay in the Gallipoli region, instead of

returning to Istanbul we drive south and continue exploring this

fascinating country.

DAY 6 KUSADASI

Travelling south down the mountainous coastline of Turkey, our first

stop will be at the ancient Acropolis of Pergamum which is famous for its

wealth of archaeological ruins. From the Temple of Trajan you will admire

the stunning views of the surrounding countryside. We then continue

down the west coast to the popular port of Kusadasi - a resort town

for the wealthy citizens of Ephesus in ancient times. We stay here three

nights. (B, D)

Your Kusadasi Hotel – Hotel Korumar Deluxe. The Korumar Hotel is located

approximately 2.5km from the town centre and commands the most

beautiful sea view. This hotel combines style, a high standard of

accommodation and a wide range of modern facilities including 2 private

beaches, 2 pools and extensive spa facilities. See www.korumar.com.tr

DAY 7 KUSADASI

The highlight of today will be a visit to one of the ancient wonders of the

world, the inspiring ruins of Ephesus. Rated one of the world’s best

archaeological sites, you will walk along the 2,000 year old marble streets,

visit the Temple of Hadrian and the famous Library of Celsus. We also visit

the nearby House of the Virgin Mary, nestled high in the hills overlooking

the city of Ephesus. (B, D)

DAY 8 KUSADASI

A wonderful day left at leisure! Your day is completely free to enjoy the

sights and shopping in this attractive and bustling resort town. (B, D)

DAY 9 PAMUKKALE

Heading past Mugla we reach Aphrodisias,one of Turkey's most important

archaeological discoveries of recent decades. These marvellous ruins rival

Ephesus and include the Temple of Aphrodite with its dazzling white

marble and a vast, virtually intact amphitheatre. Later we drive to

Pamukkale where we stay two nights. (B, D)

Your Pamukkale hotel - Hotel Tripolis. Located close by the travertines of

Pamukkale, Hotel Tripolis offers air-conditioned rooms and features an

outdoor thermal pool, an indoor pool, and a traditional hammam. See

www.tripolishotel.com

DAY 10 PAMUKKALE

Today we visit the petrified white lime cascades of Pamukkale. At the

nearby Hierapolis we will see the stadium and take a fascinating stroll

through the tombs of the Necropolis.Your afternoon is at leisure to relax

in the thermal pools and spas at your hotel. (B, D)

DAY 11 CAPPADOCIA

Crossing the Anatolian Plain we visit the Caravanserai Sultanhan on the

Silk Road. Entering Cappadocia our first stop will be a visit to the Bronze

Age ‘pottery village’of Avanos. Cappadocia is located south of Mount

Blue Mosque, IstanbulLone Pine, Gallipoli
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3 nights in Cappadocia gives you

time! Time to explore this

intriguing area and time to relax

and enjoy your wonderful,

authentic ‘cave hotel’. It also

provides a wider window of

opportunity to hit perfect

weather so we can soar silently

into the morning sky, drifting

peacefully over the amazing landscape and weather beaten ‘fairy

chimneys’on our incredible, included,hot air balloon ride.

Erciyes, and is a volcanic region known for its curious 'fairy chimneys,'

cones and strange rock formations that have been sculpted by wind and

rain. Over many centuries people seeking shelter from the conquerors

and marauding armies of the Central Anatolian Plateau settled here,

burrowing whole subterranean towns. We will stay three nights in this

remarkable place. (B, D)

Your Cappadocia Hotel – Gamirasu Cave Hotel. Gamirasu is the name of an

exquisitely restored 30 rooms troglodyte cave house in Ayvali Village near

Urgup in the heart of Cappadocia. The hotel is located in a restored

thousand-year-old Byzantine monastic retreat which offers modern

conveniences without distracting from the spiritual feeling of the area. Hotel

rooms are built into volcanic rock with vaulted ceilings and decorated in

traditional Turkish style. See www.gamirasu.com

DAY 12 CAPPADOCIA
Enjoy a full day touring the moon-like landscape of Cappadocia. The

unique scenery of the Goreme Valley (one of the oldest settlements of the

region) with rock chapels, carved by early Christians, is an unforgettable

experience.We see Uchisar Castle and later we visit the‘underground city’

of Kaymakli. It is thought that the Hittites originally constructed this city

over 3,000 years ago. These chambers were later expanded into an

extensive troglodytic complex by Christians escaping the Arab invasions

of the 7th and 8th centuries. (B, D)

DAY 13 CAPPADOCIA

This morning we have included a memorable activity that will surely be a

highlight of your tour. Boarding a hot air balloon we gently ascend to
enjoy a dramatic journey gliding silently over the fairy chimneys of

Goreme and across the Cappadocia ‘moonscape’ countryside. Later we

return to our wonderful ‘cave hotel’ to relax. The rest of the day and

evening are free to explore this intriguing area at your own pace, and the

perfect opportunity to discover a local restaurant and experience the

regional cuisine. (B)

DAY 14 ISTANBUL

This morning we transfer to the Airport for our flight to Istanbul. On arrival

back in Istanbul we will visit the famous Grand Bazaar, a maze of 65

winding, covered streets and arguably the most famous ‘covered market’

in the world. In its 4,000 shops you will find Turkish carpets, glazed tiles

and pottery, copper and brassware, leather clothes and many other

treasures. Tonight we have included a farewell dinner in a local restaurant.

(B, D)

Your Istanbul Hotel – Innova Sultanahmet Hotel

DAY 15 ISTANBUL

Sadly your tour finishes this morning after breakfast with a transfer to the

airport. (B)
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When talking with fellow Australians

and New Zealanders who are

planning a Turkish trip, it was quite

clear that as well as Istanbul, the two

specific areas that really appealed

and fascinated them were Gallipoli and Cappadocia.

Most mainstream,scheduled Turkey tours are sold worldwide to people

from many nations who often have little or no understanding of the

ANZACs and the significance of the Gallipoli campaign. As such,‘those’tours

allow maybe an hour or two of sightseeing on the Gallipoli Peninsula.

So what is so different about this Turkey tour?

Since we design and control all aspects of our tours with the needs of

Australian and New Zealand travellers in mind,it was obvious to spend three

nights in the Gallipoli region to allow time to sensitively explore all the

relevant sites and properly reflect on the sorrow and heartache at Gallipoli. It

allows us to include extra visits to places like Cape Helles,and return to ANZAC

Cove early one morning for our own moving,private commemoration.

We did not forget how fantastic the caves and fairy chimneys of

Cappadocia are. We know that staying 3 nights in an authentic cave hotel,

including an amazing hot air balloon ride and allowing enough time to

properly explore this unique area will be a ‘turkish delight’.

Turkey is a very big country. Including three night stops at three vital

stages of the tour makes absolute sense to allow time to properly enjoy this

intriguing country.

Pamukkale



• All sightseeing, scenic drives, excursions and entrances as described

in the itinerary

• Fully escorted by an experienced Turkish Tour Guide

• First class coach for transfers and touring

• End of tour tips to Turkish Tour Guide and driver

• 14 nights selected accommodation as described

• Hotel porterage (1 bag per person)

• Arrival and departure airport transfers in Istanbul

• Breakfast daily

• 12 dinners including welcome and farewell dinners in Istanbul

• Hot air balloon ride over Cappadocia,Turkish tea at Caferaga

Medresesi, lunch at Kum Hotel on Gallipoli Peninsula

• Private commemoration at ANZAC Cove and evening presentation

by a local Turkish historian

• Entrance fees to Topkapi Palace, Underground Cisterns, Kabatepe

Museum,Troy, Pergamum Acropolis, Ephesus, House of Virgin Mary,

Aphrodisias, Pamukkale Hierapolis, Sultanhan Caravanserai, Goreme

Open Air Museum and Kaymakli Underground City

Tour Inclusions

15 days only $3,889 pp twin share

Single supplement $989
(land only prices in Australian dollars)

Special Earlybird Offer - Book by 22 Dec 2013 to save $300 pp!

2014 Dates and Prices

STARTS ENDS STARTS ENDS

11 May 25 May 17 August 31 August

2 June 16 June 7 September 21 September

20 July 3 August

SPECIAL
EarlyBird
O�er
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‘From start to finish our tour was informative and lots of fun!

The highlight for me was the hot-air balloon flight over

Cappadocia. The other would be Gallipoli, especially the

private dawn service.‘ Sue

Grand Bazaar, Istanbul



Turkey, Gallipoli and The Ottomans

Cappadocia is famous for its moonlike landscape and troglodytic cave dwellings.It was obvious

to us that we could not consider staying in a modern hotel in this area. Instead we chose the

Gamirasu Cave Hotel (above and top right) – a restored,thousand year old,Byzantine monastic

retreat reflecting the essence of this historical, evocative destination. Staying three nights

here… delightful!

In Istanbul our first class hotel is in the historical Sultanahmet district and from the roof top

terrace there are beautiful views over the Sea of Marmara.And for our 3 night stay in Kusadasi?

We chose to stay in a modern hotel – the Hotel Korumar Deluxe – a first class resort hotel

overlooking the clear green waters of the Turquoise Coast.

In Pamukkale you will have time to relax in the hotel’s thermal pools and Turkish baths. In

Canakkale, the Truva Hotel, on the foreshore of the Dardanelles, makes a perfect base for our

3 day‘Gallipoli Campaign’.Recently renovated,this traditional hotel has a large outdoor shady

terrace overlooking the Dardanelles.

To see more photos plus our other specially selected hotels visit www.albatrosstours.com.

Y O U R H O T E L E X P E R I E N C E
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Clockwise from main: Gamirasu Cave Hotel, Cappadocia; Gamirasu Cave Hotel Room; Truva Hotel Gallipoli Exterior and Restaurant; Korumar Hotel, Kusadasi Room and Exterior



Come and join us on

one of our festive

Christmas tours!

We launched our first

‘European White

Christmas’ tour in 1995.

78

Albatross Tours…

come share our love of Europe



Classic ten and eleven day escorted tours include our ‘Austrian

White Christmas’ tour,‘German Fairytale Christmas’,‘Christmas in

the Slovenian Alps’and‘Christmas in a Swiss Spa Resort’. We also

offer ‘Christmas in an Italian Castle’ plus a range of ‘stay put’

escorted tours where you can stay a whole week in charming,first

class Gasthof style hotels.Additionally there are several New Year

tours including Switzerland, Bavaria or London for the giant

fireworks displays, and our old favourite – New Year in Paris!

All Albatross scheduled tours are very different in design; they

are genuinely inclusive and have guaranteed group departures.

With that ‘Albatross Difference’ your Christmas will never be the

same again!

Now 19 years later, we offer the widest range of European

Christmas and New Year tours designed specifically for

Australians and New Zealanders – enjoying all that is best about

the festive season in Austria, Germany, Switzerland, Slovenia,

Italy, the Czech Republic and England.

We usually start in one of the major historical cities but then,

as Christmas approaches, we escape to the snow covered

mountains, romantic castles and villages to stay in nostalgic,

specially selected hotels for four, five or seven nights and

capture that essential European Winter Magic.

Highlights often include sleigh rides, steam train rides, special

festive meals and of course those wonderful Christmas Markets

in cobbled stoned, medieval town squares.This is Christmas the

way it should be enjoyed.

Our wonderful and innovative

itinerary design has helped

make Albatross Tours clear

market leaders for festive

Christmas tours in Europe

For a copy of our Christmas and

New Year Tours brochure call us on

1300 135 015 (Australia) or

0800 446 232 (New Zealand) or

visit www.albatrosstours.com
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Join us for ANZAC Day

on the Western Front

Imagine being there on ANZAC Day in the still of the morning, with the

mist and damp air hovering over lines of white gravestones.Then,as dawn

breaks, the haunting Last Post is sounded by the bugler. Join us on the

Western Front at Villers-Bretonneux as we commemorate the sacrifice and

valour of a generation who long ago fought and died so far from home.

Our extensive experience operating commemorative tours to the Western

Front certainly pays off! Our specialist Battlefield Tour Managers and

comprehensive itineraries are fully tried, tested and vetted and our hotels

in the Somme and Flanders are always superbly located.

We have two very special tours timed to be in the heart of the Somme for

the ANZAC Day commemorations - our 6 day ‘ANZAC Day on the Somme’

and 10 day ‘ANZAC Day on the Western Front’ tours. Both tours feature

extensive commemorative sightseeing and the moving ANZAC Day Dawn

Service at Villers-Bretonneux. In addition, the 10 day tour features the

services of our expert Australian War Historian, Dr Richard Reid, who will

bring to life the remarkable story of the ANZACs.

To request our 2014 ANZAC brochure call us on 1300 135 015 (Australia) or

0800 446 232 (New Zealand) or visit www.albatrosstours.com



PAYMENT CONDITIONS
• All rates are in $AUD and are cash/cheque rates. Credit card payments attract a

merchant fee. Deposits are non transferable.
• A non refundable deposit of $500 AUD per person,per tour, is required to secure your

place on each tour within 10 days of booking.
• A non-refundable deposit of $100 per person is required to book any flights.
• Final balance is due 60 days prior to travel.

CANCELLATION POLICY – ALL TOURS
All cancellations must be received in writing.
• If cancelled outside of 60 days prior to travel a cancellation fee of the deposit

applies.
• If cancelled after final payment but prior to 45 days before travel a cancellation fee

of 50% applies.
• If cancelled later than 45 days prior to travel a cancellation fee of 100% applies.

FORCE MAJEURE
If the tour or cruise cannot proceed due to flood, earthquake, war or civil strife, acts of
terrorism, hurricane, cyclone, industrial disturbance, strike, fire, lock out, epidemic,
pandemic, failure or delays of scheduled transportation facilities, or other Acts of God,
or any law, order, decree, rule or regulation of any government authority, or for any
reason whether of a similar or dissimilar nature beyond the control of Albatross Tours,
this agreement shall terminate and there shall be no claim for damages by either party
against the other.

INSURANCE
It is a condition of travel that each passenger is adequately covered by a proper
insurance cover. Please also check the contingencies of your prospective insurance
cover and ensure you are aware of its conditions and omissions. We strongly advise
travel insurance from time of booking to provide full cover.

GUARANTEED GROUP DEPARTURES
All tour departure dates offered by Albatross Tours in this brochure are based on group
touring programmes.The term‘group tour’ is defined as having a minimum of 7 and a
maximum of 30 passengers travelling. Once Albatross Tours, confirms 7 deposited
passengers travelling, it guarantees that the group tour will depart. In the event of only
6 passengers or less booking and travelling on that specific departure we are unable
to operate that departure as a group tour and that departure will be withdrawn.In rare
instances such as this Albatross Tours guarantee to advise all parties concerned of the
withdrawal of the tour at least 90 days prior to its scheduled departure date.

PRICES
Prices are guaranteed against currency surcharges. All tours have been costed on the
basis of a minimum number of 15 passengers travelling. In the event of a reduction in
the numbers of passengers travelling on any specific group tour departure below 15
passengers or in the unlikely instance of price increases from suppliers,or tax increases,
Albatross Tours reserves the right to pass on these increases in costs with or without
warning to its passengers. Wherever possible, price increases will be absorbed by
Albatross Tours.

TRANSPORTATION
When group sizes are considered too small to use a full sized touring coach we reserve
the right to use a smaller coach. Smaller coaches and any vehicles used for local
transfers and occasional day excursions may not have toilet facilities on board.
Individual country and EEC laws regarding coach transportation will be abided by at all
times.

TWIN SHARE ROOMS
Please note: Throughout much of central Europe traditional hotels sometimes offer
‘French Twins’which are 2 separate beds and mattresses attached together and sharing
a single headboard.

SINGLE SUPPLEMENTS
Individual passengers can request us to match them in a twin share room with another
individual of the same sex. Should a match not be found the single supplement will
not be charged.

Please Note: should you be ‘matched’ with another person we cannot be held
responsible if the choice is not to your satisfaction.You must consider there will always
be a certain risk of incompatibility.Smoking:any twin match must understand that the
room must be treated as a non smoking room. Also: Single rooms in European and
Turkish Hotels are sometimes smaller than twin rooms. The Single Supplements
represent a fee passed on to us by the Hotels.

PORTERAGE
Hotel porterage for one suitcase per person is included at each stay during your group
touring programme.It is not included on the first or last days of your tour when arriving
or departing your hotel independently.

MINIMUM MOBILITY REQUIREMENTS - THE NEED TO WALK
A number of tours in this brochure visit a variety of medieval hilltop towns which may
have some steep, uneven cobbled stone streets or castles, and attractions with steep
staircases and no lifts. Additionally some larger cities only provide coach passenger

drop off points 15 minutes or so walk from the old town centres.Please note:this need
to walk from coach drop off points in some Italian towns and cities is common to ALL
Tour Operators. People with walking difficulties or limitations should consider this
before booking. If unsure please call our office for further clarification.

PASSPORTS AND VISAS
It is the responsibility of the passenger to have a valid passport and all visas,permits and
certificates required for the selected tour.Your special Travel Agent will advise you.If the
passenger’s valid passport details are not advised by the final payment due date, then
a $25 per person service fee will apply.

UNSUITABILITY
If the operators consider any passenger as an unsuitable person for any tour it may in
its absolute discretion cancel that passenger’s booking or decline to carry that
passenger further, if at all.

UNUSED SERVICES
No refund is given where pre-booked accommodation is partially or wholly unused.
No overseas supplier or associate is authorised to promise refund on behalf of Albatross
Tours.

ITINERARY VARIATIONS
All possible effort will be made to adhere to the published touring itinerary.
Occasionally circumstances beyond our control will force changes, amendments or
modifications to the itinerary and its inclusions. Albatross Tours cannot be held
responsible for any omissions or modifications to the itinerary or the inclusions made
as a consequence to these changes.

REQUESTS FOR PERSONAL VISITS TO CEMETERIES AND MEMORIALS –
ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT TOURS
Special requests for visits to the graves of relatives at cemeteries and memorials, or
visits to other battlefield sites,that are NOT visited within the existing itinerary must be
received in advance of the tour for consideration and advice as to whether it is possible
to include the additional visit or not. Please note,we cannot guarantee that all requests
will be able to be accommodated due to time constraints of the existing touring
itinerary. Any requests not received in advance of joining the tour will NOT be able to
be considered or visited. Your Tour Manager may be able to assist you to make your
own arrangements to visit any sites that we are unable to incorporate in to the existing
touring itinerary.

HOTEL ACCOMMODATION
In the unlikely instance of a hotel change becoming necessary the alternative property
will be of a comparable or higher standard and there shall be no refund in this
connection. Non smoking rooms are requested however, they cannot be guaranteed
as not all European and Turkish hotels offer dedicated non-smoking rooms.

SPECIAL DIETARY REQUESTS
Please note requests for special dietary requirements cannot be guaranteed at all
European and Turkish hotels and restaurants.

NOT INCLUDED IN THE TOUR PRICE
Unless otherwise indicated we have not included Flights,Visas,airport taxes,port taxes,
security charges, airport transfers, items of a personal nature, laundry, drinks and
consumables.

COMPLAINTS
a) In the unlikely event of a complaint,the client is obliged to make Albatross Tours and

the local supplier aware of such problems immediately. Albatross Tours offers a 24
hour emergency paging system for this purpose.

b) Albatross Tours will only consider claims made against it in those circumstances
where a complaint has been made pursuant to sub paragraph (a) above and where
the claim has been received by it within 30 days from the end of the services
provided by it, otherwise, the client will have no right to make any claim against it.

RESPONSIBILITIES
Albatross Tours act only as a booking agent making reservations with the companies
or associates offering the services contained in this brochure. Whilst acting in good
faith, Albatross Tours do not accept any responsibility for default causing loss or injury
to person or property whether by negligence or otherwise on the part of the operator
or accommodation managers / owners or their employees. Albatross Tours have made
every effort to ensure the quality of accommodation and the accuracy of the brochure,
but shall not be liable for any dissatisfaction the passenger may have with the
accommodation and touring or any injury, damage or loss caused by the change or
withdrawal of any price,detail or other item or service. In addition Albatross Tours shall
not be held responsible for any loss of quality of goods or services supplied or any
changes in an itinerary beyond our control made by third parties.This agreement shall
be governed and controlled in accordance with the laws of Queensland, Australia.

Albatross Tours, LIC:TAG 1374, ABN 45 010 565 143
Level 3, 303 Adelaide Street, Brisbane, Queensland 4000, Australia.
Telephone (61) 7 3221 5353 Fax (61) 7 3221 5486
Email info@albatrosstours.com.au

europeT O U R B O O K I N G C O N D I T I O N S

Please read all conditions carefully
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Your local appointed travel agent is

Come share our love of Europe

Reservations and enquiries
1300 135 015

Albatross Tours – www.albatrosstours.com
Level 3, 303 Adelaide Street, Brisbane, Qld 4000

Tel: 07 3221 5353 Fax: 07 3221 5486 Email: info@albatrosstours.com.au

Facebook: www.facebook.com/albatrosstours Licence No.:TAG 1374 ABN: 45 010 565 143

Travel agent brochure stocks available from TIFs

T H E A L B A T R O S S D I F F E R E N C E

Albatross tours are very different. With smaller group sizes and longer stays in each

destination you will enjoy more time for sightseeing and a more fulfilling touring

experience. All of our tours are genuinely inclusive and are jam packed with included

excursions, entrances and feature dinners.

In addition to our unique range of European Summer tours featured in this brochure,

we offer ANZAC Day tours to the Western Front and the widest range of European

Christmas and New Year tours designed exclusively for Australians and New Zealanders.

Albatross Tours has been designing, creating and operating European

escorted tours for Australians and New Zealanders since 1995. As part of

The Albatross Group we handle in excess of 5,000 tour groups in Europe

every year.


